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ABSTRACT of the DISSERTATION
Reading Stories Old and New: The Poetics of Paratext in Gujin Xiaoshuo
by
Alexander Wille
Doctor of Philosophy in Chinese and Comparative Literature
Washington University in St. Louis, 2014
Robert E. Hegel, Chair
A literary work such as Feng Menglong’s
(short vernacular fiction) known as Gujin xiaoshuo

late Ming dynasty collection of huaben
(Stories Old and New,

published ca. 1621 C.E.) may be thought of as the combination of its primary text (that is, the
text of the story entries themselves) and its paratexts (in this case, its front matter, illustrations,
commentary, and adaptation history). Unfortunately, modern reprints of Gujin xiaoshuo and
other late Ming works of literature tend to reproduce paratextual elements incompletely or not at
all. This dissertation considers how the paratexts of Gujin xiaoshuo contribute to the meaning
making of the collection as originally printed.
Chapter 1 focuses on Gujin xiaoshuo’s front matter: its title page, preface, and table of
contents. The Gujin’s title (properly speaking, Quanxiang Gujin xiaoshuo or Fully Illustrated
Stories Old and New) locates the collection within three traditions: illustrated literature,
historical surveys, and xiaoshuo (fiction). The preface provides historical context and promotes
the idea that huaben has a powerful suasive moral force. The table of contents encourages the
reader to think of the story entries as consisting of thematic or structural pairs.
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Chapter 2 focuses on Gujin xiaoshuo’s eighty full-page illustrations, with two for each of
the forty story entries in the collection. Most of the Gujin illustrations consist of image alongside
text, usually in the form of a story title or quotation. Thus, Gujin’s illustrations may be thought of
in terms of three elements (image, text, and story) and their three inferable relationships (that is,
image and text, image and story, and text and story).
Chapter 3 focuses on Gujin xiaoshuo’s meipi

(“eyebrow” commentary), that is,

commentary printed on the upper margins of the page. Broadly speaking, Gujin’s commentary
may be divided into two divisions: commentary suggestive of authority and commentary
suggestive of persona, with many further subdivisions possible. Taken together, the commentary
of Gujin xiaoshuo enables the reader to infer the persona of a relatable and reliable commentator.
The reader may develop a fictive relationship with this constructed commentator in place of the
collection’s multiple contributors (many of whom were anonymous).
Chapter 4 focuses on Gujin xiaoshuo’s relationships with the classical language texts that
were adapted into the longer vernacular language works that make up the collection. There are
generally not major changes in plot in the course of the move from classical to vernacular,
however subtle shifts in characterization tend to bring the stories more in line with the literary
complexity and nuance typically associated with the huaben genre.
This study concludes by considering the relationship between paratexts and, more
generally, reading practice. It finds that Gujin xiaoshuo’s primary text is generally associated
with a linear reading path and an implied popular or vernacular audience while the collection’s
paratexts are generally associated with non-linear reading paths and an implied elite audience.
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This framework accounts for certain ironies and incongruencies that tend to recur throughout the
collection.

!
!

PROLOGUE
At leisure in my studio I read stories old and new,
And chance upon marvelous affairs that touch the heart.
––– “Shen Xiaoxia Encounters the Expedition Memorials,” Stories Old and New1

!
Here begins our story. It is the first year of the Tianqi reign period of the Great Ming dynasty
and you live in the coastal city of Suzhou, one of the brightest jewels of Chinese literati culture.
You step into a bookstore to escape the summer sun and glimpse an intriguing title: Stories Old
and New with Illustrations. The young store clerk (whose nose has been buried in a cheap
illustrated edition of The Outlaws of the Marsh) informs you that this new collection of short
stories is the work of Feng Menglong, a rising star of the literary scene whose collections of folk
songs and bawdy jokes you have enjoyed in the past. Now, the last thing you need at this point is
another thing to read, but it’s true that you’ve always been a little book-crazy––and at least
books are cheaper than Lake Taihu rocks––so you buy the book (actually a series of short, bound
fascicles) and hurry home before the light is gone.
Once home you slosh some tea over a bowl of rice, sit at your reading desk, and open the
first volume. To the side of the title, which has been printed in large, bold characters, is a short

1

. Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 613.
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passage explaining that the Heavenly Promise Studio has, “Purchased one hundred twenty stories
collected by men of distinction, past and present, and hereby presents one third of them as the
first collection” (Feng, Stories, 3). Reading on, you see a preface attributed to the “Master of the
Green Sky Studio” (an obvious pseudonym; one of Feng’s, you guess). The preface provides a
potted history of short, vernacular fiction, and claims that such stories may exert a powerful
moral force on their readers.
Following the preface is a table of contents: a numbered list of forty titles. Scanning them,
you see that a few look familiar. The first, “Jiang Xingge Reencounters His Pearl Shirt,” looks as
though it may be a vernacular retelling of “The Pearl Shirt,” a Classical language tale that you
vaguely recall from The Anatomy of Love, another of Feng’s collections. The titles also suggest
that at least some of the entries have been organized topically. For example, the seventh entry
(“Yang Jiao’ai Lays Down his Life for the Sake of Friendship”) looks like a natural companion
to the eighth (“Wu Bao’an Abandons His Family to Ransom His Friend”).
Eighty full-page illustrations follow, two for each story in the collection. A story title runs
along the edge of each illustration, and most have a caption squeezed into some blank space in
the image. These woodblock prints show remarkable attention to detail and surely were not easy
or cheap to produce. You flip through them and see remarkable scenes of love, violence, and
fantasy. In one, a scholar is hauled away by animal-headed demons, and in another a startledlooking young fellow is beaten by a ring of maids wearing smiles and wielding sticks. You move
on to the stories, wondering how these strange scenes will come to pass.
Alongside the regular text of the stories themselves, you also see occasional patches of
writing in the upper margins. These are commentary: unattributed remarks ostensibly intended to
!xiv

help guide the reader through the most challenging of texts. Among them are factual comments
identifying obscure people and places, as well as purely emotive interjections of joy, surprise,
and despair from the commentator. In time it seems you are getting to know the unnamed person
(again, probably Feng) behind the commentary: a passionate, nostalgic sort who is intrigued by
seductions, deductions, interrogations, and anything else that requires practical intelligence and a
keen insight into the workings of the human mind and heart.
You read the first story and find it is indeed an adaptation of “The Pearl Shirt,” but the tone is
strikingly different. Where that earlier story was a terse recounting of events, the newer
adaptation feels somehow more meandering, more loquacious. While the major events are
consistent across both versions, the personalities of the main characters are fuller, more like
living persons.
The sound of the night watch’s clapper reminds you that your candle has been steadily
failing. Looking about you find you are barely able to see and so you set the volume aside to
rejoin, for a time, the world of the mundane.
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INTRODUCTION
How do books speak to us? Through their texts, most obviously, but not through these
alone. Illustrations often tell a story that words do not, and of course notes and prefaces can
guide our readings as well. Likewise, background and context are essential: Alice Randal’s 2001
debut novel The Wind Done Gone surely speaks differently to those readers who do or do not
know it to be a reinterpretation of Margaret Mitchell’s 1936 novel Gone with the Wind.
Taking this principle as a starting point, this dissertation is an analysis of the early
seventeenth-century collection of short vernacular Chinese fiction known as Gujin xiaoshuo
(Stories Old and New). Rather than focusing on Gujin xiaoshuo stories only as stories, I
analyze the collection as a complex whole that makes meaning on many levels and in many
places. I do this by considering the ways in which paratextual aspects of the collection such as its
front matter, its commentary, its illustrations, and its history of adaptation tie the work together.
They offer the reader multiple paths through the collection, in the process suggesting multiple
interpretations.
In this introduction I will describe the history of the genre known as huaben, provide
background for Feng Menglong, the man most directly responsible for the collection, raise
pertinent theoretical issues, and outline the subsequent chapters of this work.

!
BACKGROUND
The Historical Development of Vernacular Fiction
As long as there has been writing in China there has been written narrative (that is to say,
written representation of an event or events). Even the earliest of all Chinese writings, scratched
!1

onto bones and tortoise shells, imply narrative in their efforts at prognosticating future causality.
Subsequent philosophical, historical, and even many poetic works written in Classical Literary
Chinese are all narrative to varying degrees. However some time would pass before the
emergence of fanciful (that is, non-historically-referential) narratives written in the vernacular of
their time.
The first watershed moment in the development of Chinese vernacular narrative was the
development in the ninth or tenth centuries C.E. of the late medieval bianwen
(transformation texts), popular accounts of Buddhist and secular subjects made known to modern
scholars through the cache of such works found in the Dunhuang caves of northwest China at the
turn of the twentieth century (Hanan, Vernacular Story, p. 6). Bianwen, while not illustrated as
such, seem often to have been accompanied by images during oral presentation, another
connection to later illustrated works such as Gujin xiaoshuo.
The subsequent Song dynasty (960–1279) enjoyed a flourishing practice of professional oral
storytellers given to practicing their craft in markets. Wu Zimu

in his Meng Liang lu

(Reminiscences of Hangzhou) describes the situation thus: “Story-tellers rely on their own
eloquence. There are four schools, each with its own traditions: [xiaoshuo] or [yinzi ‘er] are
stories of romantic love, tales of the supernatural, historical legends, accounts of law-courts and
detection, of sword-fights, contests with clubs or of the vicissitudes of fortune.… [accounts old]
and new flow from the story-tellers’ lips as smoothly as running water” (Quoted in Lu, A Brief
History, p. 142).1 The preface to Gujin xiaoshuo likewise makes reference to this period:

1

(Lu, Shilüe, p. 83).
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“According to the Bureau of Court Services of the Southern Song [C.E. 1127-1279], there were
storytellers, like those professional raconteurs of today, whose language was necessarily
popular.”2
In turn, the Yuan (1271–1368) and Ming (1368–1644) dynasties saw development of the
pinghua

(“commenting narrative” or “plain narrative”) type, of which the most famous is

surely the Quanxiang pinghua Sanguo zhi

(The fully illustrated pinghua on the

History of the Three Kingdoms Period), one of the so-called Quanxiang pinghua wuzhong
(“five fully illustrated pinghua”) (Hanan, Vernacular Story, p. 8). The works in this
series were written in a simple Classical Chinese heavily inflected with vernacular elements. The
earliest extant pinghua is the Da Tang Sanzang fashi qujing shihua

(The

Story of the Sutras Fetched by Tripitaka of the Great Tang) of circa 1280, one of the primary
precursors to the late Ming novel Xiyou ji (The Journey to the West)(Hegel, Illustrated Fiction,
p. 22). These major works inevitably influenced subsequent fiction such as late Ming huaben.3

!
The Historical Development of Huaben
Huaben (short vernacular stories) developed over the course of several centuries, with
greatest activity around the time of the Ming-Qing dynastic transition in the first half of the
seventeenth century. They were written in what was described at the time as unadorned,
2

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 2).

3

Still, Gujin xiaoshuo’s title inscription is careful to distinguish the collection’s short stories from previous longform narratives, explaining: “Works such as Romance of the Three Kingdoms [Sanguo zhi] and Outlaws of the
Marsh [Shuihu zhuan] are indeed great landmarks of fiction. However, those works that evolve around one character
and one action also inspire conversation and amusement and so should not be dismissed as having no value”
(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 1).
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vernacular language and tended to be quite short. Especially following the influential efforts of
editor-compiler Feng Menglong, vernacular stories tend to be focused, limiting their scope to the
perspective of one or a small number of primary characters. Subject matter and timing vary, but a
typical huaben story might be set in the recent dynastic past in the Jiangnan region, perhaps in
the cities of Suzhou or Hangzhou, and would concern the goings-on not only of literati, but also
of the growing merchant class. Themes often included violence, sex, crime, the supernatural, and
repayment for one’s actions.
The first historical mention of the term huaben

(typically glossed in English as “the

vernacular short story” or, occasionally, “novella”) appears to be in the Southern Song dynasty
(1127-1279) text Ducheng jisheng

(A Record of the Splendors of the Capital City), in

which huaben describes “puppet and shadow plays,” but that meaning has long been out of use
(Indiana Companion, p. 443). Huaben, in the sense we understand the term now, refers to a
“short or medium-length story in the contemporary language which, in contrast to the novel, is
not divided into chapters and depicts only a limited number of characters and events” (Idema, A
Guide, p. 212).4 The earliest known example of a complete huaben (in this newer sense) is a
short one included in the prefatory materials to a 1498 edition of the Xixiang ji

(The

Story of the Western Wing) (see Idema, Guide, p. 213). Huaben production flourished during the
late Ming in the form of collections from Hong Pian

4

(1522?-1566?) and Feng Menglong

This definition is artificially concise. In Huaben xiaoshou de lishi yu xushi
contemporary
scholar Wang Xin argues that huaben (or huaben xiaoshuo) historically was a broad, flexible term, even indicating
short classical language works in some cases (Wang, p. 7). For simplicity’s sake I adhere to the above definition in
this project while recognizing it is somewhat ahistorical in its narrowness.
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(1574-1646), and in the early Qing dynasty collections of Li Yu

(1610/1611-1680)

and others.
Patrick Hanan proposes a tripartite system of huaben periodization primarily based on
indices of historically shifting linguistic markers: an early period lasting from 1250 to 1450, a
middle period lasting from 1450 to 1575, and a late period lasting from 1550 to 1627 (see Hanan,
Short Story). This periodization, while a necessary simplification, is instructive about the
external literary influences on huaben as well as about the character of the works that make up
each period.
As Idema summarizes it, huaben’s early period consisted mostly of work drawn from
“Classical tales” (chuanqi

) or popular sources, often opening with unrelated songs or

poems (Idema, A Guide, p. 214). Middle period huaben more often included works of theatrical
origin (that is to say zaju

or xiwen

), as well as “performance texts,” and classical

language short stories. Thematically, the stories included numerous Buddhist moralizing works
and so-called “folly and consequences” tales whereby minor, unthinking infractions lead to dire
consequences (Idema, A Guide, p. 215). Finally, shorter examples of late period huaben tend to
be original compositions whereas longer, novella-length works are apt to draw from biji
(“note-form literature”) or chuanqi sources. Huaben narration increasingly took on the
“storyteller’s manner,” emulating certain characteristics of professional oral storytellers by
taking on a meandering, discursive style that includes rhetorical questions, direct address of the
reader, and frequent moralizing comments on the story (See Idema, A Guide, p. 215).
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It is often difficult to account for the formative stages of the huaben tradition because
records from those early years are spotty at best––the period preceding about 1450 is particularly
opaque, with such works that remain having largely come down to us preserved in later
collections. There are a few exceptions; for instance, the thirty-sixth entry in Gujin xiaoshuo,
entitled Song si gong da nao jin hun Zhang

(Song the Fourth Greatly

Torments Tightwad Zhang) is known to have been penned by one Lu Xianzhi

at around

1300 but even this scanty knowledge is rare for the early period.
Our historical understanding grows much better with the work of Hong Pian, who around
1550 compiled the Liushi jia xiaoshuo

(Stories by Sixty Authors), also known (in

reference to Hong Pian’s literary studio) as the Qingping shantang huaben
(Huaben Stories Printed at the Qingping Mountain Pavilion). This early collection includes many
of the story types that would become huaben staples, among them romance, religious, folly-andconsequences stories, and court case stories.5
Liushi jia xiaoshuo was an important formative work but many of the entries that made up
that collection have since been lost. The first collection of late Ming huaben to survive in its
entirety is Feng Menglong’s circa 1621 Gujin xiaoshuo. Feng followed Gujin xiaoshuo with two
more collections of equal length: Jingshi tongyan
the World), and Xingshi hengyan

(Comprehensive Words to Caution

(Constant Words to Awaken the World). The entries

comprising these three collections (especially Gujin xiaoshuo) are adaptations either of Classical

5

For more on the playful intertextual relationships between short stories and more established genres such as plays
and classical tales, see Jing Zhang, “Playing with Desire: Reading Short Vernacular Fiction in 16th and 17th Century
China.”
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language tales or of previous short vernacular accounts.6 Feng in turn inspired subsequent literati
such as Ling Mengchu

(1580-1644), who published a collection known as Pai’an jinqi

(Slapping the Table in Amazement) along with an eventual sequel; Li Yu
(1611-1679 or 80) who wrote the three collections known as the first and second series of
Wusheng xi

(Silent Operas) and Shi’er lou

seventeenth century Aina Jushi

(Twelve Structures); and the late

(Aina the Recluse), pseudonymous author of a

collection of interlinking stories known as Doupeng xianhua

(Idle Talk Under the

Bean Arbor).7

!
The “Imitation Huaben” Debate
Despite this conventional timeline, there are few records indicating the precise generic
history of huaben and so this has become the subject of much scholarly debate. For some time
most of the huaben that make up the works of early prominent compiler-editors such as Feng
Menglong and his immediate predecessors were believed to be “basically Song [dynasty] texts”
that had been adapted (Idema, Vernacular Fiction, p. 2). Patrick Hanan, on the other hand,
argues that most of Feng’s sources were considerably newer, lessening his reliance on those
earlier Song works (See Hanan, Short Story).

6

Sun Kaidi
in his Xiaoshuo pangzheng
(Collateral Evidence for Xiaoshuo) and Tan Zhengbi
in his Sanyan Liangpai ziliao
(The Materials of the Three Yan and Two Liang) do exemplary
work in identifying the antecedent texts to the entries that make up Gujin xiaoshuo and other collections. This work
is further developed in Patrick Hanan’s The Chinese Short Story: Studies in Dating, Authorship, and Composition,
one of the best studies on this subject in English and, like Sun and Tan’s books, indispensable to the present
dissertation, especially my fourth chapter (“Adaptation”).
7

For more on Feng Menglong, Ling Mengchu, Li Yu, and Aina Jushi I would refer the reader to Patrick Hanan’s The
Chinese Vernacular Story.
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In the early years of the twentieth century, writer and intellectual Lu Xun
his Zhongguo xiaoshuo shilüe

proposed in

(A Brief History of Chinese Fiction) that the term

huaben properly denotes the “promptbooks” (diben

) to which professional storytellers

would refer as memory aids. He writes, “Though [Song dynasty] story-tellers had to rely on their
ingenuity and ready wit, they also had prompt-books known as [huaben] to fall back on” (Lu,
Brief History, p. 143).8 Likely for this reason he distinguishes between huaben, which he
identifies as the original Song dynasty promptbooks, and ni huaben

(imitation huaben),

which adopt the style of the originals but which were meant to be read rather than heard: “The
popularity of the stories in the vernacular induced many writers of the time to imitate them.…
Though the language is crude these are not prompt-books; but each tale has a sub-title in the
form of a verse like those at the end of the Yuan dynasty dramas, and I suspect that this custom
originated with the prompt-books in the Sung capital” (Lu, A Brief History, p. 152).9 This theory
gained considerable traction and has been often repeated even by eminent scholars such as Chen
Dakang.10
In recent decades, some scholars have challenged Lu Xun’s promptbook theory. Pong TakSan

sides with the French sinologist André Lévy in questioning huaben’s association

with storyteller’s promptbooks but is unwilling to follow Lévy in positing that storytellers had no
8

(Lu, Shilüe, pp. 83-84)

9

(Lu, Shilüe, p. 90)
10

See Chen’s Mingdai xiaoshuo shi
, in which he categorizes Gujin xiaoshuo as the first extant ni
(“imitation”) huaben (Chen, Mingdai, p. 556) but, by contrast, somewhat confusingly labels Hong Pian’s slightly
earlier and quite similar Liushi jia xiaoshuo as simply huaben (Chen 2006, 546).
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promptbooks whatsoever (Pong, p. 198). As Idema reminds us, there are two major difficulties
with Lu Xun’s promptbook hypothesis: first, Masuda Wataru

has argued that in the

writings of the Song and Ming periods huaben simply meant “story,” apparently without any
special connotations of “promptbook” (Idema, Vernacular Fiction, p. 1). Second, if we accept as
accurate the account in Luo Ye’s

Song dynasty biji

text Zuiweng tanlu

(Notes of the Drunken Old Man), then it would appear that the professional storytellers of at
least the Song historically used classical language promptbooks or notes. Idema, for his part,
credits classical tales (chuanqi xiaoshuo

) and drama (zaju

and nanxi

) as

key influences in the development of huaben (Idema, Vernacular Fiction, p. 23). More recently,
Wang Xin

has pushed back against Masuda’s linguistic argument by pointing out examples,

including in the Gujin xiaoshuo preface, in which huaben seems to indicate a written text (Wang,
p. 6). While this weakens Masuda’s argument slightly, it is not enough, on its own, to prove the
strong counter-position that huaben are storyteller’s promptbooks. Regardless of whether
Idema’s genealogy is correct in its particulars, it seems likely at this point that huaben enjoyed at
best an attenuated relationship with the oral traditions of its day. For this reason (as well as
because my analysis is concerned with poetics rather than genre history as such) in the pages to
come I refer to the vernacular short stories of Gujin xiaoshuo simply as huaben rather than the
“imitation huaben” that Lu Xun and his adherents would prefer.

!
!
!
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The Generic Characteristics of Sanyan Huaben
Unlike the compact and unadorned Classical tale, vernacular stories typically include a
prologue (ruhua

or touhui

) consisting of a poem or poems and a prose discussion or

an introductory story, a primary text (zhengwen

) characterized by prose or poetic comments

delivered in the persona of the narrator, and an epilogue, consisting of at least one poem and
sometimes more prose as well.11 The text sections of most huaben feature numerous examples of
lyric poetry or parallel prose that may reflect a character’s emotional response, describe a
particularly appealing setting or character, or indicate a transition between scenes. Chen Dakang
identifies several primary motifs of the late Ming huaben: romantic love and marriage; the
growing power of the merchant class; and the striking impact of wealth on social life in the late
Ming (or at least in its urban centers). The notion of “fate” (mingyun

) frequently features

prominently in these works (Chen, Mingdai, p. 567).

!
Feng Menglong
A collaborative work of curation and adaptation, Gujin xiaoshuo was the product of many
hands, but it is most closely associated with Feng Menglong, one of the great figures of the late
imperial Chinese literary world.12 Despite his influence, many details of his life remain uncertain
or are described only in his own writings. We do know that Feng hailed from the affluent coastal
city of Suzhou where from an early age he and his two brothers were widely acclaimed for their

11

See Chapter Four, Part One (pp. 104-15) of Chen Dakang’s Tongsu xiaoshuo de lishi guiji
(The historical course of popular fiction) for an extended discussion of huaben’s formal characteristics.
12

Concerning the multiple authorship in Gujin xiaoshuo, see Hanan’s Chinese Short Story.
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great talent––indeed, so renowned were the men that they came to be known as the “three
Fengs.” Feng Menglong published many works, spent three years as local magistrate, and spent
the twilight years of the dynasty and of his own life reflecting on the troubling issues of the day.
Feng wrote, compiled, edited, or annotated a truly remarkable volume of texts. Long before
Whitman would pen the phrase, Feng contained multitudes, alternately the raconteur and driven
career man. In Patrick Hanan’s words, “Feng can be described as presenting himself in two
distinct personae, or rather in a range of personae between two extremes. At one extreme is Feng
the wit, the ribald humorist, the bohemian, the drinker, the romantic lover.… At the other
extreme is Feng Menglong the student and examination candidate” who spent decades on
philosophical, biographical, and patriotic texts (Hanan, Vernacular Story, pp. 80-1). A dapper
connoisseur of courtesans as well as earnest civil servant, Feng defied simple classification in his
life, or in his work.
The breadth of his interests is obvious from a list of even just the highlights of his writings.
These include: the Chunqiu hengku

(References crossing the Spring and Autumn), one

of several guides that Feng wrote to the Spring and Autumn Annals; Zhi Nang

(The Sack of

Wisdom), an anthology of materials on the subject of what Hanan translates as “applied
intelligence”; Gujin tan’gai

(The Survey of Talk), a collection of witty anecdotes with

commentary from Feng and others; selections from Taiping guangji

(Extensive

Gleanings of the Reign of Great Tranquility), the noted and substantially collection of Classical
language fiction preceding the Song dynasty; Xiao fu

(The Treasury of Jokes), a collection

of jokes centering on the witty skewering of familiar social types; a substantial revision of the
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play Mudan ting

(The Peony Pavilion), which he retitled Fengliu meng

(The

Romantic Dream), allegedly aiming to make the play’s lyrics “singable”; and Qing shi leilüe
(The Anatomy of Love), a collection of classical language stories about love and
romance. Some of these works, especially Taiping guangji and Qing shi leilüe show substantial
overlap in subject matter and even content with the Sanyan collections.

!
Feng is of interest to us here for his work on the three early seventeenth century story
collections that have grown nearly synonymous with the huaben form. (The first of these, Gujin
xiaoshuo, is the subject of this dissertation). The collections, consisting of forty stories each, are
known collectively as the Sanyan

or “three ‘word’ collections” for the character yan shared

by the titles of each work: Yushi mingyan

(“Illustrious Words to Instruct the World,” a

subsequent retitling and, perhaps, revision of Gujin xiaoshuo), Jingshi tongyan
(Comprehensive Words to Caution the World), and Xingshi hengyan

(Constant Words

to Awaken the World).
While Feng seems to have composed many of the stories in the first two collections
himself, he also apparently had help from numerous acquaintances who are not credited by name
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in the collections13. Regardless of whether they were produced specially for the new collections
or had appeared in the earlier works of Hong Pian or others, all the collected Sanyan stories were
vernacular language adaptations and combinations of stories that had first existed as classical
language works.

!
THEORETICAL APPROACHES TO GUJIN XIAOSHUO
As the above discussion shows, Gujin xiaoshuo is a complex assemblage with many
interlocking parts. I aim to explore how these parts work in concert, but to do so I first have to
outline some theoretical ideas about texts and how they make meaning. These provide structure
and direction for the work that follows.

!
Paratext
The first of these theoretical approaches is paratext, a broad category of literary elements
that Gérard Genette defines as potentially including, “title, subtitle, intertitles; prefaces,
postfaces, notices, forewords, etc.; marginal, infrapaginal, terminal notes; epigraphs;
illustrations; blurbs, book covers, dust jackets, and many other signals, whether allographic or
autographic” (Genette, Palimpsests, p. 3). In short, paratexts are all the extra material attached to

13

We will never know with certainty the histories of these stories, but based primarily on linguistic markers, Patrick
Hanan has made a series of educated guesses in his The Chinese Short Story about the apparent age and authorship
of the works that make up Gujin xiaoshuo. He argues that some nineteen of the forty Gujin stories (to use the order
they appear in the collection, numbers 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 17, 18, 21, 22, 27, 31, 32, 39, and 40) are
“probably” or at least “possibly” the work of Feng. Of the remaining twenty-one stories, eight (4, 7, 16, 20, 25, 30,
34, and 35) also appear in Hong Pian’s earlier Liushi jia xiaoshuo (Sixty Stories). The others seem to be the work of
uncredited authors. Gujin 3, 26, and 38, for example, evidently all come from the same hand, although the owner of
that hand is unknown. One particularly attentive helpmate who, Hanan concludes in The Chinese Short Story,
contributed numerous stories to the Xingshi hengyan collection was Langxian
, the “Free-Spirited Immortal,”
who slightly later published a collection of his own: Shi dian tou
(The Stones Nod Their Heads).
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a primary text (that is, the discourse of the story-proper). Paratext, as an assemblage of
meaningful literary elements that extends across Gujin xiaoshuo, is important to my project of
showing how the Gujin collections works as a whole rather than simply as an assemblage of
individual stories. Here paratexts serve as a constant, tying the entire collection together. Genette
divides the conceptual space of the paratext into two major categories:
Within the same volume are such elements as the title or the preface and sometimes
elements inserted into the interstices of the text, such as chapter titles or certain notes. I
will give the name peritext to this first spatial category…. The distanced elements are all
those messages that, at least originally, are located outside the book, generally with the
help of the media (interviews, conversations) or under cover of private communications
(letters, diaries, and others). This second category is what, for lack of a better word, I call
epitext…. As must henceforth go without saying, peritext and epitext completely and
entirely share the spatial field of the paratext. In other words, for those who are keen on
formulae, paratext = peritext + epitext (Genette, Paratexts, pp. 4-5).
According to this framework, the subjects of my first three chapters (front matter, illustrations,
and commentary) would be considered peritext. The subject of my fourth chapter (the classical
tales that served as antecedent works for Gujin xiaoshuo’s vernacular adaptations) would be
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considered epitext.14 Whether peritext or epitext, Gujin’s paratexts all seem to encourage the
non-linear reading practice that I discuss in the pages to come.15

!
The Inferred Literary Persona
Hanan’s tentative estimates as to the likely age and authorship of the Gujin xiaoshuo stories
clearly illustrate the broad diversity of the works that make up this unruly collection. I contend
that the Gujin paratext exerts a kind of centripetal force, bringing the collection together when it
might otherwise fly apart. This happens in many ways, but one of the most interesting (and one I
will consider at length in the chapters to come) is by seemingly generating a set of literary
personae associated with various elements of the paratext: a prefacer persona from the preface, a
commentator persona from the commentary, an illustrator persona from the illustrations, an
adaptor persona from the adaptations, and so on. As paratextual constructs that reach across
multiple stories, these personae (each consistent throughout the book) exert a steadying influence
on the collection as a whole.
At this point it would be reasonable to wonder why the awkward conceit of the paratextually
grounded persona is necessary. Surely, if the commentary is consistent throughout then this
simply underlines the importance of the actual, historical writer of that commentary (in this case,

14

In addition to the spatial distinction between peritext and epitext, Genette also distinguishes between paratext
written by the author and paratext “written by [a] third party and accepted by the author” (Genette, Paratexts, pp.
8-9). The first category he calls autographic and the second allographic, following at a slight remove Nelson
Goodman, Languages of Art, pp. 112-22. According to this new consideration, Gujin xiaoshuo’s front matter and
commentary (assuming they were both written by Feng Menglong) would be autographic peritext, the antecedent
works would be allographic epitext, and the illustrations would be allographic peritext, assuming that Feng was
more or less uninvolved with the illustrator Liu Suming. Of course, all of this presupposes that Feng, with his
curatorial role as compiler, editor, and so on, is functionally equivalent to Genette’s author. Assuming otherwise
would naturally lead to a different set of labels.
15

For more on linear and non-linear reading stances, see below and also my conclusions chapter.
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most likely Feng Menglong), does it not? Answering this question requires briefly revisiting an
old debate about the nature of the relationship between author and text.
In his magisterial 1961 The Rhetoric of Fiction, Wayne C. Booth proposed the existence of
the “implied author” to account for the reader’s impression of the author derived from that
author’s works. Booth argues that as the author writes, “he creates not simply an ideal,
impersonal ‘man in general’ but an implied version of ‘himself’ that is different from the implied
authors we meet in other men’s works.… It is clear that the picture the reader gets of this
presence is one of the author’s most important effects” (Booth, pp. 70-71). In other words, Booth
proposes that the author more or less self-consciously projects or implies a version of himself
through the text as a whole, in much the same way he self consciously creates recognizable
characters, narrators, settings, and so on. For example, we are inclined to judge from his writings
that Oscar Wilde, as implied by his texts and distinct from the historical man, had a dry, rather
naughty sense of humor and so on.
The difficulty here is that by writing of the author “creating” and “implying,” Booth goes too
far, I think, in supposing that a singular implied author as perceived by any given reader is an
inherent, deliberate feature of a text. After all, to use the example above, a reader not well
attuned to irony might––granted, this is not likely––come to find a very different version of the
“implied” Wilde. Where Booth roots his implied author entity in the author of the text itself, I
find rather more protean construct, one of many possibilities rooted in the reading of text. In this
I follow Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan, who in Narrative Fiction: Contemporary Poetics writes:
“The implied author must be seen as a construct inferred and assembled by the reader from all
the components of the text. Indeed, speaking of the implied author as a construct based on the
!16

text seems to me to be far safer than imagining it as a ‘personified consciousness’ or ‘second
self’” (Rimmon-Kenan, p. 88). Therefore, in place of the “implied author,” I prefer to speak of
the “inferred author,” that wholly abstract entity generated by the reader on the basis of the
information provided in the text.16
Of course, the logical conclusion of this reader-based approach is that there are potentially as
many different inferred authors as there are readers to infer them. In practice, however, some
readings tend to be more widely received than others within a given interpretive community.
Thus, when I refer to a singular inferred author (or, more frequently in the pages to come, an
inferred persona) what I really mean is a beyond-a-reasonable-doubt, best-case-scenario
inference that a “typical reader” (in the context of the late Ming interpretive community) would
find plausible.
To be clear, I consider the inferred author to be a theoretical entity, constructed as a working
hypothesis to account for the existence and nature of the text as a whole. In much the same way
that we build mental models of real life friends and acquaintances (or of fictional figures, for that
matter) based on their speech and actions, so too do we build mental models of authors based
whatever information is available. In many cases, this is restricted to their writings alone. Also as
in real life, in which the people around us may surprise us for good or ill, inferred authors must
likewise be seen as never more than provisional models, always subject to revision should new
evidence or more convincing interpretations become known. As Rimmon-Kenan notes, “Reading
can be seen as a continuous process of forming hypotheses, reinforcing them, developing them,
16

In practice, when I write, for example, that, “Feng Menglong seems to mean…” I refer to what I consider to be the
most plausible inferred Feng based on the textual evidence available. When I mean to refer to the actual man who
lived and died some four centuries ago I refer to him as the “Flesh-and-Blood Feng Menglong,” “the historical Feng
Menglong,” or something similar.
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modifying them, and sometimes by replacing them by others or dropping them
altogether” (Rimmon-Kenan, p. 122).
As I suggest in my disclaimer about the reliability of “real world” assessments of character,
the inferred author may have much, little, or nothing to do with the Flesh-and-Blood author.
Rimmon-Kenan explains, “An author may embody in a work ideas, beliefs, emotions other than
or even quite opposed to those he has in real life; he may also embody different ideas, beliefs and
emotions in different works” (Rimmon-Kenan, p. 88). Many readers take it for granted that
writing must somehow reflect the “true self” of its author (or at minimum the text is a reflection
of what the author “really meant,” which in turn is a window to his or her “true self”). This belief
is widespread: the Chinese aphorism “The writing mirrors its writer” or “The style resembles the
man” (wen ru qi ren
Zhang Wenqian xiancheng shu

), attributed to the Song Dynasty poet Su Shi (1037-1101) in Xie
, expresses precisely this sentiment (Su, Su Shi

Sanwen, p. 1,041). The equation between text and author is not a logical inevitability, however;
Jorge Luis Borges’ “Pierre Menard, autor del Quijote” (Pierre Menard, Author of the Quixote), a
short story about a fictional Cervantes scholar who writes a novel that is word-for-word identical
to Don Quixote, plays with just this idea by asking what happens when the text is constant and its
author is variable.
The inferred author (or, if this is too hard to accept, the story entries plus paratextual
materials as a structural whole) becomes useful in the cases of irony, unreliable narration, or
similar situations in which a given passage explicitly says one thing but the whole work appears
to implicitly suggest another––the inferred author is the compromise between our desire to
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identify a voice behind the text and our inability to confidently tie that voice to a flesh-and-blood
historical author.
The theoretical construct of the inferred persona is practically demanded by Gujin xiaoshuo,
which in some cases blends historical authors (the adaptation process tends to homogenize the
stories in the collection by giving them a common narratorial voice and perspective, despite their
different original authors)17. Similarly, the Gujin illustrations, with their confluence of image and
text, must be the work of multiple historical creators (one for the images, and one or more from
the quoted texts), and yet we typically infer a unified illustrator persona for the purposes of
reading. In other cases, Gujin xiaoshuo paratext can split singular flesh-and-blood authors into
multiple personae as in the case of the preface: the prefacer, the compiler, and the merchant (all
three of whom may perhaps be linked back to a trifurcated Feng Menglong).
It is for this reason that I associate many of inferred Gujin personae with the paratextual sites
of their inference (for convenience sake speaking of the prefacer persona, the commentator
persona, the illustrator persona, and so on) rather than directly with Feng Menglong or the other
unidentified historical contributors to the collection.

!
Approaches to Reading
There are many available conceptual frameworks for understanding reading practice and
approaches to literature and literacy in the late imperial Chinese tradition. Some remain popular
while others have gone out of fashion. All, however, have something to tell us about the
experience of literature in late imperial China, and in almost every case, placing literature in a

17

Concerning this phenomenon, see also Genette’s Narrative Discourse Revisited, cited in Phelan, p. 46.
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given generic, linguistic, or social category forecasts something about how a reader may be
expected to approach it. Here are several examples to consider.
The term xiaoshuo in Gujin xiaoshuo’s title suggest one approach. One scholar notes, “As
a term for classifying writings in early China, xiaoshuo meant other works that did not fit into the
major category of narrative, i.e., history” (Hegel, “Traditional Chinese Fiction”, p. 394.) By the
time of the Tang dynasty there is an emerging contrast between “verifiable” and “fanciful” works
(Ibid). I discuss this issue in greater detail in my Front Matter chapter. Briefly, this categorization
informs and guides the reader’s expectations of the work to follow.
We might also consider literary sophistication of the inferred audience. The prefacer
(most likely Feng Menglong) to Gujin xiaoshuo asserts: “On the whole, Tang [dynasty] writers
chose words that would touch the literary mind (wenxin
popular (tongsu

), and Song [dynasty] writers used

) language pleasing to the common ear (li’er

). Literary minds are

fewer than common ears in this world of ours, and so fiction draws less on refined language and
more on the popular” (Feng, Stories, p. 2).18 The prefacer goes on to suggest that the stories of
Gujin xiaoshuo are attuned for “common ears” as “literary minds” have already been well-served
by the bulk of the Chinese literary tradition. That is, linguistic register or literary level invite us
to infer the composition of the collection’s audience.
More recently, scholars have proposed other approaches to understanding the readership
of late imperial Chinese texts vis–à–vis the “elite / popular” generic divide or along other
divisions dictated by social power structures. For instance, in his “Subculturalness as Moral

18

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1., p. 2)
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Paradox: A Study of the Texts of the White Rabbit Play,” Henry Y. H. Zhao compares what he
calls “subcultural” texts (i.e., “those situated on the lowest rungs of the hierarchy”) with
“culturally higher works” (Zhao, “Subculturalness,” p. 90).19
Gujin xiaoshuo’s adaptation history provides us with another contrast: the so-called
“vernacular stories” (huaben
tales” (chuanqi

) that make up the Gujin collection and the “classical

) from which they were adapted. These two bodies of work were not simply

distinguished by level of language; there were clear generic contrasts as well. As Patrick Hanan
observes, the vernacular narrator is, “prodigal with information; in particular, he is the master of
the apt, supererogatory detail––the broken umbrella, the maid-servant pulling up her drawers,
and so forth” as opposed to classical Chinese prose narration in which “verbal economy and
sparseness of detail serve as expressive devices” (Hanan, Short Story, p. 139). Other
characteristics include an emphasis on the details of daily life, interpersonal relations, and
conversations with colloquial expressions.
Moving further afield from the world of the late Ming, there are other conceptions of
literature that may yet be relevant. French semiotician Roland Barthes suggests the following in
The Pleasure of the Text:
Whence two systems of reading: one goes straight to the articulations of the anecdote, it
considers the extent of the text, ignores the play of language (if I read Jules Verne, I go
fast: I lose discourse, and yet my reading is not hampered by any verbal loss––in the

19

See also Robert E. Hegel’s “Distinguishing Levels of Audiences for Ming-Ch’ing Vernacular Literature: A Case
Study” in which he considers non-linguistic factors such as author biography, social milieu, genre, and the like. He
studies a constellation of texts concerning Li Mi, a seventh century contender to the throne, and finds a range of
audiences, from an elite made up of the highly literate to a non-elite comprising the moderately literate and primarily
illiterate (Hegel, “Distinguishing Levels,” p. 132).
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speleological sense of the word); the other reading skips nothing; it weighs, it sticks to
the text, it reads, so to speak, with application and transport, grasps at every point in the
text the asyndeton which cuts the various languages––and not the anecdote: it is not
(logical) extension that captivates it, the winnowing out of truths, but the layering of
significance; as in the children’s game of topping hands, the excitement comes not from a
processive haste but from a kind of vertical din (the verticality of language and its
destruction); it is at the moment when each (different) hand skips over the next (and not
the one after the other) that the hole, the gap, is created and carries off the subject of the
game––the subject of the text. Now paradoxically (so strong is the belief that one need
merely go fast in order not to be bored), this second, applied reading (in the real sense of
the word ‘application’) is the one suited to the modern text, the limit-text” (Barthes,
Pleasure, p. 12).
Barthes suggests different systems of reading that emerge from different texts: the speedy
gobbler of anecdote on the one hand, and steady, sticky grasping on the other.
So far all these examples suggest modes of reading determined either by the text or by the
background of the reader. However, it is important to be cautious when we seek to infer readers
from texts. As He Yuming notes, “It is useful to think of a spectrum or field of possible or
projected uses or modes of consumption for a given book (even including ‘abuse’ or other sorts
of sorts of use not anticipated by the producers), rather than to imagine each book as having a
narrowly specified audience or stable and definable use value” (He, Home and the World, p. 7).
There is another set of modes of reading that are not predetermined; rather, they may (to
varying degrees) be employed by the reader or not depending on considerations of circumstance
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such as availability of time, goals in reading, and so on. One such example is “ludic reading,”
Victor Nell’s term for “spontaneous pleasure reading” (Nell, “Reading for Pleasure,” p. 6).20 It is
not likely a surprise to any literate person that the experiences of spontaneous pleasure reading
and other forms of reading are quite different, not only in their impact on the reader but also in
the reading strategies employed therein.
Finally, there are linear and non-linear reading stances. Gunther Kress observes that
multimodal media (such as a magazine page with multiple fields of image and text––the physical
substrate (the printed page) is the “medium” while the semiotic channels of image and written
language represent two “modes”) require the reader to “construct a reading path” in order to
successfully navigate the page (Kress, p. 160). He explains: “The logic of writing is temporal /
sequential; the elements of speech, certainly, and those of writing in quasi-fashion, unfold in time
and in sequence. In speech that sequence is temporal, in writing it is linear / spatial, with a quasitemporality, as I read along the line, in time. The logic of image, on the other hand is spatial /
simultaneous. All the elements of the image are related in spatial arrangements, and they are
simultaneously present” (Kress, p. 20). This returns us to Gujin xiaoshuo.
In the pages to come I will argue that Gujin xiaoshuo structurally implies two modes of
reading. In general, the primary text (that is, the stories themselves) invites a linear mode of
reading; we are essentially to follow that most perennial of advice: “Begin at the beginning…and
go on till you come to the end: then stop.” The Gujin paratexts, by contrast, tend to invite a nonlinear mode of reading. For example, the illustrations, with their frequent direct quotations from
the primary text, require us to transfer our attention back and forth between story and illustration
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See also Nell, Lost in a Book.
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if we are to fully understand the relationship between the two. The commentary text, appearing
as it does in the margins of the page, causes the reader to perform a similar jig. The implications
of this are more than structural: the commentary frequently anchors Gujin stories to other entries
in the collection as well as to texts and figures in the broader textual tradition. Following through
on these requires the reader to trace a highly convoluted path.
As with ludic reading, non-linear and linear reading are optional approaches to reading
that may be adopted or not as the reader sees fit. In the case of Gujin xiaoshuo the reader may
employ linear reading the first time through the collection and non-linear reading on subsequent
re-readings of the collection or vice versa. Then again, the first entry may be subjected to nonlinear reading and later entries may be subject linear reading. A reader may tend toward linear
reading in his or her youth and switch to non-linear reading in years to come. Or a reader reading
for pleasure may employ linear reading whereas a reader with scholarly aims might prefer nonlinear reading. Both approaches can be accommodated by the text; it is up to the reader to
determine which stance to adopt.

!
Theoretical Challenges
As with any work of literary analysis, this project invites certain challenges. I can think of
several; outside readers will no doubt think of others. I anticipate three objections here and will
answer them as best I can.
First, This project relies on theoretical reading that is ahistorical, and does not take into
account specific historical or literary context.
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I see this project as a work with two major phases: first a thorough exploration of its
paratexts, then a parallel study of its context. In other words, the first phase, which constitutes
my doctoral dissertation, is primarily poetic; the second phase is primarily hermeneutic. The
second phase, which is beyond the scope of this dissertation, considers what Gujin xiaoshuo
means in the context of the late Ming literary moment. In the second phase of this project,
marking the transition from dissertation to book manuscript, I intend to lean away from narrative
theory and toward comparative literary history; in this way I frame my completed formal
analysis with literary historical contextualization. Thus, starting from my current theoretical
findings, I plan to paint a much more nuanced picture of Gujin xiaoshuo’s place in the late Ming
literary scene: I ask how Gujin’s editor-compiler Feng Menglong was informed by his
contemporaries and how, in turn, Feng shaped the writing and reading practices of his
generation.
Second, This project claims to simply engage the literary “data” made available by the text
and paratext, but what this does not take into account is that contemporary Western theory is still
setting the terms of the discussion. The language, labels, and theoretical frameworks in play here
would likely be quite alien to Feng Menglong and his contemporaries.
While it is true that the language, analysis, and rhetoric of this approach are quite different
from what Feng uses, this does not mean that the literary effects I identify were alien to the
seventeenth century Chinese reader, just that the language I use to get there is. When Meir
Sternberg identifies suspense, curiosity, and surprise in Biblical texts, it does not follow that the
effects are novelties just because the analytic language describing them is.21 Similarly, when
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See “How Narrativity Makes a Difference” (Narrative, Vol. 9, No. 2 [January 2001]).
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Feng writes in his introduction to Gujin xiaoshuo of a stylistic move from “elegant” to
“unadorned” language, this does not prevent later scholars from interpreting this move instead in
linguistic terms of a move from “Classical” language to a vernacular form.
Third, This project, with its emphasis on paratext and the poetics of the collection-as-unit,
presupposes and perhaps even valorizes a (potential, at least) artistic “unity” for the collection
as a whole, a concern that is most likely a legacy of mid-century New Critical preoccupations
with unity of message, theme, and so on, which were not necessarily a fixture of late Ming
literary aesthetics.
While “unity of message” was not necessarily the sine qua non of late Ming literary
endeavor, it was hardly a foreign notion. Indeed, there are instances of complex literary products
from that period that strongly suggest formal schemes spanning the works as a whole. For
example, Andrew Plaks has noted in his Four Masterworks of the Ming Novel that the slightly
earlier (by thirty years) novel Jin Ping Mei (The Plum in the Gold Vase) has a highly
sophisticated formal structure that uses parallelism within the hundred chapter text to impressive
effect. Even allowing that a unified novel and a rather heterogeneous collection of short stories
are two very different creatures, it should be enough here to acknowledge that meaning-making
on a macroscopic scale was not an alien idea to late Ming literature.

!
CHAPTERS
This dissertation consists of an introduction and conclusion, along with four numbered
body chapters. Each body chapter takes as its focus one of the major examples of Gujin xiaoshuo
paratext, in roughly the order that this paratext appears in the collection: “Front Matter,”
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“Illustration,” “Commentary,” and “Adaptation.” In each chapter I introduce pertinent theory and
perform surveys or close readings of the subject as it appears in Gujin xiashuo.
In my first body chapter, “Front Matter,” I analyze the paratextual elements preceding the
first story in the collection: the printer’s title page, the preface, and the table of contents. I find
that Feng reaches out from behind several literary personae to lay out the core literary, thematic,
and philosophical issues of the collection: namely, didacticism, and a moral worldview based on
the principle of karma. The prefatory material, I argue, raises questions of inferred authorship
and identity that remain pertinent in this and subsequent chapters.
In my second body chapter, I consider illustration as paratext. Here I discuss Gujin
xiaoshuo’s illustrations in the context of the theory of image and text relations that Roland
Barthes lays out in his “Rhetoric of the Image.” I ask how the Gujin xiaoshuo illustrations guide
and inform our understanding of the stories on first and subsequent readings and find that the
illustrations form an integral part of the Gujin xiaoshuo narrative project, in many cases
expanding the stories in the collection beyond what appears in the text alone.
My third body chapter analyzes Gujin xiaoshuo’s marginal commentary, that is, the printed
notes, comments, and remarks (now believed to have written by Feng Menglong) that appear
printed in the page margins above the primary printed text of the stories. I itemize the remarks
that make up the Gujin xiaoshuo commentary and explore the ways in which they provide an
anchoring function in guiding the reader through otherwise ambiguous and even contradictory
texts by supporting some interpretations and suppressing others. At the same time, the
commentary generates the impression of an inferred but distinct and above all reliable persona
whom the reader seems to get to know while working through the collection. The work of David
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L. Rolston on traditional Chinese fiction commentary is especially helpful here. I refer also to the
work theoretical work of Lubomír Doležel on impressions of narrative reliability, and Martin W.
Huang on authority and readership in the late imperial Chinese context.
In my final body chapter I perform a series of close readings of three Gujin xiaoshuo
stories, comparing these vernacular adaptations with their Classical language antecedents. I ask
how Feng Menglong and his collaborators employed the techniques of adaptation (such as
addition, subtraction, combination, substitution, and more) to transform the meaning of his
source materials and bring them into line with the thematic and philosophical concerns of the
collection as a whole, for instance, by changing plot and characterization to shift blame and
culpability within the stories. I build on the work of Gérard Genette and Linda Hutcheon on
adaptation, and take Patrick Hanan’s close readings of select Gujin xiaoshuo stories as a model.
I close with a conclusions chapter in which I consider the ways in which Gujin xiaoshuo
texts and paratexts speak to one another. I find that the collection structurally invites multiple
paths through collection depending on whether the reader adopts a linear or non-linear readerly
stance. This accounts for a puzzle inherent in Gujin xiaoshuo: the collection speaks with a chorus
of voices and yet remains consistent.

!
!
!
!
!
!
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CHAPTER ONE: FRONT MATTER

!
In this chapter I discuss how the reader’s understanding of Gujin xiaoshuo as a whole is
influenced by its front matter: the title page, the preface, and the table of contents. As the first
things a reader is likely to see of Gujin xiaoshuo, these paratextual elements carry an outsized
importance. I address each in the order that a first time reader would see them.
The cover page (fengmian ye
(tici

) of Gujin xiaoshuo bears the title and an inscription

) introducing the collection. Although brief, the text on the title page plays a critical

role in conceptually framing Gujin xiaoshuo by introducing themes and ideas that are developed
in the preface and beyond. The title page is followed by the preface (xu

), which refines the

elements introduced on the title page and greatly broadens the scope of the discussion,
establishing historic, generic, and philosophical contexts. The final element of the Gujin front
matter to be examined here is the table of contents (zongmu

). Here it is that a new reader

will first see the titles of the forty entries that make up the collection, and here it is that a wellinformed reader will identify some of the source stories that were adapted into this collection.
The reader will similarly note the careful ordering of the entries, with stories grouped
thematically, and get a sense of the range of plots and themes that make up the collection. This
information works with the preceding sections to guide the reader in formulating a provisional
mental model of the collection, a model that will be refined through reading the forty entries to
come.
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I supplement my discussion of the Gujin front matter by also addressing the prefaces to the
second and third collections in the Sanyan series (of which Gujin Xiaoshuo, later retitled Yushi
Mingyan, was the first), as well as an alternate version of Yushi mingyan. I include them because
they are brief, give greater insight into Feng Menglong’s own rhetoric about the collection, and
are illustrative of what Feng might have said but chose not to in the Gujin preface.

!
THE TITLE PAGE
The Title
The title of a book, or indeed of any artistic work, is essential to how it establishes its places
in the great ecosystems of culture and commerce. He Yuming observes, “The craft of book titling
is part of the art of advertisement in the marketplace, and requires the same kind of verbal
resourcefulness as the allusive play and eye-catching hyperbole displayed on store signs in Ming
cities” (He, Home and the World, p. 81). This is as true of Gujin xiaoshuo as any other literary
work.
Gujin’s full title Quanxiang Gujin xiaoshuo

(Fully Illustrated Stories Old and

New) can be divided into three two-character compounds: quanxiang (fully illustrated), gujin
(old and new), and xiaoshuo (stories). Taken together, these three points of reference enable the
reader to triangulate the collection’s location within the Chinese literary tradition. The title sets
the terms for reading the bulk of the collection that follows.

The modifier “fully illustrated” (quanxiang) invites us to associate Gujin xiaoshuo with the
groundbreaking early fourteenth century works in the genre of quanxiang pinghua (Fully
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illustrated plain[ly told] tales) as well as with subsequent fully illustrated works. Of course, late
Ming illustrations ranged from the slapdash to the exquisite––the reader is in no position to
evaluate Gujin’s illustrations based on its title alone. However, once we flip through the
collection we find that the eighty illustrations (two full-page images are associated with each of
the collection’s forty entries) are superb works, rendered in fine detail (to be considered at length
in Chapter 2).22

!
The gujin of Gujin xiaoshuo is a compound made up of two contrasting elements: gu,
meaning “ancient,” and jin, meaning “present,” hence its translation here as “old and new.” The
compound appears in numerous titles throughout the Chinese literary tradition, from the fourth
century Gujin zhu

(Notes Old and New) to newer titles such as the fifteenth century’s

Gujin lienü zhuan

(Biographies of Exemplary Women Old and New) or the

sixteenth century’s Gujin lüli kao

(Studies of Astronomical Systems Past and

Present). Feng also employed the term in his own Gujin tan’gai

(Survey of Anecdotes,

1620).
The term Gujin suggests a diachronic survey of a subject from its earliest examples through
the present day. (See Patrick Hanan’s translation of Gujin tan’gai as the Survey of Talk). In other
words, it implies a curatorial role for the collections’s compiler, whom we assume has scoured
the works of earlier writers to collect the very best that the literary tradition has to offer. This
curatorial role is acknowledged in the subsequent Gujin preface, in which the prefacer dismisses
22

For more on Liu Suming, the artisan behind Gujin xiaoshuo’s illustrations, as well as a detailed discussion of their
content and placement, see Chapter 2.
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many previous writings not included in the collection as vulgar and shallow. It is clear that Feng
Menglong was heavily invested in the idea of collections as meaningful literary products: leading
up to or during the time he was working on Gujin and the other Sanyan collections he also edited
or compiled his Survey of Talk (Gujin tan’gai

, 1620), Anatomy of Love (Qing shi leilue

, 1621), (Taiping guangji chao

, 1626), and Sack of Wisdom (Zhi nang

, 1626).
Like quanxiang above, gujin is a commonplace component of many late imperial Chinese
title and herein lies its power: the collection is represented to the reader as largely conforming to
generic precedent in presentation and approach. Although Gujin is in some ways a very novel
work, the title does not flaunt this novelty.

!
The third compound of the collection, xiaoshuo (translated here as “stories”) is somewhat
difficult to gloss adequately in English. Early on, xiaoshuo (literally “lesser writings”) served as
a grab bag category for the assorted narrative writings that do not qualify as history (see Hegel
1994, 394). In modern Mandarin it is frequently translated as “fiction” such that the English
language “novel” may be rendered “long-form xiaoshuo,” “short story” may be rendered “shortform xiaoshuo,” and so on.
As I discuss later in this chapter, xiaoshuo is defined in the opening line of the preface to
Xingshi hengyan, the third of the three Sanyan collections: “Apart from the Six Classics and the
standard histories, all narrated texts are ‘minor writings’ (xiaoshuo).”23 By “Six Classics,” the
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 2).
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prefacer means the Book of Songs (Shijing
Book of Rituals (Yili

), the Book of Documents (Shangshu

), the Book of Music (Yuejing

), and the Spring and Autumn Annals (Chunqiu

), the

), the Book of Changes (Yijing
). As for the standard histories (literally,

“history of the [current dynasty]” but presumably referring to the “standard histories” (zhengshi
) in this case), these were official histories, which (after the Tang) generally covered the
span of an entire dynasty, and which were typically prepared by scholars operating under the
auspices of the subsequent dynasty. Together, the Classics and the Histories, (along with the four
Confucian classics but without the Book of Music, which from early on did not exist as a separate
title), made up the standard curriculum of the civil service examination system that formed the
core of a late imperial education. Indeed, Feng Menglong made the Spring and Autumn Annals
his focus for the examinations and produced three handbooks on the subject (see Hanan,
Vernacular Story, p. 81). In other words, to say, “Apart from the Six Classics and the standard
histories, all texts are xiaoshuo” is to define xiaoshuo as essentially all narrative not typically
assigned in the formal classroom.
Unlike quanxiang and Gujin, which are commonplace features of titles at this time, xiaoshuo
is rare as a title element. More often, works of vernacular fiction were labeled “record” (ji
in Xiyou ji

, A Record of the Journey to the West), “historical accounts” (zhuan

Shuihu zhuan
in Sanguo zhi yanyi

, as

, as in

, An Account of [the Outlaws] of the Marsh), or “romances” (yanyi

, as

, The Romance of the Three Kingdoms). In the title inscription

(see below) Three Kingdoms (Sanguo zhi) and Outlaws of the Marsh (Shuihu zhuan) are
classified as xiaoshuo, and the contents of Gujin xiaoshuo are referred to as romances (yanyi).
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One major title in which the term xiaoshuo does feature is Hong Pian’s
collection of vernacular short fiction Sixty Xiaoshuo (Liushi jia xiaoshuo

circa 1550
) from

which Gujin xiaoshuo adapts several stories. This similarity in titles may simply be a way of
signaling overlap in contents between the two collections.

!
The three compounds in the title (quanxiang, gujin, xiaoshuo) indicate three literary lineages
of which the collection is a part. All three are generic markers that say nothing of their subject
matter unlike, say, Xiyou ji (Journey to the West) or Pingyao zhuan (The Quelling of the
Demons). Of course, this is partly a function of Gujin’s status as a collection, but it even
contrasts with later Sanyan titles (also collections), which are clear on the alleged effect their
contents have on readers and, through them, the world.

!
The Title Inscription
The rest of the Gujin title page bears an inscription:
Works such as Romance of the Three Kingdoms [Sanguo zhi] and Outlaws of the Marsh
[Shuihu zhuan] are indeed great landmarks of fiction. However, those works that evolve
around one character and one action also inspire conversation and amusement and so
should not be dismissed as having no value, just as is the case with variety show [zaju] in
relation to the romance drama [chuanqi]. This bookstore has purchased one hundred
twenty stories collected by men of distinction, past and present, and hereby presents one-
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third of them as the first collection. –––The Heavenly Promise Studio (Modified from
Feng, Stories, p. 3).24
The inscription starts by implicitly comparing the contents of the Gujin collection to the
pinnacles of long-form xiaoshuo rather than to historiography, as the preface later does, or to
other short fiction in the Classical language. (In the preface historiography and the classics will
be invoked to make the argument that xiaoshuo, at its best, can have a moral impact on a par with
those more venerable and esteemed works).25 The title page, by contrast, is overtly commercial:
it informs the potential buyer that the collection “inspires conversation and amusement” much
like the so-called “great landmarks of fiction.” Better, if the reader should find that amusement to
his or her taste, there are eighty more such entries to be enjoyed in collections to come. The title
inscription occasionally acknowledges the reader’s response but it is primarily concerned with
establishing the bona fides of the stories in the Gujin collection as a valuable but underappreciated sub-genre of xiaoshuo.
When the preface describes the contents of Gujin as “evolv[ing] around one character and
one action” (yi ren yi shi

) it is again implicitly comparing it with works such as

Outlaws of the Marsh, which is structured using a “billiard ball” model in which the narrative
follows the exploits of one character for several chapters before he bumps into a new character
and the narrative shifts. In time this new focus collides with someone newer still, the narrative
shifts yet again, and so on. The claim that Gujin’s stories adhere to one character and one action
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 1).
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See below: “Although one may intone The Classic of Filial Piety…or The Analects, one will not be moved as
adroitly or as deeply [as by these storytellers].”
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implies that earlier works present us a larger patchwork of action and incident whereas Gujin
emphasizes detailed examinations of a small number of characters for any given story. As we
will see in chapters to come, this approach facilitated the nuanced characterizations that would
come to be associated with the best examples of huaben.

!
The Printer
The “Heavenly Promise Studio” (Tianxuzhai

) mentioned in the title inscription was

both the name of a publisher and a personal nom de plume. It almost certainly refers to Feng
Menglong, and as such is one more piece of evidence is support of the claim that Feng was the
primary editor-compiler-commentator for Gujin xiaoshuo, meaning that Gujin xiaoshuo was
published by Feng Menglong himself, unlike the second and third Sanyan collections, which
were also primarily Feng’s literary work but not published by Feng’s own “Heavenly Promise
Studio.”26 Tianxuzhai seems only to have been in operation for two or three years at the most,
with its two salient publications being Quanxiang Gujin xiaoshuo and The Three Sui of the North
Song Newly Quash the Demon’s Revolt (Beisong San Sui xin pingyao zhuan
1620). Feng Menglong was intimately involved in the creation of later collections such as
Jingshi tongyan and Xingshi hengyan but did not publish them himself. An explanation for this
appears in the preface to the Tianxuzhai San Sui pingyao: “While I was traveling in search of
office the [printing] blocks were destroyed in a fire.”27

!
26
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Concerning this claim, see Fu Chengzhou, “Tianxuzhai xiaokao,” pp. 185-187.
(quoted in Fu, “Tianxuzhai xiaokao,” p. 187).
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The 1620 Gujin Preface
The 1620 preface to Gujin xiaoshuo reads as follows:28
Xiaoshuo arose and the historiographic tradition crumbled. [The latter] started in the
Zhou period [ca. 1027-256 B.C.E.], flourished in the Tang [C.E. 618-907], and grew
diluted in the Song [C.E. 960-1279].
Han Fei and Lie Yukou were xiaoshuo's progenitors. Except for works such the
“Spring and Autumn Annals of Wu and Yue” (Wu Yue Chunqiu

), which

appeared during the Han (206 B.C.E.-C.E. 220), there were few works remaining after
the burning of books during the Qin (221-207 B.C.E.). It is only since the Kaiyuan
reign period [of the Tang, (C.E. 713—741)] that men of letters have [again] applied
brush to paper without restraint. As for the popular historical romance (tongsu yanyi
), who knows of its dawning?
According to the Bureau of Court Services (gongfeng ju
Song (C.E. 1127-1279), there were storytellers (shuo hua ren
professional raconteurs (shuo shu
popular (tongsu

) of the Southern
), like those

) of today, whose language was necessarily

); the authorship of [their] stories cannot be verified. The Song

Emperor Huizong wearied of his duties and yielded his throne [to his son] to enjoy the
support of all under heaven. In the peaceful and carefree leisure time of his virtuous later

28

For the purposes of analysis I have formatted this translation to reflect the quandian (“adding circles and dots”)
annotation of the Chinese original (which I discuss below). Open circle markings are indicated by italicized text and
closed comma markings are indicated by boldface text. The exception to this rule is English transliteration of
Chinese vocabulary, which is italicized within parentheses. Titles, which would normally be italicized, appear here
in quotation marks. Quandian accompany the prefaces and tables of contents of all three Sanyan collections.
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years he took delight in reading stories (huaben

). He ordered the palace eunuchs to

provide him with a new one daily, and if it struck his fancy then [the eunuch who found
it] would be liberally rewarded.
As a result the palace eunuchs sought widely for wondrous tales from former times
and for the idle chatter of back alleys and had them elaborated for presentation to the
throne so as to bring pleasure to the imperial countenance.
But these were read once and then stored away. Most ended up circulating about
the inner palace, and only one or two of ten was ever transmitted to spread among
the people. But stories such as “Wanjiang Tower” (Wanjiang lou
Double Fish Pendant” (Shuang yu zhui ji

) and “The

) are so vulgar and shallow that one is

left with nothing to sink one's teeth into.
With the fêting of Shi [Nai’an] and Luo [Guanzhong] during the Yuan, such tales as
“The Three Kingdoms” (Sanguo zhi

), “Outlaws of the Marsh” (Shuihu

“The Quelling of the Demons” (Pingyao

), and

) came to be widely read works of great

substance. Wishing to hide their literary jades and bide their time until the moment
was right, they refined them over the days and months––they were surely no sages
idly waiting for ascension.
Under the cultured rule of the Imperial Ming, all the arts have become more refined:
the historical romance (yanyi

), for example, has far exceeded the work of the Song

writers. There are some who dislike them for lacking the refinement of Tang works, but
this is absurd. One who eats the peach need not disparage the apricot. As for hemp, crepe,
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and wool, there is an appropriate time to wear each. To hold the Song to the standards of
the Tang tales, or the Tang to the standards of the Han tales, or the Han to the standards
of the tales of the Spring and Autumn and Warring States periods, [would] lead to even
Fuxi's trigrams falling short––what then?29
On the whole, Tang writers chose words that would touch the literary mind, and
Song writers used popular (tongsu) language pleasing to the common ear. Literary
minds are fewer than common ears in this world of ours, and so fiction draws less on
refined language and more on the popular.
Try asking today's storytellers to perform their descriptive art––they will
gladden you, astound you, and sadden you. They will move you to sing, and dance,
and shed tears. You will desire to grab a knife, to bow, to cut off a head, and to give
money. The timid shall be made brave, the wanton chaste, the stingy generous, and
the foolish ashamed. Although one may intone “The Classic of Filial Piety” (Xiaojing
) or “The Analects” (Lunyu

), one will not be moved as adroitly or as deeply

[as by these storytellers]. Ah, if [those stories] were not in the popular style could [they]
do this?
The "Informal Historian of Maoyuan" (Moayuan yeshi
collection of popular fiction (tongsu xiaoshuo

) has a rich personal

), both old and new. In response

to a merchant's request, he has selected to be published forty stories that may benefit the

29

Fu Xi (
) is a legendary genius from ancient times and purported founder of the Chinese polity. His trigrams
are employed in Daoist cosmology, most notably the Yijing
(The Book of Changes).
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common ear. I examined them and was delighted, and so I snatched up my brush and
wrote this preface.
Inscribed: The Master of the Green Heaven Studio (Lü tian guan zhuren
)30
As I suggest above, the majority of the Gujin preface is devoted to placing the collection in
an understandable (and, to the reader, flattering) historical and generic context. Only a short
passage toward the end of the preface raises the issue of the power such writings can have on
their reader but this too is presented in the context of genre.
The preface opens with the line, “Xiaoshuo arose and the historiographic tradition crumbled.”
From the first, the prefacer embeds his project in the historical context: the fall of one tradition
and the rise of another. Although he does not say so explicitly, we can infer he feels xiaoshuo is
the inheritor of what was best in the historiographic tradition. There is, moreover, a tacit
acknowledgement of the shared narrativity between historiography and fiction, but then again the

30
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1., pp 2-3)
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division between fiction and nonfiction was never as clear in the traditional Chinese context as it
has seemed, for a time, in the West.
After stating that little is known concerning how the popular historical romance (yanyi) came
into being, the prefacer focuses on the role of Southern Song dynasty court storytellers who, he
asserts, are very similar to the marketplace storytellers of his own time. This is an important
rhetorical move: the prefacer establishes that the Southern Song storytellers appealed to the
refined taste of the imperial court and yet their language was in a popular, accessible style (that is
to say, tongsu

) thus showing that the two need not be mutually exclusive.

The preface goes on to explain how eunuchs in the employ of Song Huizong scoured the
empire for noteworthy tales and had them “elaborated” (fuyan

) for his consumption. On the

one hand, this historical anecdote indicates that even “popular” works had great appeal to Song
Huizong, an emperor aesthete of famously elevated taste (and infamously shabby governance).
On the other hand, the prefacer stipulates that such works that were collected had to be
elaborated or expounded upon before they were presented to the emperor. The nature of that
“elaboration” is unclear but in context the prefacer does not seem to mean a wholesale stylistic
overhaul.
Whatever the historical accuracy of Feng’s claim––it would be interesting to know how he
came to this conclusion––the rhetorical effect is significant. The preface clarifies the catholic
origins of huaben (at least in the time of the Southern Song) but also stresses the curatorial role
of the eunuchs in choosing only the best works to be presented to the Emperor. There is an
implicit comparison here between the work of the Southern Song court storytellers and the work
of the late Ming Gujin project, which purports to similarly take the best works of the tradition,
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adapt them into a more up to date form, and present the results for consumption. The major
difference is that the intended audience is no longer the emperor alone but rather a much larger
commercial readership. The comparison is flattering to the Gujin reader.
However, we are told, these tales rarely escaped the confines of the inner palace. We are
meant to infer that this was a great loss to posterity. Again, the sentiment redounds to the benefit
of the Gujin project––by collecting the best of them in a form that is broadly accessible to the
community of the literate Gujin xiaoshuo is meant to protect them from being lost in the way that
many of the literary jewels of the Southern Song were. (Sad irony, then, that Gujin in its original
form spent centuries out of circulation in obscurity).
“But,” the preface continues, “stories such as ‘Wanjiang Tower’ and ‘The Double Fish
Pendant’ are so vulgar and shallow that one is left with nothing to sink one's teeth into.” The
prefacer assures us of his critical eye by demonstrating that he evaluates all works on their
literary merits, and is not easily swayed by even a high class historical pedigree. In this way he
reiterates the importance of his curatorial role, a role he implies as early as the collection’s title.
The prefacer then invokes the notable successes of such works as Romance of the Three
Kingdoms (Sanguo), and Outlaws of the Marsh (Shuihu) explaining that Luo Guanzhong
(traditionally attributed author of the first two works) and Shi Nai’an (traditionally attributed
author of the third) produced their great works in seclusion, but is careful to note that this was
more than a mere hobby.31 This accounts, we are told, for the fact that fiction (unlike verse) for
centuries was largely neglected, at least by the literate elite whose remarks make up the bulk of

31

He also makes reference to the Pingyao (The Quelling of the Demons). This may be an instance of the venerable
practice of promoting one’s own accomplishments as conventional wisdom––Pingyao seems to not have been a
well-established work until Feng doubled its length and published it himself.
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the written record. Moreover, the prefacer places the producers of Chinese fiction in the same
category as notable historical recluses such as Tao Qian

(365-427) who are typically

valorized for their decisions not to engage in the hurly-burly political worlds of their times,
preferring instead to devote themselves to their writings in seclusion. Again, the prefacer is
setting up both the Gujin collection and its audience as a corrective to an unfortunate but
understandable historical oversight.
The prefacer goes on to state that, “the historical romance (yanyi

), for example, has far

exceeded the work of Song writers.” He appears to be suggesting that the Ming is the “golden
age” of the yanyi, just as regulated verse (shi) had its golden age in the Tang dynasty, lyric verse
(ci) in the Song, and so on. Now, Gujin, as its very title reminds us, is a collection of works “old
and new,” which poses a minor puzzle: where is the value in collecting the huaben of old if they
predate the golden age of the form? The answer, although the preface does not say so explicitly,
is that Gujin is, of course, a compilation of late Ming adaptations; in that sense, it is purely a
Ming work, despite what its title claims.
The prefacer proceeds by distinguishing between the Tang style, which appealed to “literary
minds,” and the Song style, which appealed to “common ears.” Here the prefacer is further
developing his thesis that different styles obtained at different times as a result of the different
circumstances of those times. “Literary minds” are contrasted with “common ears,” suggesting a
contrast between elegant writing and colloquial or “popular” writing styles. This has important
implications for the assumed readership of these texts: readers of elegant writing and readers of
colloquial writing have likely been the recipients of the same traditional, formal, education
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(although the degree may vary). The same cannot be said of audiences for the spoken narratives
on which these stories are said to be based.
The prefacer describes the effects of the storyteller’s descriptive art: “they will gladden you,
astound you, and sadden you. They will move you to sing, and dance, and shed tears. You will
desire to grab a knife, to bow, to cut off a head, and to give money.” This description of the
affective power of the storyteller recalls a passage from the Daxu
Shijing

(Great Preface) to the

(Book of Songs): “The affections [qing] are stirred within and take on form [xing]

in words [yan]. If words alone are inadequate, we speak them out in sighs. If sighing is
inadequate, we sing them. If singing them is inadequate, unconsciously our hands dance them
and our feet tap them (Owen, Readings, p. 41).”32 The storyteller’s art is then compared to
classic prose works, with the prefacer claiming that the Classic of Filial Piety and The Analects,
for all their power, cannot move their audience as much as a storyteller’s tale. The implication is
that colloquial narrative is a hybrid case: it enjoys much of the affective power long recognized
and lauded in poetry and at the same time partakes of the sustained complexity necessary to
convey at least some of the moral framework traditionally communicated through the Confucian
classics.

32
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Fiction was often maligned for its allegedly deleterious influence on young readers,
especially women.33 The problem, evidently, is that most fiction relies too much on the affective
power it shares with poetry and relies too little on the traditional morality to be found in works
like the Classic of Filial Piety. The Gujin stories are presented as a corrective to this; one of the
hallmarks of the huaben narrator is that it emphasizes moralistic readings of the stories.34
The preface closes by describing the circumstances of the collection’s creation: “The
‘Unofficial Historian of Maoyuan’ (Maoyuan yeshi
colloquial fiction (tongsu xiaoshuo

) has a rich personal collection of

), both old and new. In response to a merchant's

request, he has selected to be published forty stories that may benefit the common ear. I
examined them and was delighted, and so I snatched up my brush and wrote this preface.
Inscribed: The Master of the Green Heaven Studio.”
This final passage introduces two “literary names,” both rich in meaning. The first,
“Unofficial Historian of Maoyuan,” is composed of two compounds: Maoyuan refers to a
traditional garden site located in present-day Suzhou, north of Lake Taihu. The term yeshi,
meaning “informal history” or, here, “unofficial historian,” indicates a history assembled by a
private compiler. The implied contrast is with the zhengshi

or “standard histories”

33

Such is a major theme in Mudan ting
(The Peony Pavilion), a late Ming chuanqi play itself adapted by
playwright Tang Xianzu from an obscure huaben known as Du Liniang muse huanhun
(Du Liniang
Longs for Sex and Returns to Life). In the play a young woman known as Du Liniang experiences a dramatic and
even traumatic sexual awakening after reading selections from the Shijing
(Classic of Poetry). Feng Menglong
was so taken with the play that he produced a version of the text with revised lyric verse.
34

Mei Chun (“Garlic and Vinegar”) has shown that even within stories the prose and verse narratorial voices may
reflect two fairly different moral senses. The action of the story (or stories) is framed in the context of a karmic
morality according to which characters are subject to retribution and reward for their actions, with these “just
desserts” sometimes coming from other characters, sometimes from society, and sometimes from the universe,
broadly stated. The Gujin stories typically reflect a moral outlook strongly influenced by popular Buddhism, a
development in the working for a millennium or so by the time of Gujin xiaoshuo’s publication but one that
postdated the works (i.e., Xiaojing and Lunyu) referred to in the Gujin preface.
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commissioned by the imperial household. In particular, the term yeshi often denotes, as in this
case, a recounting of fictional events (Cf. Wilkinson, Chinese History, p. 648). This usage is
comparable to, for example, the English language use of “history” in the title of early modern
works such as Marlowe’s The Tragical History of the Life and Death of Doctor Faustus.
The identity of “The Master of the Green Heaven Studio” (Lü tian guan zhuren
), for his part, is the subject of some debate. According to Yang Xiaodong, this was the literary
name (bie

) of Ye Yousheng

, a contemporary of Feng’s, originally from Shanghai, who

rose to the level of jinshi, or “presented scholar,” the highest degree possible in the imperial civil
service examinations.35 By contrast, Hu Wanchuan argues that the literary name must refer to
Feng himself because there are several cases where remarks in the Gujin commentary also
appear in other bodies of commentary unambiguously attributed to Feng (Hu, Huaben, pp.
134-38). Although Hu does not mention it, there is one more piece of evidence to support his
argument: although all original editions of Yushi mingyan appear to be lost, there is a 24 entry
version (apparently a third-party reprint) in the Japanese National Archives (for a more detailed
discussion, see below). The title inscription of this edition begins with the line “[When] the
Master of the Green Sky Studio first printed Gujin xiaoshuo.”36 While the source is somewhat
suspect, this passage is interesting for essentially conflating Lü tian guan zhuren with the printer
of Gujin xiaoshuo, which we are confident was Feng’s work.

35

See
Menglong nianpu.” p. 33.
36

1991.2

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 1).
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, cited in Feng, Quanji, vol. 18, “Feng

Hu’s circumstantial argument is quite convincing on its face but he does not mention Yang
Xiaodong’s 1991 article claiming that, “Master of the Green Heaven Studio” was the literary
name of Ye Yousheng. Pending new evidence becoming known, it is difficult to say with
certainty where the truth lies, although the preponderance of evidence seems to point to Feng as
“Master of the Green Heaven Studio.” Happily, from the perspective of literary analysis this
information is useful but not necessary. Let me leave aside precise historical identification for
now and simply focus on the description of events provided in the preface.

!
Three figures are described in the preface’s final passage: the prefacer (“Master of the Green
Sky Studio”), the compiler (“The Heretical Historiographer of Maoyuan”), and an anonymous
merchant who sets the process of publication in motion. Each has own role to play, and each
benefits from being identified separately from the others. Consider first the compiler. It appears
that he has brought together the Gujin stories as a labor of love. A scholarly iconoclast (to judge
from the moniker), he recalls, perhaps, the description of those previous authors of fiction we
have discussed before who hid away their literary jades, biding their time; we presume he is
motivated by little more than a literary spirit. Thus it is not he but rather the anonymous
merchant who hits on the idea of monetizing the enterprise. Note that it is “upon the request of a
merchant” that the compiler winnows down his collection to forty stories best suited to the
“common ear.” Without the intercession of the merchant he might never have done so.
The clear rhetorical division of merchant and compiler neatly resolves a problem: the
stereotypical literatus, romantic at heart, is concerned only with his craft. (See the similarity to
the conventional type of the honest official, who leaves office impoverished because he refuses
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to take bribes). This sort of fellow was appealing, at least as an ideal, to Chinese readers for
centuries. In the case of historical writers in this vein, there is ample time for their works to seep
out of obscurity and eventually reach the eyes of the reading public. However, what of
contemporary writers? The widely read writer who labors away in obscurity would appear to be
an oxymoron. The presence of the merchant cuts through the dilemma by permitting the literatus
to remain focused on his scholarly pursuits while he (the merchant) tends to business matters and
in the process ensures that the writing reaches its audience.
Here at last enters the prefacer. Distinct from the compiler and the merchant, he is not
motivated by vanity or monetary interest, and so can (in theory) respond to the work (here Gujin)
with a certain critical distance. He is somewhat similar to the commentator persona (see Chapter
3, “Commentary”) in that he may be thought of as another “first reader,” modeling an idealized
response to the collection. Echoing the talk of public storytellers who will “will gladden you,
astound you, and sadden you,” and who will “move you to sing, and dance, and shed tears,” the
prefacer describes his response to the Gujin stories, explaining, “I examined them and was
delighted, and so I snatched up my brush and wrote this preface.” In other words, the very
existence of the preface is evidence of the literary power described therein: this is literature so
potent that it will reach out and grab its reader, firing up the emotions and ultimately stirring him
or her to action. It is possible that, historically speaking, all three figures were Feng Menglong
but it is rhetorically important that three be presented here as separate personas.

!
The Gujin preface starts with the general (fiction, broadly stated ) and moves to the specific
(the preface describes its own creation); it starts in the distant past (the end of the Zhou) and
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moves to the present (the writing of the preface itself). This has the effect of creating a sense of
historical momentum and direction, all of it building inexorably to the work even now held in the
hands of the reader. We are put in mind of a grand tradition, of which many of the best works,
old and new, are to be found within this collection. Thus it is the collection that is an appealing
literary product in a way that surpasses the mere sum of its constituent stories.

!
Quandian in the Gujin Preface
The Gujin preface (and, subsequently, the table of contents) also features quandian
(literally “[adding] circles and dots”), the practice of punctuating and annotating a text with
marks intended to aid reading. Quandian appeared in many different forms; as David L. Rolston
notes in How to Read the Chinese Novel, “In the [‘fanli’] [or ‘general principles’ essay] written
for the late Ming novel [Chan zhen yishi]

(The Unofficial History of the True Way),

transitional passages are supposed to be marked by an open-centered comma…, ‘delightful’ parts
with open-centered circles…, and powerful sections capable of providing warnings to the reader
are to be marked with a solid comma.” (Rolston, How to Read, pp. 47-48). He goes on to
describe other such systems of punctuation. In the case of Gujin xiaoshuo, which provides no
explicit key to its quandian, the usage is presumably so conventional as to not require
explanation for the likely late Ming reader. As I note above, my translation of the Gujin xiaoshuo
preface reflects the original quandian markings, with italicized text standing in for empty circles
and boldfaced text standing in for filled in commas.

!
!
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THE TABLE OF CONTENTS
The first page of the Gujin table of contents is introduced with two passages. The first reads
“The table of contents [for this first carving of] Gujin xiaoshuo” (Gujin xiaoshuo yi ke zongmu
). The second, more important passage reads “Commented upon and put in
sequence by the Master of the Green Heaven Studio” (Lü tian zhuren ping ci

).

This is significant for several reasons: this is the first mention of Gujin’s marginal commentary
(regarding which, see my commentary chapter), it specifies that the Gujin entries have been
ordered with care, and we learn that both of these functions have been performed by the same
entity that produced the preface.

!
Titles
For reference, I include the forty stories that make up Gujin xiaoshuo in the order that they
appear in the table of contents. As with the Gujin preface translation, I indicate quandian
markings in the Chinese original with boldfaced and italicized text.37 I have presented the stories
in twenty numerically ordered pairs as this structure seems implied by the stories themselves. (I
address the issue of thematic title pairings in greater detail below).
1. Jiang Xingge Reencounters His Pearl Shirt (
)
2. Censor Chen Ingeniously Solves the Case of the Gold Hairpins and Brooches (
)

!

3. Han the Fifth Sells Her Charms in New Bridge Town (
4. Ruan San Redeems His Debt in Leisurely Cloud Monastery (

!
37

Title translations from Feng, Stories.
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)
)

5. Penniless Ma Zhou Meets His Opportunity through a Woman Selling Pancakes (
)
6. Lord Ge Gives Away Pearl Maiden (
)

!

7. Yang Jiao’ai Lays Down His Life for the Sake of Friendship (
8. Wu Bao’an Abandons His Family to Ransom His Friend (

)
)

!

9. Duke Pei of Jin Returns a Concubine to Her Rightful Husband (
10. Magistrate Teng Settles the Case of Inheritance with Ghostly Cleverness (
)

)

!

11. Zhao Bosheng Meets with Emperor Renzong in a Teahouse (
12. The Courtesans Mourn Liu the Seventh in a Spring Breeze (

)
)

!

13. Zhang Daoling Tests Zhao Sheng Seven Times (
)
14. Chen Xiyi Rejects Four Appointments from the Imperial Court (

)

!

15. The Dragon-and-Tiger Reunion of Shi Hongzhao the Minister and his Friend the King
(
)
16. The Chicken-and-Millet Dinner for Fan Juqing, Friend in Life and Death (
)

!

17. Shan Fulang’s Happy Marriage in Quanzhou (
)
18. Yang Balao’s Extraordinary Family Reunion in the Land of Yue (

)

!

19. Yang Qianzhi Meets a Monk Knight-Errant on a Journey by Boat (
)
20. Chen Congshan Loses His Wife on Mei Ridge (
)

!

21. Qian Poliu Begins His Career in Lin’an (
22. Zheng Huchen Seeks Revenge in Mumian Temple (

)
)

!

23. Zhang Shunmei Finds a Fair Lady During the Lantern Festival (
24. Yang Siwen Meets an Old Acquaintance in Yanshan (

)
)

!

25. Yan Pingzhong Kills Three Men with Two Peaches (
26. Shen Xiu Causes Seven Deaths with One Bird (

!
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)
)

27. Jin Yunu Beats the Heartless Man (
)
28. Li Xiuqing Marries the Virgin Huang with Honor (

!

29. Monk Moon Bright Redeems Willow Green (
30. Abbot Mingwu Redeems Abbot Wujie (

!

)
)

)

31. Sima Mao Disrupts Order in the Underworld and Sits in Judgment (
32. Humu Di Intones Poems and Visits the Netherworld (

)
)

!

33. Old Man Zhang Grows Melons and Marries Wennü (
34. Mr. Li Saves a Snake and Wins Chenxin (

!

)
)

35. The Monk with a Note Cleverly Tricks Huangfu’s Wife (
36. Song the Fourth Greatly Torments Tightwad Zhang (

)
)

!

37. Emperor Wudi of the Liang Dynasty Goes to the Land of Extreme Bliss through
Ceaseless Cultivation (
)
38. Ren the Filial Son with a Fiery Disposition Becomes a God (
)

!

39. Wang Xinzhi Dies to Save the Entire Family (
40. Shen Xiaoxia Encounters the Expedition Memorials (

!

)
)

Even in translation, it is not hard to find examples of thematic pairings in these titles. What
may be less obvious to the nonreader of Chinese, however, is that many of these titles also enjoy
a formal structural parallelism. An example of this is the pairing of GJ 25
(“Yan Pingzhong Kills Three Men with Two Peaches) and GJ 26

(“Shen Xiu

Causes Seven Deaths with One Bird”): both titles structurally match with one another, word for
word. They are also both the same length, which is not necessarily true of other paired titles.
This thematic and structural parallelism in the Gujin xiaoshuo table of contents strongly
suggests deliberate grouping of certain stories. Among them: GJ 7 (“Yang Jiao’ai Lays Down His
Life for the Sake of Friendship”) and GJ 8 (“Wu Bao’an Abandons His Family to Ransom His
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Friend”); GJ 15 (“The Dragon-and-Tiger Reunion of Shi Hongzhao the Minister and his Friend
the King”) and GJ 16 (“The Chicken-and-Millet Dinner for Fan Juqing, Friend in Life and
Death”); GJ 29 (“Monk Moon Bright Redeems Willow Green”) and GJ 30 (“Abbot Mingwu
Redeems Abbot Wujie”); GJ 31 (“Sima Mao Disrupts Order in the Underworld and Sits in
Judgment”) and GJ 32 (“Humu Di Intones Poems and Visits the Netherworld”). These pairings
are simply the most obvious. Indeed, the fact that each pair consists of an odd-numbered entry
followed by an even-numbered entry means that, taking these as a starting point, it is possible
that from the beginning onward every two entries in the collection could operate as a pair
(numerically speaking).
The deliberate sequencing of the titles signals to the reader that the collection’s entries have
been ordered in a thoughtful, meaningful way. This, in turn, leads the reader to reflect on the
decision making process implicit in this layout. While not overtly suggestive of a persona in the
same way the preface or commentary are, the deliberate ordering of the table of contents at
minimum hints at the existence of someone “behind the scenes” (historically we suspect this
would be Feng Menglong himself or, if we follow the account in the preface, this would be the
unidentified compiler).
Moreover, overt parallelism in the titles invites the reader to interpret the stories in these
pairings in the context of one another, and especially in the points of commonality indicated in
the titles. To return to the above example, the title of GJ 25 (“Yan Pingzhong Kills Three Men
with Two Peaches”) might invite various interpretations when considered in isolation: the story is
about Yan Pingzhong’s cleverness, the story is about violence, and so on. The comparison with
GJ 26 (“Shen Xiu Causes Seven Deaths with One Bird”), however, moves the reader to at least
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start from the perspective of reading these stories as numerological oddities in which death’s
relationship to the seemingly innocuous is at the core. In other words, the thematic pairings in the
Gujin table of contents tend to disambiguate titles; they too are tools for guiding interpretation.
This is one element that all the paratexts I discuss have in common.

!
The Gujin table of contents also puts the reader on notice that she may already be familiar
with one or several of the (sometimes conflicting) earlier versions of many of these stories. For
example, the title of GJ 1, “Jiang Xingge Reencounters His Pearl Shirt” (Jiang Xingge chong hui
zhenzhu shan

), draws a clear line between itself and its classical language

antecedent text, “The Pearl Shirt” (Zhu Shan
Menglong’s earlier collections, Qing Shi

). This story had been reprinted in one of Feng
. Assuming Qing Shi and Gujin xioashuo enjoyed

at least some overlap in their readerships, it is likely that based on its title alone many readers
recognized GJ 1 as an adaptation. Here I am not interested in the title’s signaling of adaptation as
such (for that, see Chapter 4 below), but rather in the fact that this information is provided as part
of the prefatory materials, in some cases many hundreds of pages before the reader will reach the
stories themselves.
The table of contents, along with disambiguating, also tends to generate feelings of
anticipation and suspense. Of course this anticipation is all the more acute in the reading of the
stories themselves, but it performs a slightly different function in the context of the table of
contents. Here, as I suggest above, we read these titles in the context of their neighbors as well as
regarding all the assembled titles. Thus the table of contents builds anticipation for the individual
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entries listed therein but also the collection as a whole. In other words, by bringing together these
titles (independent of their associated entries), the table of contents serves as kind of thumbnail
sketch of the collection: we have some sense of the kinds of characters we are likely to meet, the
challenges they are likely to face, and so on.

!
Division of Stories
Gujin xiaoshuo includes numerous examples in which the primary narrative of a collection
entry is preceded by a prologue recounting a thematically similar parallel story. For example, see
GJ 35 (“The Monk with a Note Cleverly Tricks Huangfu’s Wife”), which opens with a story
called “The Wrongly Sealed Letter” before moving on to the main event, “The Wrongly
Delivered Letter.” This suggests that Feng considered examples such as GJ 35 to be bundles of
multiple huaben; the entries in this collection exist on a level somewhere in between that of
individual stories on one side and the larger thematic pairings that can be found in the table of
contents. Of course this may also simply reflect practical or aesthetic concerns: some of the
“prologue” huaben are too short to justify entries of their own, and this provides a mechanism
for arriving at forty entries, a nice round number. A total of 120 stories across the three Sanyan
collections would also bring the series in line with the late Ming trend toward long works: the Jin
Ping Mei (The Plum in the Gold Vase), Fengshen yanyi (Investiture of the Gods), and Xiyou ji
(Journey to the West) were all divided into one hundred hui (chapters), but of course one hundred
entries would not allow for equal division into three collections. More immediately relevant, an
edition of Sanguo zhi yanyi (Romance of the Three Kingdoms) published in 1522 C.E was
originally divided into 240 ze (sections) but these were subsequently condensed down to 120 hui
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in Yu Xiangdou’s late Ming Li Zhuowu xiansheng piping Sanguo zhi (Three Kingdoms, with
Commentary from Li Zhuowu).

!
OTHER EDITIONS, OTHER COLLECTIONS
I turn now to other editions and collections in the Sanyan series. There is a danger here of
falling into an ahistorical argument by using later writings to illuminate Gujin but I think the
relative scarcity of writings of this sort from Feng, combined with the overall similarity of all
three collections, justifies the risk. Not only does such a comparison reveal much about Feng’s
rhetorical approach to these matters overall, but these later materials also show us what he might
have written in the Gujin preface but chose not to.

!
The Yushi mingyan Title Page
Gujin xiaoshuo is the original title of this collection but is not its only title. In time it would
come to also be known as Illustrious Words to Instruct the World (Yushi mingyan

),

bringing it in parallel with the titles of the second collection in the series, Comprehensive Words
to Warn the World (Jingshi tongyan
World (Xingshi hengyan

), and the third, Constant Words to Awaken the

). These would collectively become known as the Sanyan

or “three Words” collections.
Even though, this change brings the title of the first collection in line with the titles of the
eventual second and third, it does not explain why Gujin was not called Yushi mingyan to begin
with, especially since the Gujin preface makes it clear that it was always meant to be the first of
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three. Indeed, Wei Tongxian has suggested that this first entry in the series was to be thought of
as Gujin xiaoshuo yi ke

(Tales Old and New, First Collection), with the following

two entries to be known as Gujin xiaoshuo er ke
Collection) and Gujin xiaoshuo san ke

(Tales Old and New, Second
(Tales Old and New, Third Collection)

(Wei, Gujin xiaoshuo, “Foreword,” p. 1). The most plausible explanation for the change is that a
Gujin reprint (now lost) was issued with the title Yushi mingyan and so the second and third
collections followed the precedent of this newer edition (See Sun Kaidi, Zhongguo tongsu, p.
92).
There is evidence for this theory in the form of the 24 entry Yushi mingyan, now held in the
Cabinet Library (Naikaku Bunko) of the National Archives of Japan.38 This edition is labeled
Chongke zengbu Gujin xiaoshuo

(Stories Old and New, Newly Carved and

Augmented) on its title page. The inscription (see below) asserts that the original Gujin was
misunderstood and so it suffered financially. The reprint, then, is meant to serve as a corrective; a
new title might help in that aim. Most of the 24 entries in this collection consist of reordered
Gujin xiaoshuo stories, but it also includes an entry from Jingshi tongyan and two from Xingshi
hengyan, suggesting that this version of Yushi mingyan may postdate the other two “later”
collections, the other possible explanation being that the handful of stories from the later
collection were extant even before those collections were printed.

38

The extant 24 entry Yushi mingyan is presumed to be an unauthorized re-reprint of the official forty entry version.
For more on this claim, see Xu Wenzhu’s introduction to Feng, Yushi mingyan. Interestingly, the 24 entry Yushi
mingyan was published by the Yanqing tang
(Hall of Spreading Auspiciousness), the same publisher that
subsequently produced a (most likely unauthorized) reprint of Jingshi tongyan (Wei, “Foreword,” Jingshi tongyan,
p. 2).
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Sun Kaidi notes that he is aware of this edition and argues that an original Yushi mingyan
ought to be the same as Gujin xiaoshuo, and so the 24 entry edition is most likely an incomplete
later printing, likely cobbled together by an enterprising bookseller (Sun, Zhongguo tongsu, pp.
91-92). If the 24 entry Yushi mingyan was indeed created in this way, it must have been a product
of altered or new printing blocks because the table of contents indicates the new, shortened
ordering (an assumption further strengthened by the revised title). Sun’s hypothesis that the 24
entry Yushi mingyan was salvaged from the other Sanyan collections is supported by the
sloppiness of the collection: many of the illustrations do not agree with those listed in the table of
contents, and some come from Gujin stories that are not even listed. It seems likely, therefore,
that some of the illustration blocks were salvaged and reused while the text blocks were recarved.
Whatever the provenance of this copy, the title page is intriguing; let us assume for now that
it is the same as would have appeared on the now-lost forty entry Yushi mingyan. In the same
format as the Gujin xiaoshuo title page, a title inscription is printed just to the left of the title
itself:
Ten Entries from Gujin Xiaoshuo, First Printed by the Master of the Green Sky
Studio
[When Gujin xiaoshuo was first printed] readers lauded it as an extraordinary read and
listeners competed with their applause. Still, the circulation was not broad and, alas, it fell
by the wayside. Now the blocks have come into the possession of this Bookshop, which
has further edited it, carving away the mistakes and adding what was left out. Its title is
Yushi Mingyan –– It is so-called because is easy to comprehend and can be used to
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enlighten the mind (and) offer encouragement to do good. It surely is an aid to the morals
of the time. Respectfully written at the Salon of the Hall of Spreading Auspiciousness.39

!
Also of interest is the rhetoric of the inscription, which suggests that Gujin xiaoshuo did not
find the lasting success it deserved because it was widely misinterpreted, and so in this new
edition it has been retitled so that its nature will be more clear to the reader. It implicitly asserts
that Gujin xiaoshuo was initially mistaken for a mere bagatelle and so the new title, with its more
overt didactic tone, will better help it reach its audience. In this respect, the title page of this
edition serves as a bridge between the somewhat reserved tone of Gujin xiaoshuo and the much
more aggressively moralizing rhetoric of the other Sanyan titles and prefaces.
In some ways the 24 entry Yushi mingyan is a kind of proto-Jingu qiguan
(Wonders Old and New –– a later collection compiling selected entries from the Sanyan and
other collections, in this case seemingly in the interest of novelty and diversion rather than for
moral instruction): this Yushi mingyan includes entries from all three Sanyan collections, even if
the bulk of them come from Gujin xiaoshuo. The collection was very different from the “official”
Sanyan collections, but this may not have been that important to its compiler or readers:
evidently at least one copy was valued (or lucky) enough to survive from the seventeenth century
through today, a feat that very few of the original Sanyan printings were able to manage.

!
39

!

[damage]
[

]
(Feng, Yushi

mingyan, pp. 5-6)
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The Stories to Caution the World (Jingshi tongyan

) Preface

I continue with the preface to the second collection, Jingshi tongyan:
Are unofficial histories (yeshi

) entirely true?

I say, “not necessarily.”
Are they entirely untrue?
I say, “not necessarily.”
That being the case, should all that is untrue be gotten rid of and all that is true
preserved?
I say, “not necessarily.”
The numerous much-discussed works such as the Six Classics, the Analects, and
Mencius all come down to nothing more than exhortations for ministers to be loyal, sons
to be dutiful, officials to be worthy, friends to be conscientious, husbands to be just,
wives to be chaste, scholars to exemplify integrity, and families to accumulate merit.
The Confucian classics set down moral principles, and histories narrate events––in
this they are of equal weight. [Yet] those moral principles are set down for a world in
which not everyone comes together in careful study; [similarly,] historical events are
recounted to a world in which not everyone is an erudite scholar. Therefore, since
villagers, children, rural women, and peddlers may be cheered or enraged by the rights
and wrongs committed by others, and since they are encouraged to do right or warned
away from wrong by the workings of karma, and since they take the hearsay of roads and
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byways to be scholarship, therefore popular historical romances (tongsu yanyi

)

can help to shore up their weak knowledge of the classics and histories.
And yet there are those who say, “Just as rural wine and dried meat from the market
are not fit to adorn the banquet table, what are [tongsu yanyi] other than the vulgar
squawking of backwater yokels?” Alas! The poems “Da Ren” and “Zi Xu” are ringing
triumphs of artistry; still, what is to be said of [their morals]?40
People need not be associated with great historical events, nor need historical events
be associated with extraordinary figures. The real can go to fill up the great libraries, and
the false will inevitably encourage, inspire, and touch the heart. Events may be true and
yet the morals false; likewise, events may be untrue and morals still true. When decency
is not harmed, when there is no departure from the sages and no transgression of the
classics (i.e., The Shijing and Shujing), then why should popular historical romances
[tongsu yanyi] be disparaged?
A village boy was helping out in the kitchen when he cut his finger [but] he didn't cry
out in pain. Someone thought it strange and [the boy] said, “I just came from Xuanmiao
Temple where I heard a telling of Three Kingdoms (Sanguo zhi). In it Guan Yu's bones
were being scraped to remove an infection but he went on laughing and talking as though
nothing were happening. What have I to be pained by?” Now, if a village boy can be
instilled with the courage of [Guan Yun] having his bone scraped then stories of filial
piety can inspire filial piety, stories of loyalty can inspire fidelity, and stories of chastity
40

Both Da Ren
([Rhapsody] on the Great Man) and Zi Xu
([Rhapsody] of Sir Vacuous) are Han dynasty
fu (rhapsodies) written by Sima Xiangru
(179-117 B.C.E.). Zi Xu has been translated by David R.
Knechtges in Wen Xuan, vol. 2, pp. 53-72.
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and integrity can inspire chastity and integrity––they touch [their readers] to the core and
inspire true feeling (qing

).

When these works are compared with the [writings] of those who come together in
careful study, which are of fine appearance but without feeling, or with those of erudite
scholars, which are literary (wen

) but lacking in substance, it is hard to say which are

true and which are false.
I met one of the most extraordinary gentlemen in the world, Longxi jun, at the Rosy
Cloud Mountain Studio (Qi xia shanfang

).41 From the first meeting we enjoyed

a deep, intimate friendship as we discussed our travels. While we were drinking he
produced several volumes he had newly-printed, and said, “These have not yet been
published, but would you consider naming them?” I read them [and found] they greatly
resembled those stories told by Buddhist monks to illustrate the workings of karma as a
means of converting their listeners to the faith. Like rural wine and dried meat from the
market, they too provide succor to the masses. So I named the collection "Comprehensive
Words to Caution the World" and urged its completion.
The Twelfth month of the fourth year of the Tianqi reign (January 1625)

41

This studio may be found near Nanjing.
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The Unfettered Recluse of Yuzhang (Yuzhang wu'ai jushi

)42

The Jingshi tongyan preface starts with a colloquy on the subject of “unofficial
histories” (yeshi

). It establishes that some official histories are true and others are not, but

goes on to argue that it does not follow therefore that the true should be preserved and the untrue
discarded. Where the first two-thirds of Gujin’s preface were diachronic, tracing xiaoshuo’s
evolution from its earliest days, the Jingshi (and, as we shall see, Xingshi hengyan preface) are
synchronic and unconcerned with historical change, instead emphasizing the power of popular
literature on its readers. As I note above, the titles of the collections reflect this shift in focus. In
the opening discussion the fact that Feng sees value in both “true” and “untrue” “unofficial
histories” seems to suggest he is employing that term to mean something fairly close to the
modern “narrative,” that is to say, a communicated series of events that may or may not be
directly referential to historical occurences. Clearly, by his standard, we are to judge the value of
yeshi by some criteria other than historical accuracy, but what?

42

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 2, pp. 663-64).
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He goes on to discuss much-lauded works such as the Six Classics, the Analects, and
Mencius, explaining that they are essentially exhortations to traditional Confucian morality (sons
should be dutiful, wives chaste, and so on). He gestures toward this moral code in the Gujin
preface but does not directly discuss it. This is more evidence of the difference in focus between
the first and second collections: the Jingshi prefacer is more concerned with the effects that
different varieties of literature may have on their readers.
He further develops his argument by noting that the Classics and Histories, for all their
worth, are not equally accessible. Rather, they are best suited to those in a position (financially
and culturally) to consume them in a thoughtful, scholarly manner. Unfortunately, there are many
who cannot accomplish this. Among them are the constituency of the “common ear”: “villagers,
children, rural women, and peddlers.” The assumption here is not simply that such folk lack the
literacy necessary to comprehend the classics and histories; their entire conception of right and
wrong is unsophisticated. When the prefacer notes that they are “encouraged to do right or
warned away from wrong by the workings of karma,” it is difficult, in this context, not to detect
something of an upturned nose, rhetorically speaking. The prefacer is (at least for the rhetorical
purposes of the preface) implicitly resorting to the idea that the primary value of literature is as a
means of exerting moral influence on its readers. The prefacer appears to regard the concept of
karma as a moral crutch for those unequipped to get their morality directly from the more
sophisticated source: the Confucian classics.
Here the Jingshi tongyan prefacer is quite clearly channeling the rhetoric of previous
xiaoshuo prefaces. The preface to a 1522 edition of Sanguo states: “The events recorded in the
histories are given in detail but the language is archaic, the import is subtle and the inner
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significance is profound. If you are not a highly erudite scholar then once you open up the
volume you will most likely fall asleep. So haoshizhe [aficionados], using language close to
contemporary idiom, compiled this book by reshaping (yinkuo chengbian

) [the Sanguo

zhi] so that it would penetrate the ears of the people of the empire and thus they would
comprehend it” [de Bary, Neo-Confucian Orthodoxy, p. 111, quoted in McLaren, “Constructing,”
p. 157]. Anne E. McLaren notes that the Ming thinker Yuan Hongdao (1568-1610) also promotes
the idea that ‘popular’ works can reach audiences that the classics cannot, citing Shuihu zhuan
(Outlaws of the Marsh) and Dong Xi Han tongsu yanyi
eastern and western Han). Yuan Fengzi

(The narrative of the

(1548) also, she observes, puts forward the

Sanguo zhizhuan (Chronicles of the Three Kingdoms, an adaptation of Sanguo zhi tongsu yanyi)
as something that can work in place of the Confucian classics (McLaren, “Constructing,” pp.
157-58).
The Jingshi tongyan prefacer proceeds to contrast the “real” and the “false,” where the “real”
is implicitly equated to the Classics and Histories and the “false” is implicitly equated to all
other narratives (in other words, xiaoshuo, although he does not use that word at this point).
Given that the “false” can “encourage, inspire, and touch the heart,” he wonders why it too
should not be read, provided there is no “departure from the sages and no transgression of the
classics”? In this the prefacer is getting to the heart of the system of literary ethics being laid out
here. The core principle he advocates is essentially, “First, do no harm,” where “harm” is defined
as deviation from the canonical early texts (or at least the moral standards taught in these texts).
It is hard not to read this as an apologia for fiction against the implied criticism that the form is
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not only frivolous but can also be morally damaging––the other possible reading here would be
as an in-group joke with fiction aficionados.
The prefacer goes on to recount an anecdote about a village boy who suffers a painful injury
but does not cry out, having been inspired by the courageous model of Guan Yun, one of the
Sanguo zhi characters and better known is his divine manifestation as Guan Di

(patron

deity merchants, actors, and others). The prefacer elaborates, explaining that fiction can inspire
filial piety, loyalty, chastity, and integrity. This clarifies the preface’s position on the utility of
fiction: the classics may lay out morality most clearly, but it is fiction, with its emotive power to
influence behavior, that is best placed to ensure that moral action is implemented throughout
society. Recall here the example provided by the Buddhist religious tales in which abstract
principles are illustrated through vivid narratives. There is good reason to believe (although the
prefacer does not mention this in the historical survey section of his Gujin preface) that the
development of Chinese fiction was greatly influenced by the tradition of Buddhist parables, a
tradition that supplemented and enhanced the indigenous Chinese practice of historiography,
which is what Feng focuses on in his prefaces. This connection is made explicit at the end of the
Jingshi preface.43
This section of the preface closes with a rhetorical jab at the stylish but emotionally hollow
writings of inkhorn scholars. The prefacer abandons his moralizing for a moment and becomes a
sensualist: what he really wants (he suggests) out of his literature is “feeling.” (It is tempting to
think that what he truly wants is literature that is fun to read.) Note, however, that the idea of
reading for pleasure is largely conspicuous for its absence from the Gujin and Jingshi prefaces.
43

See Pai, Hua-Wen. “What is Pien-wen?”
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One reads literature, we are told, to be moved, inspired, and instructed, but not entertained. The
exception is the Song Emperor Gaozong who, we recall from the Gujin preface, “took great
pleasure in reading huaben.”
The final section of the Jingshi preface parallels the Gujin preface in describing the origins of
the collection, suggesting an account similar (but not identical) to the one contained in Gujin. We
are told of their meeting at the Rosy Cloud Mountain Studio and of their instant rapport. This is
precisely the homosocial “brotherhood at first sight” that stands at the heart of numerous Gujin
stories.44
The prefacer concludes by clarifying the previously implicit resemblance to Buddhist
religious tales, explaining “I read them [and found] they greatly resembled those stories told by
Buddhist monks to illustrate the workings of karma as a means of converting them to the faith.
Like rural wine and dried meat from the market, they too provide succor to the masses.” In sum,
the Jingshi tongyan preface is presented in a more overtly moralistic manner than the Gujin
preface is, a stance in keeping with the titles of the three Sanyan collections.

!
The Stories to Awaken the World (Xingshi hengyan

) Preface

I turn now to the preface for Xingshi hengyan, the third and final installment in the Sanyan
series. The tone of the Xingshi preface has more in common with the Jingshi preface than with
the Gujin preface; both Jingshi and Xingshi prefaces are more concerned with analyzing the
moral and psychological effects of their contents than they are with providing a potted history of

44

See, for example, GJ 7 “Yang Jiao’ai Lays Down His Life for the Sake of Friendship,” GJ 8 “Wu Bao’an
Abandons His Family to Ransom His Friend,” and GJ 16 “The Chicken-and-Millet Dinner for Fan Juqing, Friend in
Life and Death.”
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the form, as with the Gujin preface. However, the tone of the Xingshi preface is even more
abstract and philosophical than is the Jingshi preface:
Apart from the Six Classics and the standard histories, all narrated texts are “minor
writings” (xiaoshuo). However, paeans to moral principle are apt to suffer from abstruse
writing, and the “belles-lettres” tend to suffer from florid over-embellishment; as a result,
neither is sufficient to reach the common ear (li'er
hearts” (hengxin

) and inspire “constant

).

The forty entries of Constant Words to Awaken the World (Xingshi hengyan) were
printed to serve as a continuation of the Illustrious Words [to Enlighten the World]
(Mingyan) and Comprehensive Words [to Caution the World] (Jingshi) collections.
(Yushi) Ming(yan) was so-called because it lights the way for the foolish; (Jingshi)
tong(yan) was so-called because it is suitable for the general public; and (Xingshi)
heng(yan) was so-called because [one] can frequently review it without tiring, and
because it can be passed on throughout the ages. These three publications may differ in
their titles but their significance is as one.
[The situation] of those who act and speak with constancy is not so very different
[from that of those who act with sobriety]; [Suppose] one [over]indulges in wine –– he
might stagger about and call out, taking a moat to be a gully, and a city to be a cage. Why
is this? Because wine has clouded his wits. But if wine is drunk in moderation, then even
Minister Bi or Chamberlain Liu would not have regularly found themselves inebriated.
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Isn't it the case, then, that sobriety is the norm (that is to say, “constant” (heng

))

whereas drunkenness is passing?
From this it can concluded that one who guards against a child (falling into a well) is
sober and one who drops rocks (on that same child) is drunk; one who spurns food that is
offered contemptuously is sober and one who eats it is drunk; one who sees the value in
jade is sober and one who mistakes it for mere rock is drunk.45
Pushing this further still, it must be that one who is loyal and filial must be sober and
one who is contrary and perverse is drunk; one who is chaste and restrained is sober and
one who is lascivious and lewd is drunk; one with perceptive eyes and ears, tempered
speech and virtuous spirit is sober, and who one is deaf and blind [to reason] and persists
in making a noisy clamor is drunk.
People with “constant hearts” (hengxin) may also be thought of (thus): Those who
follow constancy will be lucky and those who turn their backs on it will suffer ill-fortune.
When one’s heart is a constant heart, when one’s words are constant words, and when
one’s actions are constant actions, one will act humanely [with respect to the relations
between] husband and wife and not disturb them, nor will one feel shame before heaven
and earth. (In this way) even the lowly diviners and physicians can be active, and the

45

These three examples are classical allusions that would have been well-known to any late Ming reader with
sufficient education to read the preface. The first alludes to a passage from Mencius
in which the innate
goodness of the human heart is illustrated by the anxiety produced by the sight of a child about to fall into a well.
The second anecdote appears in the Book of Rites (Li ji
): a man from the famine-stricken state of Qi is offered
food by a well-meaning good Samaritan who unfortunately adopts a condescending tone. The starving man refuses
him and dies shortly thereafter. The third example is taken from the Han Feizi
: a man finds a valuable piece
of jade embedded in an unremarkable-seeming rock. He presents the rock to the court but the experts there do not
believe there is any jade within and the man is physically mutilated for his impertinence. This repeats several times
until someone finally recognizes the hidden worth in the rock (and man).
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worthy on high can see the worth of the good, the noble, and the sage. Hence, constancy
is very meaningful.
Since former times, whenever the world is in turmoil it has been said that Heaven
was drunk. If Heaven cannot intoxicate itself then humanity will drunken it; likewise, if
Heaven cannot restore itself to sobriety then humanity will cause it to be sober again. The
power to awaken Heaven is vested within humanity, and the power to awaken humanity
is vested within words. If the words are constant then so too will be humanity; if
humanity is constant then so too will be Heaven, with the result that countless
generations will enjoy the blessings of peace without measure!
Thus it is to be hoped that this collection, like the songs “Broad Road” (Kangqu
) and “Drumming with an Earth Clod” (Jirang

), will also be immortalized.46

In dynasties in which Confucianism is held in high regard the other two teachings
(i.e., Daoism and Buddhism) are not neglected. This is because they may be said to guide
the foolish and are suited to the common, and so for this reason are useful. These two
teaching can be used as complements to Confucianism. Why shouldn't it be that Mingyan,
Tongyan, and Hengyan similarly complement the Six Classics and dynastic histories?
Now, take those obscene and tawdry spoken tales that give momentary pleasure but
which go down in history as abominations, in other words, those works that are
themselves products of drunkenness and which are in turn served up as alcoholic drinks:
compared to the Sanyan [collections], what is lost and what gained?
46

In their notes to this preface Yang Shuhui and Yang Yunqin explain: “‘Broad Road’ and ‘Drumming with an Earth
Clod,’ originating respectively in the Spring and Autumn period and in the reign of the prehistoric sage king Yao, are
both songs in praise of times of peace and prosperity” (Feng, Awaken the World, p. 945n3).
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–Keyi, The Recluse of Longxi, at the Mountain Lodge of Rosy Clouds, Nanjing
Midautumn, The Seventh Year of the Tianqi Reign [1627 C.E.]47
The Xingshi preface opens with the short but broad literary comparison I discussed earlier:
The prefacer divides all narrative texts into either the classics and histories or xiaoshuo, arguing
that the writings of the first group are insufficient to “reach the common ear (li'er
inspire ‘constant hearts’ (hengxin

) and

).” This is in many ways a continuation of a rhetorical

thread to be found in both the Gujin and Jingshi prefaces regarding the needs of the common
(literally “village”) ear. The other important element in this opening passage is the “constant
heart” (hengxin), which recurs throughout the Xingshi preface as an explanation of the
collection’s title.
The prefacer continues by explaining the logic behind the three Sanyan titles. The formal
parallelism in the titles, along with consistent philosophy underlying the titles (at least as it is
presented in this explanation), exerts a powerful unifying force, not only on our understanding of
the series as a whole, but also on our understanding of the stories that make up the entries in

47

!

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 3, pp. 1-2).
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individual collections. The reader who comes across the first collection as Gujin xiaoshuo is
bound to see it differently from the reader who comes across that collection as Yushi mingyan,
first of the Sanyan series. The first collection, as Gujin xiaoshuo, is a collection of historical and
recent huaben, albeit with a moralistic bent. The same collection, when presented as Yushi
mingyan, is a collection of works whose primary aim is to lead the way for the morally
nearsighted.
Here the prefacer shifts his focus to what will take up the bulk of the Xingshi preface: a
detailed discussion of “constancy” (heng), its definition, and its implications. This sees the
introduction of a metaphor that will recur throughout the Xingshi preface: that of sobriety and
drunkenness. By the late Ming, “drunkenness” had already enjoyed a long history as a trope in
Chinese literature, and not always as a negative one. For example, the famed Tang poet Li Bai in
particular is nearly synonymous with the image of the liberated romantic freely wandering
through life.

!
The prefacer goes on to make the relationship between constancy and sobriety explicit,
briefly invoking noted historical tipplers Minister Bi and Chamberlain Liu to make the abstract
claim that sobriety is the norm or “constant” (heng
transient (zan

) state and, thus, drunkenness is the

) or aberrant state. This argument is handled quite loosely, suggesting that

compassion, restraint, and perception are all versions of sobriety. The thing these admirable
qualities have in common is that they are already well-established cornerstones of traditional
Confucian morality: the examples of the child in the well, the contemptuously offered handout of
food, and the hidden jade are well-known allusions from Mencius, the Spring and Autumn
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Annals, and Han Feizi, respectively. We might conclude from this that the prefacer is not
attempting to break new ground, morally or philosophically speaking, but rather is attempting to
build a framework for Xingshi hengyan on a framework of conventional morality.
He goes on to itemize the various signs of sobriety or clear thinking (loyalty, filial piety,
chastity) and the corresponding signs of drunkenness (rebelliousness, disobedience, lewdness).
As above, the qualities associated with sobriety in this passage were so valorized in the late Ming
that almost nobody apart from an inveterate contrarian would think to seriously question their
self-evident worth. Of course, the choice of sobriety as metaphor, especially in the context of the
preceding discussion of Minister Bi or Chamberlain Liu, would seem logically to suggest that
alcohol, lasciviousness, and the other vices described above are tolerable in moderation.
The prefacer continues by suggesting some of the logical consequences of sobriety and of
drunkenness, such as luck and ill-fortune, respectively. This moves the conversation away from
the categorization of sobriety (that is, “constancy”) and considers instead the consequences of
constant purpose, word, and deed. Although it passes by quickly, the mention of “the
lowly” (e.g., “even the lowly diviners and physicians can be active”) is significant, for it seems
to indicate the same population as that talk of “common ears” (li’er) does. This signals the start
of the gradual reintegration of this abstract, philosophical discussion into an analysis of
literature; the suggestion that “even the lowly diviners and physicians can be active, and the
worthy on high can see the worth of the good, the noble, and the sage” reinforces the passage in
the Jingshi tongyan preface comparing the Sanyan stories to Buddhist parable, arguing that both
forms effectively speak to less well-educated audiences by providing them with case studies of
moral or immoral actions and their consequences, both good and ill.
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The argument continues with a striking logical chain ending with the conclusion that
“constant words” are the key to peace and happiness without end. This chain of causes and
effects is a venerable form of literary Chinese argumentation, with one of its best known
examples appearing in the Confucian text The Great Learning (Da Xue

), where it is

written, “The ancients who wished to illustrate illustrious virtue throughout the kingdom, first
ordered well their own States. Wishing to order well their States, they first regulated their
families. Wishing to regulate their families, they first cultivated their persons,” with the chain
continuing at length (Chinese Classics, vol. 1. p. 357).48 The model from The Great Learning
would have been known to all literate Chinese of the period.
Here the prefacer introduces an analogy, arguing that xiaoshuo such as the Sanyan collections
can complement the Classics and Histories in precisely the same way that Daoism and Buddhism
can complement (in this formulation) Confucian teachings. The rhetoric of the Jingshi tongyan
and Xingshi hengyan prefaces has been driving to this point for some time: the Sanyan stories
have a significant role to play in “edifying the benighted and appealing to popular taste.” How is
the Xingshi reader to respond to this preface? Does she see the worth of “popular taste” without
numbering herself among the ranks of the benighted? This hypothetical bifurcation of audiences
signaled by the rhetoric of the Xingshi hengyan preface supports the idea that the Sanyan
paratexts tend to speak to (elite) non-linear readers whereas the primary text tends address nonelite linear readers.

48

(Chinese Classics,

vol. 1. p. 357).
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In the context of this and the other prefaces, this statement suggests a taxonomy of narrated
texts: first, there is the bifurcation that introduces the Xingshi hengyan, with the Classics and
Histories on one side and xiaoshuo on the other. The former are essential works –– they guide
and inform –– but they are so stylistically dense that they are accessible to only a precious few
careful scholars. Along with (or perhaps because of) this stylistic barrier, these works do not
move the reader. On the other hand, xiaoshuo (especially those that employ an unadorned style
accessible to all) can exert an extraordinary emotional and even didactic influence on their
readers. After all, the Gujin prefacer reminds us that under the influence of the storyteller’s art,
“You will desire to grab a knife, to bow, to cut off a head, and to give money.” In sum, the
Classics and Histories inform their audiences whereas xiaoshuo and spoken tales move them. In
line with the concluding remark quoted above, xiaoshuo and spoken tales can be further
subdivided into obscenities that confer momentary pleasure (i.e., drunken works) and sober
works that still move audiences but in so doing complement orthodox Confucian teachings. The
contents of the Sanyan, we are led to believe, belong to a powerful hybrid genre that both moves
and informs.

!
CONCLUSIONS
I have argued above that the title of Quanxiang Gujin xiaoshuo locates the collection within
three traditions: the quanxiang tradition of fully illustrated tales, the Gujin tradition of the
historical survey, and the xiaoshuo tradition of narrated works apart from the Classics and
Histories. The subsequent title page inscription acts as a conceptual bridge between title and
preface. It acknowledges the comparison between huaben and long-form xiaoshuo such as
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Sanguo and Shuihu, clarifying that the difference is that huaben center on one character and one
action. Finally, it explains that the present work is one-third of a series.
The title and inscription occupy the same visual field (that is, both appear as part of the title
page or fengmian) and so are clearly related, although by convention, appearance, and contents
they are not the same. In general, the title introduces subjects and the inscription defines them.
More specifically, the title introduces the idea of xiaoshuo and the inscription differentiates
short-form vernacular xiaoshuo from the more familiar long-form examples. Likewise, the title
introduces the idea of a survey (gujin) and the inscription places the number of stories at 120,
with forty making up the first installment.
Where the title introduces elements, and the inscription refines them, the preface provides
analysis. For instance, where the inscription differentiates between different types of xiaoshuo,
the preface explains how they came to be and why such a collection would be desirable. The
Gujin preface itself consists of two sections. The first comprises a brief, speculative history of
the rise of xiaoshuo in general and of huaben in particular; the second comprises a more abstract
discussion of how to evaluate literature in terms of its context, stylistics (that is, high or low
style), and its effect on the reader. The Gujin preface is followed by the table of contents, which
emphasizes the careful ordering of the forty entries. The inclusion of quandian suggests that the
table of contents, like the preface preceding it and the stories that follow, should be read with
great care.
Perhaps the most important issue raised in the Sanyan prefaces is that of audience or
readership. The Gujin preface introduces the vernacular short story (huaben) through its most
elevated patron, the Song dynasty emperor Huizong (he of the refined aesthetics) and locates it in
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the tradition of professional storytellers whose craft, we are told, may profoundly influence their
listeners. Subsequent prefaces divide potential audiences into people of allegedly low literacy
and cultural levels (“villagers, children, rural women, and peddlers”) on the one hand, and people
of allegedly highly literacy “erudite scholars”) on the other. Although Gujin and the subsequent
collections are purportedly intended for the first group, the tone, contents, and language register
(that is, Classical Chinese) of the prefaces suggests that they (the prefaces themselves) are
intended for the second. This suggests a pattern that repeats throughout Gujin xiaoshuo: paratext
(such as front matter) tends to be associated with elite readers whereas primary text tends to be
associated with non-elite audiences. Surprisingly, this seems even to be the case with Gujin
xiaoshuo’s illustrations, which I will discuss next.

!
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CHAPTER TWO: ILLUSTRATIONS
INTRODUCTION49
Gujin’s illustrations can be understood as the products of two structural constants and three
semantic variables. Number is the first of these constants: without exception, each of the forty
stories in the collection is accompanied by two illustrations. All stories, regardless of length or
content are granted the same allotment. Placement is similarly invariant. The Gujin illustrations
make up the final component of the collection’s front matter; all eighty illustrations appear
together, following the table of contents and preceding the stories themselves.
The semantic variables that make up a given Gujin illustration consist of the image, the
caption text that frequently occupies the visual space of the illustration alongside the image, and
the story entry (that is, the numbered entry in the collection) with which image and caption are
associated. The illustrations thus imply three productive relationships: image with caption,
caption with story, and story with image. In this chapter I explore the ways in which these
characteristics and elements interact. I conclude with a close reading guided by this framework.

!
Historical Context
The first civilization to engage in printing on such a large scale, China’s tradition of
illustrated fiction is a long one. The earliest examples of printed books in China were religious
texts such as the ninth century C.E. Buddhist work, The Diamond Sutra. By the time of the
following dynasty, the Song, non-religious illustrated works such as primers and picture albums
started to appear (Hegel, Reading, pp. 164-68).
49 All

the images referred to in this chapter may be found reproduced in Appendix 1: Images.
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Moving forward, the Yuan dynasty Quanxiang pinghua
told] tales) of the 1320s were printed in the shangtu xiawen

(Fully illustrated plain[ly
(image above, text below)

style according to which illustrations occupied the top third of the folio and the ongoing primary
text occupied the bottom two-thirds (Hegel, Reading, pp. 172-75). By the early fourteenth
century all three elements I note above (image, caption, text) were already in play, although not
necessarily in the configuration we find in Gujin xiaoshuo. Captions in quanxiang pinghua are
typically terse descriptions of action (thereby identifying the story moment being depicted) rather
than the poetic quotations we tend to see in Gujin xiaoshuo. Quanxiang pinghua illustrations are
placed in visual parallel with their stories, whereas the Gujin xiaoshuo illustrations are collected
at the front of the collection, a common late Wanli era (1573 - 1620) practice known as guantu
(capping illustrations).
Gujin xiaoshuo’s capping illustrations number two per story. There is a material reason for
this: the ce

(fascicles) that comprise Gujin and (most other books of the time) consisted of

sheets of paper folded in half to form recto and verso pages.50 The folded edge of the sheet
formed the vertical edge of the pages and the ends of the original sheet were sewn together to
form the “spine” of the fascicle. The practice of printing illustrations in back to back multiples of
two apart from the stories themselves created a convenient division of labor whereby printing
blocks (and the carvers that produced them) could focus on either primary text or illustration
without needing the more complex coordination necessary for producing pages showing both
text and illustration. Each of Gujin’s forty entries was accompanied by a full folio muban
50

Gujin xiaoshuo’s “sequel” Jingshi tongyan, which like Gujin xiaoshuo has 10 x 20 graphs per page, has a printed
area of 15.5 cm by 24.7 cm. (See Hegel, Reading, p. 90, table 3.6). Gujin xiaoshuo has similar dimensions.
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(woodblock) of illustrations in the form of two half-folio illustrations produced from a single
block.
The publishing explosion of the late Ming no doubt greatly spurred on the development of
illustrated fiction practice as publishers sought ways to stand out more distinctly from the glut of
competitors and so by the Wanli period it was common for publishers to employ professional
artists of superior skill (Hegel, Reading, p. 193). It was into this vibrant and highly competitive
late Ming publishing market that Gujin xiaoshuo emerged.

!
Gujin xiaoshuo credits its images to Liu Suming

, a late Ming artisan known

primarily as a carver but who also apparently drew or painted many of the originals for his
illustrations.51 In some works he is credited as calligrapher as well. Lucille Chia notes that Liu
and several other relatives were recognized as highly skilled practitioners of illustration and
engraving, with a diverse output that suggests they worked and traveled extensively in the Fujian
and Jiangnan regions (Chia, Printing, p. 166).
Among Liu’s twenty or so imprints were two Sanyan collections (Gujin xiaoshuo and Jingshi
tongyan), along with the eighteen juan Youtu Shanhai jing

(The Illustrated Classic

of Mountains and Seas), the one hundred twenty hui Li Zhuowu xiansheng piping Sanguo zhi
(The Romance of the Three Kingdoms with Commentary from Li

51

Liu is credited on Gujin illustration 37b with the note “Engraved by [Liu] Suming (Suming kan
).” The
images may have been drawn by another craftsman and merely carved by Liu, of course, but it is likely that he did
both, given that he is credited elsewhere for producing the originals for at least some of his work, and works that
employed separate illustrators and carvers often credited both.
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Zhuowu), and Zhuding Xixiang ji

(The Story of the Western Wing with

Commentary in Red) (Fang, “Jianyang,” pp. 220-21).
The range in the quality of late Ming illustrated publications implies that the best artisans
were in limited supply. For Gujin to feature the work of someone as widely-known and wellrespected as Liu is one more piece of evidence to suggest that Gujin xiaoshuo was conceived as a
high quality product with a serious investment of time and money behind it.52

!
Theoretical Concerns
The Constants: Number
With a limit of two illustrations per story, the Gujin illustrations implicitly prioritize some
scenes over others. Gujin’s illustration pairs follow the same narrative order as the stories they
accompany, meaning the illustration of an earlier scene in the discourse always precedes the
illustration of a later scene. There are never two illustrations from the same scene. Having two
scenes encourages greater interpretative complexity: we are implicitly invited to compare and
contrast each story’s illustrations. We place them in dialogues with each other, especially when
we have not yet read the accompanying stories. If illustrations of this sort tend to hint to hint at
narrative when in isolation, then when they are paired off with one another inferred narrative is
practically a given.
Often the two illustrations for a given Gujin xiaoshuo story conform to the “minimal
complete plot” that Tzvetan Todorov identifies in his close readings of the Decameron, which he
defines as “the shift from one equilibrium to another. This term ‘equilibrium’ … means the
52

See Lucille Jia (Printing, p. 188) for more on Liu Suming’s prominence on the late Ming printing scene.
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existence of a stable but not static relation between the members of a society; it is a social law, a
rule of the game, a particular system of exchange. The two moments of equilibrium, similar and
different, are separated by a period of imbalance, which is composed of a process of
degeneration and a process of improvement” (Todorov, “Structural Analysis,” p. 328).53 In the
case of Gujin xiaoshuo, Todorov’s social equilibrium is generally (but not always) characterized
by the traditional Confucian relationships: husband and wife, older and younger sibling, parent
and child, lord and underling, or friend and friend.
Generally, the “A” (recto) illustrations typically depict scenes in which an action (often a
“point of no return” or threshold-crossing incident) disrupts the established status quo or social
order, in this way initiating the story to come. This can take many forms, but among the most
common are the “first glimpse” exchanged between future lovers (see GJ 1a, GJ 4a, GJ 10a) and
death or violence (see GJ 7a, GJ 18a, GJ 20a). We might also think of scenes like the one
depicted in 27a (Jin Yunu Beats the Heartless Man) in which a band of beggars crashes a fancy
gathering, an obvious example of social strata that are typically separate coming together with
dramatic results. (The incursion itself is the result of a failure to recognize established
relationships and act appropriately).
By contrast, the “B” (verso) illustrations often depict the establishment of a new equilibrium
(either a restoration of or replacement for the one previously disrupted). This frequently takes the
form of judicial intervention (see GJ 1b, GJ 10b, GJ 18b, GJ 36b), happy reunion (GJ 1b, GJ
20b), or violent revenge (GJ 22b, GJ 24b, GJ 25b, GJ 27b). Paradigmatic stories include GJ 10
(“Magistrate Teng”), GJ 20 (“Chen Congshan”), and GJ 38 (“Ren the Filial Son”).
53

Cited in Emma Kafalenos, Narrative Causalities, p. 4.
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For example, GJ 10a (“Magistrate Teng”) shows the seventy-nine-year-old Prefect Ni’s first
glimpse of Mei-shi, his much younger future second wife. Ni’s subsequent efforts to provide for
Mei-shi and their son financially (against the efforts of his son by his first marriage) make up the
narrative thrust of the story. Although the narrator and commentator appear generally
sympathetic to Ni, Mei-shi, and their son (unlike the commentator in GJ 33 who somewhat
skeptically notes the extraordinariness of a lovesick eighty-year-old), the selection of this
moment for the first of GJ 10’s two illustrations seems to imply that Ni’s infatuation at minimum
calls for caution and concern, something Ni himself recognizes. The second of the two GJ 10
illustrations shows the titular Magistrate Teng well on the way to cracking the mystery of Prefect
Ni’s posthumous portrait, which, we eventually learn, points to the location of his younger son’s
buried inheritance. Magistrate Teng is typical of the wise local official frequently seen in the
Gujin stories and it is not surprising that he is depicted in the moments leading up to the
breakthrough that will enable him to clean up the mess that indirectly resulted from the
infatuation-at-first-sight in the previous illustration.
In the first illustration of GJ 20 Chen Congshan looks about in confusion as his wife is
kidnapped by several monkey spirits (in the book she is abducted solely by the so-called Master
of Shenyang, a simian figure related to Sun Wukong, the monkey hero of Xiyou ji or Journey to
the West). This is a quintessential first illustration: not only is it violent and visually arresting, but
it separates a loving couple, disrupting social stability and providing a powerful motivator for
our protagonist Chen. In GJ 20’s second illustration Chen Congshan and his wife Ruchun
embrace after a separation of several years, her captor at last having been foiled. The embrace is
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a clear depiction of the stable marital relationship that had previously been violently and
unexpectedly broken apart.
Finally, in the first illustration of GJ 38 (“Ren the Filial Son”) we see Ren’s wife
Shengjin dallying in her upstairs bedroom while her blind father-in-law obliviously sits on the
ground floor of the family home. Here Shengjin violates two essential Confucian relationships:
obviously, she is not chaste (that is, she is having sex outside of marriage) and, nearly as bad
(from a Confucian prospective), she makes a mockery of her father-in-law and the filial piety she
ought to show him. It is these transgressions (and the potential public humiliation that would
result from them) that spur her husband Ren Gui into embarking on his killing spree, the results
of which we see depicted in GJ 38’s second illustration. Social stability and the status quo are
reestablished through bloody revenge, the obverse of the loving embrace we see depicted in GJ
20b.

!
The Constants: Placement
As I note above, the Gujin illustrations make up the final component of the collection’s front
matter; all eighty illustrations appear together, following the table of contents and preceding the
stories themselves.54 A linear reader may examine the illustrations once and move on, or may
take the more active non-linear approach of shuttling back and forth between image and story.
The reader’s choice of approach partly depends on his or her attitude toward the illustrations: one
who views the illustrations as critical to unlocking the subsequent stories will surely devote more

54

Because of rebinding and reprinting efforts not all published editions necessarily conform to this organizational
scheme. In my analysis I specifically refer to the first edition of Quanxiang Gujin xiaoshuo now to be found in the
Cabinet Library (Naikaku Bunko) of the Japanese National Archives in Tokyo.
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time to them than the reader who sees them as mere decoration. Naturally, as a scholar engaged
in the act of close reading, I am inclined toward the first of these two approaches but that is not,
on its own, sufficient evidence for building an argument regarding historical reading practice.
There is relatively little direct historical evidence for how images were read in the late Ming,
but we do know how texts were read, or at least how literacy was taught. The late imperial
education system was constructed on a foundation of substantial memorization of difficult,
unpunctuated classical language texts. Because of this, literati acquired the habit of reading with
brush in hand so as write in punctuation, emphasis marks, and commentary as they went. That
is, they were accustomed to close, slow reading. While it is true that punctuated vernacular
fiction such as Gujin xiaoshuo was far more encouraging of rapid reading than, say, an esoteric
Buddhist or Daoist text, the granular nature of the Gujin commentary (with emphasis on specific
word choice and so on) suggests that Gujin was at least presented as something worthy of
deliberate close reading.
The nature of the Gujin illustrations’ captions is further evidence of this: the captions might
have all been titles or simple prose description of action. Instead, many of the captions are full or
partial quotations from extradiegetic verse in the story narration. When separated from their
stories, the meaning of these poems is often obscure. The illustrations were designed to reward
careful scrutiny, and the Gujin reader must determine the precise relation of illustration to story
based on close reading and inference. There is a latent tension in Gujin xiaoshuo inherent
between, on the one hand, the distance between illustration and story encouraged by their
physical separation in the book, and on the other hand, the intimacy encouraged by the semantic
overlap in image, caption text, and story.
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The Variables: Image, Text, and Story
The Gujin illustrations, as with the collection’s other paratext, were created with an audience
(or audiences) in mind. The illustrations imply numerous goals, among them hermeneutic
guidance, pure diversion, and greater appeal in both aesthetic and commercial realms. The first
of these is my focus here but the latter goals were surely guiding factors in the creation of these
illustrations.55
French semiotician Roland Barthes argues in his essay “Rhetoric of the Image” that items
consisting of text and image (such as his example of a print advertisement for Panzani brand
pasta or most of the entries in our illustrated Gujin) convey three messages: “the linguistic
message, the denoted image, and the connoted image” (Barthes, “Rhetoric,” p. 37). In his
formulation the linguistic message consists of the textual half of the text-image pairing, the
denoted image is as literal a reading as possible of the visual component, and the connoted image
is “the ‘symbolic’ message, cultural or coded” that viewers infer from the visual (Barthes,
“Rhetoric,” p. 46).
Consider the second illustration of GJ 3 (Han the Fifth Sells Her Charms in a New Bridge
Town): the denoted image of the illustration (which in this case does not include text) shows a
figure reclining on a bed. A sinuous bubble extends from her ear and within that bubble two
figures embrace. The denoted image (the visual shorthand of the bubble) in turn connotes
dreaming, with the figures within suggesting the content of the dream. This interpretation is not

55

The illustrations are also subject to various constraints such the woodblock carving and printing processes (e.g.,
page dimensions, degree of fine detail, lack of color, although such was not the case for all books of this period),
genre history, semiotic convention (the artist cannot swerve too severely from the implicit visual code shared by his
audience or his illustrations will become difficult to follow), and the contents of the stories (a total non sequitur
departure from the original story would presumably not be seen by most readers as a satisfactory illustration).
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universally intuitive: historical and cultural knowledge are necessary in generating a contextually
plausible reading of the image.
Barthes’ two elements (that is, image plus text) work well for his example of a printed image
with a caption, however the case of Gujin xiaoshuo is more complex, requiring a tripartite
structure (that is, illustration––consisting of image plus caption––along with an accompanying
story). Thus, a reading of the Gujin illustrations implies three productive relationships: image
with caption, caption with story, and story with image. Each of these relationships differs from
the others and so requires its own interpretive approach. The image and caption relationship is an
image and text relationship of the kind that Barthes describes in his essay. The caption and story
relationship is a more purely textual relationship: the caption is typically a story title or direct
quotation from the story, although there is occasionally no quotation at all. Each of these three
implies a different relationship to the source text. Finally, “story and image” is technically also
an image and text relationship, but of a different sort than we find in image and caption, for story
and image require us to imaginatively generate a reading of the image (with the assistance of the
caption in some cases) that would enable us to locate it in the original story.

!
IMAGE AND CAPTION
In the pages that follow I propose a tentative typology of the semantic relationships that
emerge when we consider Gujin xiaoshuo’s stories with their illustrations. These I divide into
three basic types based on the relationships I note above (image and caption, caption and story,
story and image). These three basic groupings are further subdivided based on the phenomena we
find therein. This is not intended to be an exhaustive list of every logically possible instance that
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might emerge in Ming, late Ming, or late imperial Chinese illustrated fiction. Rather, I have been
guided by the examples that appear most frequently and most prominently in Gujin xiaoshuo as
these are, of course, most pertinent to my broader argument regarding that collection.
As I note above, image with caption is essentially Barthes’ image and text relationship: the
text provides anchorage to resolve ambiguities in the image, and the image invites the reader to
flesh out unstated details from the text. In Gujin xiaoshuo this relationship tends to take the form
of counterpoint, in which image and caption suggest meaningful contrast, and anchorage, in
which the caption narrows the range of plausible readings of the image.

!
Counterpoint
Poetic Comment
It would be reasonable to assume that image and caption will tend to refer to the same
characters in the same story scene in more or less the same way. Interestingly, this is often not
the case; image and caption frequently have different (if ever so slightly) reference points,
creating a tension between image and text that requires a certain amount of ingenuity to resolve.
I refer to this as “counterpoint.”
In cases of counterpoint between caption and image, caption often takes the form of poetic
comment on the situation suggested by the image. An example would be GJ 20, “Chen Congshan
Loses His Wife on Mei Ridge,” in which the wife of the young official Chen Congshan is
kidnapped by a supernatural white ape and held captive for several years. Chen’s Ruchun is
forced to endure a hellish period in which she is menaced by the ape, who wishes to make her his
bride. Worse still, she is surrounded by the ape’s previous victims, who wear down her resolve
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by suggesting the situation is not as bad as it seems and, in any case, that she has no real hope of
escape. She is eventually freed and, in a typical reunion scene, GJ 20b shows a man and woman
embracing while an attendant looks on. All three hold their sleeves to their faces in what we
imagine is a show of great emotion. This is the grand romantic reunion-as-climax to which the
story has building.
The illustration’s caption reads, “For three years she suffered in Shenyang Cave, / The loving
couple was heartbroken” (Modified from Feng, Stories, p. 346).56 The caption is a quotation of
the first couplet of a quatrain in the source story. The source story’s second unquoted couplet
reads, “Evil lost to good in the end; / Her virtuous name is praised to this day.”57
We might note several things based on the contrast between the excerpted caption and the full
original quatrain. First, the omitted second half of the quatrain makes the moral interpretation of
the first couplet quite straightforward: the innate virtues of chastity and perseverance in Chen’s
wife strengthened her in the face of extraordinary challenges, with the result that she was
rewarded for her struggles with eventual freedom and rescue. The illustration does not make that
explicit, and so the business of interpretation falls to the viewer. Second, the elements preserved
in the caption (namely the couple’s suffering and grief) are affective details that can be presented
visually through the demeanor of Chen and his wife in the image. This sort of detail is generally
lacking in the story texts of Gujin xiaoshuo. If a character is distraught we are told so directly,
through simile (“she felt as though…”), or through a poetic insertion meant to reflect the
character’s mindset. Rarely, if ever, do we get the granular physical affective detail (trembling

56

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 294).

57

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 294).
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hands, heaving chests, shaking voices, and so on) that is familiar to us in, for instance, the
modern western novelistic tradition. In Gujin xiaoshuo this detail is provided visually, an
example of the illustrations doing work that the primary stories typically do not.58
Interestingly, the caption of GJ 20b refers to the suffering of Chen’s wife during her years of
imprisonment whereas the image depicts her and Chen in the moment of their reunion. The
caption of GJ 20b recapitulates the conflict of that story while the image depicts that conflict’s
resolution. That is, the caption describes the period of imbalance, to use Todorov’s language,
whereas the image depicts the re-establishment of equilibrium. Images frequently imply
narrative, of course, but the combination of image plus caption (even if we leave aside story for
the moment) implies a specific narrative arc––a loving couple unhappily separated for years
before being finally reunited––more directly and specifically than an image alone would likely
do. This means that a first time reader of Gujin xiaoshuo will go into GJ 20 with a preconceived
expectation of narrative already firmly in place.

!
We can see similar dynamics in GJ 1b, the second illustration attached to “Jiang Xingge
Reencounters His Pearl Shirt.” The caption of this illustration is a direct quotation from a poem
in the story, although in this case it is only a partial one. The excerpted section, taken from the
penultimate poem in the story, reads, “The Hepu pearls glowed with greater luster. / The
Fengcheng swords shone in greater splendor” (Feng, Stories, p. 47).59 The allusions to “Hepu
pearls” and “Fengcheng swords” are poetic comments on the scene: Hepu is famous for its
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I discuss zhi (practical emotional intelligence) further in Chapter 3.
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 33).
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pearls, which were said to have fled corruption, only to return when an honest official arrived.
The swords, in turn, are said to have produced an aura leading to their discovery. The prefect Lei
Huan found and kept one for himself and gave the other to Zhang Hua. After their deaths, the
swords were reunited, whereupon they transformed into a pair of dragons.60
The GJ 1b image is of a man and woman kneeling before a gentleman in a study (there are
shelves with books and behind the standing man is a decorative screen). The process of
elimination dictates that this image should conform to the final narrated scene of GJ 1, in which
Jiang Xingge kneels before County Magistrate Wu in the latter’s study and explains that Wu’s
new wife is none other than Sanqiao, who remarried after Jiang divorced her. So moved is Wu by
Jiang’s explanation of the events leading to this unexpected meeting that he immediately
relinquishes his claim and to her consents to Jiang Xingge and Sanqiao resuming their marriage.
Unlike in GJ 1a, both image and caption in 1b can be traced back to the same moment in the
source story. However, the GJ 1b caption is a partial quotation, only reproducing the first two
lines of a quatrain. The second half, as it appears in the story, reads, “Mr. Wu’s kindness was
admired by all. / Wealth and beauty he coveted none” (Feng, Stories, p. 47).61 This gives the
game away––the second couplet provides a suggested reading for the first. Namely, the allusion
to the Hepu pearls suggests that Wu is as incorruptible as the honest official from that tale. As for
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The story of the creation of the swords Ganjiang
and Moye
may be found in the Wu Yue Chunqiu
(Chronicles of Wu and Yue). It is also retold in the Soushen ji
(In Search of the Supernatural). In the
early twentieth century it was adapted once again by Lu Xun in his Zhu jian
(Forging the Swords), which
appears in his Gushi xin bian
(Old Tales Retold). The Soushen ji version has been translated into English
by Karl S. Y. Kao in Classical Chinese Tales of the Supernatural and the Fantastic: Selections from the Third to the
Tenth Century. An English version of the Lu Xun story appears in The Selected Stories of Lu Hsun, translated by
Yang Hsien-yi and Gladys Yang.
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? (Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 33).
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the paired dragon swords, they anticipate Sanqiao and Xingge’s long-awaited reunion. There is
ample blank space in the illustration next to the caption; the illustrator could have included the
full poem had he wanted to. It follows that the omission of the second couplet is a deliberate
choice in the construction of the illustration. This is not the only case among the Gujin
illustrations in which a poem omits an explanatory passage from a longer poem in the associated
story.
This policy of omission has the effect of making the reader of illustrations more dependent
on the content in the stories themselves, stories that the reader will not yet have encountered (at
least on a first, sequential reading of the collection––remember that the Gujin illustrations always
precede their stories). An informed reader may well know the references to “Hepu pearls” and
“Fengcheng swords” and may recognize them as allusions to magnanimous officials and to
meaningful pairings, but will have no way of knowing precisely how such a reference pertains to
the Jiang Xingge story, having not yet read it. (Although a reader already familiar with the
classical “Pearl Shirt” account from which the story was adapted might be well equipped to
make a strong guess). This would produce a feeling of suspense (or at least anticipation) in the
reader, for he or she would be put on notice that the story would likely conclude with a moment
of reunion and official benevolence, yet for most of the story the road from adultery and divorce
to this happy resolution would appear quite rocky.

!
Anchorage
In considering the relationship between image and caption in the Gujin illustrations, it is
useful to return to Roland Barthes’ idea of anchorage, a function whereby text narrows the
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possible range of interpretations of an image. He writes, “All images are polysemous; they
imply, underlying their signifiers, a ‘floating chain’ of signifieds, the reader able to choose some
and ignore others” (Barthes, “Rhetoric,” p. 38-39). To employ a botanical example familiar to
the Chinese tradition, peach blossoms might recall utopia, as in Tao Qian’s
C.E. prose work Taohua yuan ji

fourth century

(A Record of Peach Blossom Spring), or, later,

doomed romantic love, as in Kong Shangren’s

1699 C.E. drama Tao huashan

(The Peach Blossom Fan). The list goes on, and for each viewer it will be different. Barthes
explains, “When it comes to the ‘symbolic message,’ the linguistic message no longer guides
identification but interpretation, constituting a kind of vice which holds the connoted meanings
from proliferating” (Barthes, “Rhetoric,” p. 39). That is, the caption text of the illustration cuts
through the chain of floating signifieds, promoting one reading at the expense of others.62
This is true of the Gujin illustrations as with any other combination of image and text;
however. here two sets of text provide anchorage: the first, and more prominent, is the text of the
captions, which co-mingle with the images in the visual field of the illustrations. The second set
of texts is that of the associated Gujin stories, which will only become pertinent for the repeat or
back-and-forth reader of the collection (as the illustrations always form part of the front matter in
the editions of the Gujin xiaoshuo and Yushi mingyan collections that I have been able to
examine firsthand).
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Barthes focuses on the idea that text anchors a polysemous image but I can see no reason why the inverse cannot
also be sometimes true; that is, under the right circumstances an image could certainly anchor ambiguous text.
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In the examples that follow, I collect and explain some of the particular instances of
anchorage in the Gujin illustrations, including examples of tone setting, irony, and homodiegetic
text.
Tone
Here I consider the use of anchorage in the two illustrations that accompany GJ 27, “Jin Yunu
Beats the Heartless Man.” Both are instrumental in setting the tone of this story.
The image of GJ 27a shows a group of men in tattered gowns, (one leading a dog on a leash),
in elegant surroundings, surrounded by tables piled high with food, while dinner guests look on.
The caption reads

(“Scabby Jin Stirs Up a Great Commotion for Mo Ji”). In

the story of GJ 27, the daughter of Jin Laoda, a seventh-generation beggar chief (now distanced
from what he sees as that gauche title), is set to marry a woman named Mo Ji. A wedding is
arranged but Jin refuses to invite his kinsman, Scabby Jin, who is offended and in retaliation
brings together fifty or sixty beggars to crash the party. The story (but not the illustration’s
caption) provides descriptive verse explaining:
Tattered hats, ragged clothes, / Strips of old mats, matched with strands of frayed rugs, /
Short bamboo sticks paired with chipped coarse bowls. / Crying ‘Father!’ ‘Mother!’
‘Benefactor!’ / They stirred up commotion at the gate. / Putting on shows with snakes,
dogs, and monkeys, / They displayed an assortment of oral skills. / Beating clappers, they
sang beggarly tunes; /The ugly sounds jarred on the ears. / Striking bricks, they powdered
their faces; / The hideous sight offended the eyes. / When such rowdy demons gather
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together, / Even Zhong Kui [the famous mythical subduer of demons] can’t make them
submit (Feng, Stories, p. 481)63
The uninvited guests storm the banquet hall and start gorging on the food and wine to the
distress of the scholars assembled therein. The image of GJ 27a is a visual depiction of this
scene, but the caption (“Scabby Jin Stirs Up a Great Commotion for Mo Ji”) is not taken from
the poem. Indeed, it is not a quotation at all –– it is a summary of the scene with specific
characters named.
Gujin illustrations frequently feature original (i.e., non-quotation or title) captions and so the
example of GJ 27a is not out of the ordinary, but it does seem odd that the illustrator elected not
to borrow a line from this very convenient and vivid poem, when he was often willing to do such
borrowing elsewhere in the collection. The GJ 27a image, as it currently exists, would not allow
for a substantially longer caption than the current one, but there is no reason not to think that the
illustrator would not or could not have changed the composition of the image if he had so
desired. It must be that the caption’s naming function is here of greater utility than the poem in
the accompanying story, which contributes considerable color to the scene, but which does not
otherwise provide much new information. The caption, however, provides us two hooks to
characters who are not named in the title. This encourages a feeling of suspense concerning the
eventual commotion to come, and as readers are especially on the lookout for any information
concerning the characters who, we have been told, are going to be at the heart of the matter.
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Consider now the second illustration associated with GJ 27. The caption reads “Jin Yunu
Beats the Heartless Man”

: the caption of the illustration is simply the title.

Like the 27a illustration, 27b gets great mileage from the absurdity of its image: a ring of four
women are in the process of bludgeoning a young man while a fifth woman looks on. In the story
Mo Ji has decided that his lowborn wife Jin Yunu is a hindrance to his dreams of advancement
and so he devises a plan to drown her. In an unexpected turn typical of the Gujin collection Jin is
rescued and raised to a high social status. She arranges for Mo Ji, who thinks her dead, to be
beaten by her maidservants (see Feng, Stories, p. 486) and he is brought before her for a tongue
lashing. It is a visual adaptation of this scene that appears in the GJ 27b image.
The two GJ 27 illustrations have a great deal in common: most pertinently, they both present
extraordinary occurances in which the expected order of things has been entirely turned on its
head (in the first, social outcasts have invaded a scene of refined, genteel celebration; in the
second, a flock of smiling young women mete out violence on the person of a stunned young
man).64 The selection of these two story moments signals to the reader that this is a case in which
the dominant tone is one of absurd, carnivalesque exaggeration.
This is not the only reading available; another natural theme would be one of betrayal: the
first incident occurs because Jin Laoda will not acknowledge his kinsman, Scabby Jin.
Subsequently, Mo Ji attempts to murder his wife once she is no longer convenient. His
pummeling at the hands of her maidservants is an example of comic table-turning but the full
emotional dimension of her grievance is not left implicit. On seeing his wife alive, Mo Ji claims
64
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he has learned the error of his ways. In response she spits in his face and lashes out at him: “If I
had died in the belly of some fish and you had taken a new wife, how could you live with your
conscience? How can I so abase myself as to be reunited with you!” (Feng, Stories, p. 487).65
With only minor adjustment to tone and incident, GJ 27 could be a very sober work indeed.
One of the functions of the Gujin illustrations is to provide thematic anchorage to their
associated stories, guiding interpretation toward the appropriate register. The GJ 27 illustrations
suggest an interpretive hierarchy in which scenes of comic excess are given precedence over
(equally prominent, or nearly so) moments of hurt and betrayal. It would be reasonable, at first
glance, to associate GJ 27b with betrayal, of course, but actually that illustration depicts Jin
Yunnu enjoying a richly deserved payback against the duplicitous Mo Ji.

!
Irony
The second illustration for GJ 22, “Zheng Huchen Seeks Revenge in Mumian Temple”
provides anchorage with a twist of irony. As with the previous example of GJ
27b, the illustration’s caption is also the title of the story. In that story, Jia Sidao (a political
strongman) has gathered substantial power about himself, proving himself a tyrant in the process.
Jia falls from power and by chance the court appoints Zheng Huchen (the son of one of his
victims) Jia’s guardian to ensure that he complies with his order of banishment. While the two
men are stopped at Mumian Temple Jia poisons himself to avoid this punishment but before he
expires we are told: “He [Zheng Huchen] swung his heavy [hammer] and struck twenty to thirty
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blows against Sidao’s head, smashing it to a pulp” (Feng, Stories, p. 415).66 He invites Jia’s two
sons over to see what has become of their father and strikes them down as well.
What interests me here is the staging of the image, in which one man cowers on his knees
while another stands before him, a hammer in his upraised hand. Immediately above the kneeling
man (presumably Jia) there is a hanging scroll depicting a figure who, with his lotus throne, halo,
and religiously significant hand position, is clearly a Buddha. While the story makes the setting
of a temple explicit, and therefore the presence of Buddhist imagery may be assumed, the detail
of the scroll appears nowhere in the original text. However, it is not a total surprise that the icon
appears in the illustration, as it also appears in GJ 30b and GJ 37a as shorthand to indicate a
temple setting, operating in the same way that the presence of a lit candle indicates nighttime.
The Buddhist icon, which seems almost to gaze at the men before it, is juxtaposed with the
scene of impending violence about to occur (Jia, we know from the story, is about to have his
head pounded to a pulp. The contrast of murderous rage playing out before a symbol of
nonviolence and emotional detachment demands to be read with extreme irony. Allowing that
that this reading is implicit in the story, the illustration concretizes it, bringing it to the fore.
This is a case in which the Gujin illustrator plays an active role (in choosing moments for
illustration, in determining whether the illustration should include captions and, if so, what those
captions should say) in making decisions that are integral in meaning-making for the
illustrations, their associated stories, and––by extension––the collection as a whole. With GJ 22b
we further see the illustrator setting up a scene that allows for the viewer to read it as irony. This
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is perhaps not quite to the level of the commentator’s engagement (see Chapter Three) with the
material, but it draws very close.

!
Beyond the Visual
In the image of GJ 16a, “The Chicken-and-Millet Dinner for Fan Juqing, Friend in Life and
Death,” two men sit at a table before a spread of food and drink, evidently engaged in animated
conversation. The caption reads, “In the dead of night, windy and moonless, / A ghost travels far
to honor a pledge” (Feng, Stories, p. 286).67
As with many other Gujin illustrations, the excerpted poem is the first half of a quatrain. The
second half, included only in the story, reads, “Vows are broken easily by mortals, / But he laid
down his life to prove his worth.”68 This is one more example of a moralizing passage being cut
in the move from story to caption. As the deleted second couplet suggests, and the plot of the
associated story confirms, the image seems to show Zhang Shao playing host to the ghost of Fan
Juqing, who has killed himself so that he might travel with ghostly speed and not be late for his
rendezvous with his old friend.
The caption of GJ 16a performs an anchorage function in labeling one of the two men in the
image as a ghost. There is nothing in the image itself to suggest that either of the men is anything
other than alive. This is in part a function of the conventional late imperial Chinese conception of
ghosts, who, unlike their Western counterparts, are not identifiable based on appearance alone:
they may be cold to the touch or weigh almost nothing but they are typically not visibly different
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from the living. Interestingly, this example also presents a third possibility for reunion: GJ 1a
depicts an imagined romantic reunion, GJ1b and GJ 20b depict lived romantic reunions, and GJ
16a depicts a brotherly reunion between the living and the dead.
The Gujin stories and their illustrations are mutually reinforcing––the illustrations expand the
emotional scope of the stories by employing an efficient visual shorthand, but the images would
not stand on their own. The need for this anchorage is a reminder of the limits of the pure image:
physical properties such as temperature (suggested through the presence of snow) and even time
of day (the moon and stars appear even when the color of the sky does not change) can only be
inferred in these visual representations.

!
CAPTION AND STORY
Poetry in Captions
As I note above, not all Gujin illustrations include captions, but when they do these captions
are typically story titles, quotations from the source story, or the occasional insertion of new
text.69 Especially in those cases where a caption consists of a title or quotation, captions are the
most direct possible means of linking a story to its companion illustration.
Gujin illustrations are dominated by direct poetic quotations. In the Gujin stories poetry is
frequently used as a kind of verbal “illustration,” turning the narrative focus on detailed
descriptions of environment and weather (for example, falling snow), physical appearance (of
beautiful young men and women), emotional states (longing, desire), or moral didacticism. In
support of this point, here are several examples from GJ 1. Didacticism: “The human heart may
69
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be blinded, / But the will of heaven never errs. / If I debauch not other men’s wives, / Other men
will not debauch mine” (Feng, Stories, p. 9).70 Character description: “Trim brows and bright
eyes, / White teeth and red lips. / He moved with grace / And spoke with ease” (Feng, Stories, p.
10).71 Emotion: “Winter ends, but not the sorrows. / Spring returns, but not the traveler. /
Lamenting her loneliness as the day dawns, / She refuses to try on her New Year’s
clothes” (Feng, Stories, p. 14).72 Environmental description (GJ 7): “The wind adds a chill to the
snow; / The snow gives a sharper bite to the wind. / Like willow catkins, the snowflakes spin
around, / Dancing wildly like so many goose feathers” (Feng, Stories, p. 135)73. One can argue
that illustrations––decontextualized but presaging subsequent content––are analogous to the
poems that conventionally open vernacular stories in that they concisely gesture toward themes
and events to come in the story proper.
Notably, poetry in huaben is typically introduced by words or phrases that emphasize its
illustrative power such as zheng shi

(truly) or you shi wei zheng

(here is a poem

in evidence). It is productive therefore to consider the relationship of illustrations to stories as
analogous to the relationship of huaben verse sections to neighboring prose sections. In other
words, we might introduce these with the unspoken observation: “here is an illustration in
evidence.” Of course, this simple analogy is complicated by the twist that Gujin illustrations
always precede their stories (although in reading back and forth this distinction is blurred),
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whereas the poem-as-evidence always follows the prose statement it is elaborating. To pursue the
analogy between verse and illustrations further, the extradiegetic poems in huaben and novels
tend not to be venerated as superior examples of poetic craft: they are often little better than
homilies in rhyme and meter. Similarly, although illustrations may sometimes be beautiful, visual
impact is not their sole raison d’être: they do work on the level of narrative as well as on the
level of the visual.
Poetry lends itself to illustration for two reasons: first, poetry complements the visual
because it also frequently focuses on a moment, which is much easier to represent visually
(especially not having what would in time become conventions of present day Western comics,
which obviously benefit from being able to juxtapose multiple images on the page). We find that
in those cases when a story poem represents several moments in time the quotation that makes up
the caption is typically excerpted in such a way that only one moment remains to be translated
into the image. Second, poetry supplements the image by making explicit the subjective,
emotional content that can only be gestured toward by the visual component of illustration
(although visual staging and scene setting can do much to invite emotional interpretation of static
scenes; earlier and contemporary illustrators often divided the individual frame into two scenes
with a cloud or other conventional element; these are more “artistic” by being full-frame
illustrations exclusively).
Illustrations are also integral in building meaning in the stories themselves. If the illustrations
occupy a category similar to that of story verse (I.e., “there is an [illustration] in evidence of
this”), then the fact that the two illustrations precede their stories suggests that we might view
them as a kind of paratextual preface to the story proper, akin to the verse that conventionally
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opens these stories. Both introductory verse and illustrations are initially presented with
relatively little context (apart from the story title and whatever prior knowledge the reader brings
with her). Thus, in both cases the reader is required to come to an isolated, provisional
understanding and subsequently reevaluate based on the new information that follows.
There is a helpful hermeneutic analogue to illustration in the recurring extradiegetic verse
that opens and closes many of Gujin’s stories. The poetry in these stories is often opaque,
employing indirect literary references to comment on morality, the weather, characters’
appearances, and so on. It falls to the reader to reason out a poetic comment’s relationship to its
story; the reader must identify the thematic thread that the poetic allusion and surrounding
narrative have in common. Analogously, an illustration’s image often does not appear to
correspond directly to its caption, nor does it directly correspond to the precise point in the story
from which the caption was taken (in those cases where the caption is a direct quotation). It is
necessary for the reader to employ a similar line of deduction in assessing the meaningful
relationships between image, caption, and story. The reader must engage in a sophisticated and
creative process of filling gaps and making connections to successfully integrate a given
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illustration into the larger collection of which it is a part.74 75 (For an example of this, see the
close reading of GJ 1 with which I close this chapter).

!
Editing for Content
Given that illustration captions are often incomplete quotations from Gujin stories, we might
well wonder what criteria are employed in their selection. In some cases, as with GJ 4 (“Ruan
San Redeems His Debt in Leisurely Cloud Monastery”), it appears that captions have been
selectively quoted to edit for content. In the second illustration for that story we are provided an
image in which a man and woman hold hands before a bed. The highly-suggestive caption reads:
“She recalled the delightful xiao [‘vertical bamboo flute’] music; / He was filled with gratitude
for the ring.76 / Both suffered from longing for half a year; / And rejoiced at the meeting” (Feng,
Stories, p. 105).77 The caption is a direct quotation of an eight line poem’s first quatrain. The
second reads: “He was weak from his illness, / She ready to lose her virginity. / The groans at the
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pillow did not cease, / But the ecstasy ended all too soon.”78 Although this precedes Freud by
several centuries, an erotic interpretation of the symbolism of these lines would seem not to be
out of place here.
The plot of GJ 4 concerns Ruan San, who has fallen in love. Ruan San and his paramour hold
their assignation in a nunnery where they will be free from the prying eyes of their respective
households. Unfortunately for Ruan San, he has been “afflicted with a prolonged illness brought
on by his yearning for this girl” (Feng, Stories, p. 105).79 Their lovemaking strains Ruan’s life
force beyond the breaking point and he dies.
This example is notable for its complicated temporal relationships. Altogether the eight line
poem in GJ 4 describes two proximate but distinct periods of time: the first, quoted in the
caption, describes the emotional states of Ruan and his lover over the preceding six months
leading to the moment of their meeting in the nunnery. This meeting is the scene we see
illustrated in the GJ 4b illustration. The second period is described in the second quatrain, in
which the couple makes love, resulting in Ruan’s sudden death (“But the ecstasy ended all too
soon”). In other words, this poem must be cut to serve as an illustration caption because, as a
single image, it cannot represent the two distinct spans of time described in the poem. This also
provides a pretext under which to excise (while still suggesting) the much more explicit second
couplet. On the whole, the creators of Gujin xiaoshuo seem much more comfortable with frank
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depictions of violence than they are with sex (although we might note that this distinction does
not entirely hold in the texts of the stories).80

!
First Words as Final Words
Gujin stories conventionally open and close with poems that set and restate the tone for the
entry, weigh in on the events that are about to be or have just been described, and so on. In the
case of GJ 12b (“The Courtesans Mourn Liu the Seventh in a Spring Breeze”) these (especially
the closing poems) appear in part as captions for associated illustrations. The 12b caption reads,
“Like the clouds the courtesans swarmed to Leyou / To pay respects to Liu’s grave of romance. /
How absurd that men of high offices / Had less love for talent than did those in skirts” (Feng,
Stories, p. 221).81 In the context of the story, this passage describes the actions of poet Liu the
Seventh’s courtesan friends after his death.
The GJ 12b image shows what is presumably a burial mound and behind it a stele. The stele
is inscribed with the characters

(Tomb of Liu of Three Changes,

Imperial Poet Designate). There are three groups of human figures. The first group consists of
women (one presumes courtesans) standing around in the upper right hand portion of the
illustration. The second group consists of four women genuflecting before the mound. The third
group consists of several men in the lower right hand corner of the illustration. None of the men
seems interested in the nearby grave nor in the assembled women.
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The opening and closing scene of Gujin entries are appealing for several reasons: these
moments bookmark the story, they tend to stay in the mind of the reader thanks to the primacy
and recency effects according to which the first and last entries in a sequence tend take on an
outsized significance, and they tend to be marked by poetry that is commenting on the key ideas
of the story.

!
Title Captions
There are numerous examples of illustration captions using the titles of their associated
stories for text.82 This is evidently a means of doubly stressing the significance of a given
moment in a story, which the reader is inclined to grant great weight if it appears in both title and
caption (and, by extension, illustration). Such is the case in GJ 6 (“Lord Ge Gives Away Pearl
Maiden”

).

In that story Lord Ge elects to marry off his beloved concubine, Pearl Maiden, to an
underling, Shentu Tai, who has done him great service in battle. Ge informs Pearl Maiden of his
decision and she falls to her knees, saying, “Since I started serving you years ago, I have never
displeased you. Now that you have thrown me out to another man, I would rather die than obey
your order” (Feng, Stories, p. 129).83 In the end, however, Pearl Maiden marries Shentu and does
not die at that time. The story is offered as a demonstration of Ge’s magnanimity.
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The GJ 6b image shows a kneeling woman covering her face with her sleeve and extending
her arm out to a seated man. Two more women look on from the sides. The scene, as with all
images, is by nature ambiguous and so the viewer naturally assumes that the illustration depicts
the scene described by the title. The logical assumption is that the seated man is Lord Ge and the
kneeling woman must be Pearl Maiden. From this the viewer can further infer something of the
nature of the relationship between Ge and Pearl Maiden: it is a close relationship and Pearl
Maiden does not wish to go. Indeed, she seems to be begging on her knees but Ge is evidently
unswayed. (After all, the title reminds us that she is given away). What, we wonder, could inspire
Ge to send away someone who seems to adore him so? What kind of man would do such a
thing? Already, based on eight graphs of text and one image the reader has also begun to explore,
in a tentative way, key concerns of GJ 6. The story title has been repurposed as a caption and so,
quite subtly, the reader’s attention and expectations have already been focused in such a way as
to propel him or her along the line of incident that makes up the story.

!
Non-Quotations
As we have already seen, many image captions are direct quotations from or titles of their
associated stories. There are a few cases, however, in which the caption text of an illustration is a
non-quotation, as in GJ 26a (“Shen Xiu Causes Seven Deaths with One Bird”).84
The image of that illustration shows a bearded man, knife in hand, approaching a figure
splayed out on the ground. A birdcage hangs from a nearby tree branch. The caption reads “Mr.
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Zhang Kills Shen Xiu while stealing his thrush,” a passage that appears nowhere in the
associated story.85
This straightforward caption partially clarifies a deliberately obscure title. One of the great
strengths of the GJ 26 title is that it fires up the curiosity of the reader by posing a riddle: how
could a bird possibly cause even one death, much less seven? The GJ 26a image introduces three
elements (two men and a bird) and the caption specifies the relationships among them. In so
doing it reveals the early twist that Shen himself dies the first of these deaths. Were it not for this
clue we might enter the story thinking the events to follow will echo those in the preceding
companion story, GJ 25 (“Yan Pinghzong Kills Three Men with Two Peaches”), and expect that
Shen Xiu is actively engineering these deaths. Instead, we are informed that he is to be one of the
victims.
As is often the case with Gujin xiaoshuo, comparing story pairs is informative. As a start,
GJ25 and GJ26 have a lot in common beyond the structural similarities of their titles: both
involve chains of deaths triggered by valuable prizes taken from the natural world, both
culminate in memorable court scenes, and both describe victims unaware of how they’ve been
manipulated by outside forces. Beyond this, many of the differences between the two stories
suggest complementarity: one story is recent, one is ancient; in one story the deaths are the work
of human mastermind, in another they are the work of chance or fate; in one story the chain is
worked out in advance, in the other story the chain is worked out after the fact. In short, GJ 25 is
the story of a master strategist so insightful that he can anticipate and exploit the actions of all
around him, whereas GJ 26 is the story of shortsighted strivers who are caught up in, and
85
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ultimately fall victim to, a curious chain of events that is entirely beyond their understanding.
GJ26a’s non-quotation caption anchors the illustration and the associated story in the realms of
death and causality, in this intimately linking it with its companion, GJ 25.

!
IMAGE AND STORY
If the caption-story relationship locates the illustration within its story context on the level of
an individual passage, then the story-image relationship locates the illustration within the context
of an entire scene or story. This relationship requires us to read images using information about
the plot and characters of a given story on a broad scale rather than through a specific passage
from the source text. To do this effectively the reader needs to have internalized the story so that
he or she can extend its logic to incorporate the image. However, image and story (although
joined by the caption) frequently appear at odds with one another. This may be because of artist
error, incompatible textual and visual conventions, or subtle but logically consistent tensions in
the text, but the result is the same: the reader must work to find a perspective from which all
these seemingly discordant elements may be integrated into a natural whole. Nowhere is this
more evident than in the case of the illustrations that accompany GJ1, “Jiang Xingge
Reencounters His Pearl Shirt.”

!
Contrasts and Visualizing the Subjective
The unstable center of GJ 1 (Jiang Xingge Reencounters His Pearl Shirt) consists of a
love triangle between Jiang Xingge, his wife Sanqiao, and her lover Chen Dalang. Jiang and
Sanqiao are newlyweds who are deeply in love. Jiang, a merchant, goes on a business trip and
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contracts malaria, which delays his return by many months. In his absence, his wife Sanqiao
conducts an affair with another merchant from out of town, the handsome Chen Dalang. He
eventually departs and Sanqiao makes him a gift of a Jiang family heirloom, the titular “pearl
shirt.” By chance, Jiang and Chen meet on the road, where Jiang recognizes the pearl shirt and
discovers his wife’s infidelity. He returns home and divorces Sanqiao but in their hearts the two
remain secretly in love, albeit a love tempered by her shame and his anger. Years later, another
coincidence reunites them and mends their marriage.
In the Gujin collection this story is accompanied by two illustrations. The denoted image
of the first illustration consists of a woman emerging from behind the curtain of her second story
window to look at a man standing on the ground before her. In the course of inferring the
connoted image we find that the woman is surely Sanqiao and the man is most likely either Jiang
or Chen, but which is he?
The caption in the upper lefthand corner of the illustration (that is, Barthes’ linguistic
message) reads “Winter ends, but not the sorrows. / Spring returns but not the traveler. /
Lamenting her loneliness as the day dawns, / She refuses to try on her New Year’s
clothes” (Feng, Stories, p. 14).86 This quatrain is a story quotation from a point after Jiang has
left on his trip but before Sanqiao has met Chen: the narrator describes in verse Sanqiao’s
loneliness on the occasion of the New Year’s festivities, which she painfully endures in her
husband’s absence. At this point in the story there is no meeting between a man and woman that
corresponds to the one depicted in the image.
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One curious element that stands out from the image is the flowering branch held by the
man. This detail strikes me as an example of what Barthes calls the punctum, which he describes
as the “element which rises from the scene, shoots out of it like an arrow, and pierces
me” (Barthes, Camera, p. 26). The branch evokes another scene that occurs many months before
Sanqiao’s lonely New Year, this one on the eve of Jiang’s departure.
In that scene we are told: “Pointing at the toon tree in front of the house, [Sanqiao] said,
‘Next year when this tree begins budding, I’ll be expecting you back’” (Feng, Stories, p. 13).87
The budding tree represents a marker of time’s passage, a symbol of Jiang’s stated commitment
to Sanqiao, and a reminder of Sanqiao’s eager desire for Jiang’s return. Of course, in the story the
reunion does not accompany the toon tree’s budding: Jiang is delayed by many months by illness
and when he finally reaches home he already knows of Sanqiao’s infidelity and intends to
divorce her. They will not be remarried until much later.
We might conclude, based on this, that the illustration depicts the reunion that Jiang
Xingge and Sanqiao have long hoped for, but which is denied them, at least at first. That is, the
image is of a meeting that never happened, but which might have, and which Jiang and Sanqiao
have carried in their hearts every day; the illustration is of an emotional state, depicting Sanqiao
and Jiang Xingge’s innermost desires. The reader who has not yet read the story (again, the
illustrations precede the stories in Gujin xiaoshuo) is provided a set of false expectations by the
illustration and the story title, both of which appear to imply a happy reunion. In place of that
reunion we get two twists: first, Sanqiao’s infidelity, rendered all the more piquant by her lover
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Chen Dalang’s chance meeting with her husband Jiang Xingge on the road; a second twist brings
Xingge and Sanqiao back together again after we have all but written them off as a couple.
Unfortunately, this reading does not hold. To see why, we need to examine the second
illustration in which a man and a woman kneel before a standing man. Unlike the first
illustration, the source for this tableau is clear: it depicts a scene from the resolution of the story
in which Jiang Xingge and Sanqiao plead with her new husband, a giving and fair-minded
magistrate, for her to be released from her new marriage to be reunited with Jiang Xingge, whom
she still loves, and who still loves her. This is the only incident in the story that even comes close
to the image here, and the caption, a poetic allusion to significant pairings and generous officials
only strengthens this reading. The kneeling man, therefore, is almost certainly Jiang Xingge. This
poses a problem, for he does not much resemble the man from the first illustration. Most notably,
the man in the second illustration has prominent facial hair where the man in the first does not.
This raises several possibilities: first, the figures in both illustrations are meant to be
Jiang, with the differences in appearance reflecting the passage of several years –– both are Jiang
but he is not the man he once was, so to speak. Then again, the contrast might simply be the
result of the illustrator’s error, with no deeper significance. Finally, and most obviously, it may
be Jiang the husband who appears in the second illustration and Chen the lover who appears in
the first.
Suppose now the man in the first illustration is meant to be Chen Dalang, Sanqiao’s
paramour, and not her husband Jiang. The staging of the illustration strongly recalls the story
scene in which Sanqiao looks out her window and glimpses Chen Dalang who is visiting a
pawnshop just opposite her home. This would then be an archetypal disruption-of-equilibrium
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scene. The narrator states that Chen was “wearing, just as Jiang Xingge usually did, a Suzhoustyle bell-shaped hat made of coir and a Huzhou silk robe made of fish-belly-white shade.
Looking from afar, Sanqiao mistook him for her husband. She lifted the curtains and fixed her
eyes upon him” (Feng, Stories, p. 16).88 The difficulty is that this scene plays out considerably
later than the lonely evening that occasions the poetic quotation in the first illustration, both in
terms of discourse as well as story time. Moreover, this description states nothing about him
wielding a flowering branch, nor would he have any reason to, were he simply visiting a pawn
shop. A literal reconciliation of image, caption, and story is not possible here given the
information provided.
As before, naturalizing this scene requires a more abstract interpretation, again with the
flowering branch as the key. We have been told that, “Sanqiao mistook [Chen] for her husband”
and we know that she sees the toon’s budding as synonymous with her husband’s long-awaited
return. In this reading the branch is a sign or visual shorthand indicating that Sanqiao initially
sees Chen as her husband. Chen has been interpolated into the scene of reunion between husband
and wife that Sanqiao has desired for months. If so, the image depicts a scene that occurs at least
one month later than the lonely New Year’s Eve described in the caption. However, this
chronological discrepancy makes sense if the illustration is primarily concerned with depicting
Sanqiao’s emotional state rather than depicting the meeting between her and Chen per se; the
caption, which describes Sanqiao’s ongoing loneliness, is more relevant to the question of why
she mistakes Chen for her husband than is the story’s chronologically and discursively nearer

88

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 7).
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poem that describes her first glimpse of Chen, which reads: “Those with predestined bonds will
meet, / However far apart they are. / Those without will never meet, / Face to face though they
may be” (Feng, Stories, p. 16).89 By diverging from the written account in this way, the scene
presentation emphasizes Sanqiao’s interior emotional state and imposes it on the illustration.
This transposition of Jiang onto Chen is thematically consistent with GJ 1: Chen
eventually manages to consummate his affair through the intercession of a meddling
matchmaker, one Granny Xue, who establishes a false friendship with Sanqiao. Granny Xue
deceives her way into Sanqiao’s bed and under cover of darkness she trades places with Chen
Dalang, whereupon the sexual relationship between Chen and Sanqiao is more or less a fait
accompli. From the first, Sanqiao’s relationship with Chen is defined throughout by mistaken
identity: at first sight Sanqiao mistakes Chen for her husband Jiang, and at first physical contact
she mistakes Chen for her false friend Granny Xue.
Because the Gujin xiaoshuo illustrations make up part of the collection’s front matter,
following the table of contents and preceding the stories themselves, a first-time reader of the
collection will therefore come across the illustration armed only with the story title (Jiang
Xingge Reencounters His Pearl Shirt), the illustration image, and the caption text. Under these
circumstances he or she will most likely interpret the image as a wholly conventional scene of
romantic meeting between the Jiang Xingge of the title and an unnamed paramour. The naive
viewer is mistakes Chen Dalang for Jiang Xingge, just as Sanqiao does in the story. A second,
enlightened reading, informed by the text of the story proper, operates under no such illusions
and identifies the man as most likely Chen the interloper.
89

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 7).
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As a work of early seventeenth-century Chinese fiction, Gujin 1 stands out for its
surprising sympathy for an adulteress. Indeed, when the now-divorced Jiang hears that Sanqiao
is set to remarry, not only does he raise no objections, but he even goes so far as to return the
sixteen trunks of her bridal dowry to her so that they may be used to cement the new marriage,
prompting the narrator to note that, “When the story got around, some praised Xingge for his
kindness, some laughed and called him a fool, and there were also those despised him for his
softness. So different indeed are human hearts” (Feng, Stories, p. 38). A note in the paratextual
commentary, “An act of kindness” (Feng, Stories, p. 38)

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 36), makes

it clear where the editorial sympathies of the collection lie.90 Later still, as I note above, it is
revealed that Jiang and Sanqiao indeed still love one another and are eventually remarried.
This is a remarkably mild conclusion to a story of this vintage; the Ming dynasty legal
code allowed a husband who caught his wife in flagrante delicto to kill her and her partner in the
moment more or less without consequence.91 Nor need we look even so far as the law: in the
GJ38, as I describe above, the titular Ren Gui discovers that his wife has been conducting an
affair and so picks up a hatchet and goes on a blood-soaked killing spree in which he decapitates
his wife, her lover, his mother-in-law, his father-in-law, and their maid––for his efforts he is
elevated to the level of a minor deity. Gujin 1 could have ended extremely badly for Sanqiao.

90

(Feng,

Quanji, vol. 1, p. 26).
91

Chapter 6, Section 2, Article 308 of the Great Ming Code states: “In all cases where a wife or concubine commits
adultery with another, if [her own husband] himself catches the adulterer and the adulterous wife at the place of
adultery and immediately kills them, he shall not be punished” (Great Ming Code, p. 171)
(Da Ming Lü, p. 151).
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Instead, Gujin 1 demonstrates its sympathy for Sanqiao not only with Jiang’s actions at
the end of the story but also with its presentation of Sanqiao at the beginning in which she serves
as the primary focalizing character for several pages. Through the narration we are given access
to her subjective experience of frustration and loneliness and in this light her subsequent
conflation of Jiang with Chen seems far more comprehensible. By setting us, the reader, up for
an analogous experience in which we too confuse the two men, the collection is mirroring its
content with its form, strengthening our senses of both in the process.
It is important to recall that the illustrations of Gujin xiaoshuo are fossilized Ming dynasty
visual interpretations of verbal narrative. The illustrations are a visual paratext, providing some
of the earliest indications of how the Gujin stories were read in their own time. Specifically, the
example of the illustrations for Gujin 1 reflects a broader trend in the Chinese literature of this
period to emphasize subjective emotional experience and interiority, a trend that may be seen
reflected in the plots of such works as the late-sixteenth century novel

Jin Ping Mei (The

Plum in the Gold Vase) as well as in the works of short fiction that followed the Gujin xiaoshuo
stories, in which we can see, for example, a rapid proliferation of statements along the lines of
“he thought to himself,” “he said to himself,” and so on.

!
CONCLUSIONS
At first glance it would be tempting to see the illustrations of late imperial fiction like Gujin
xiaoshuo as a concession to those lacking the inclination or training necessary to perform a
sophisticated reading of the stories themselves. After all, the subject matter of illustrations is
quite conventional on its face: scenes of romance and violence abound, typically in the
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configurations that we have come to expect. Moreover, the illustrations are separated from their
associated stories in the collection. It would be easy to simply treat the illustration section of the
collection as a picture album and never venture into the subsequent text––surely there are many
who consumed Gujin xiaoshuo in precisely this way.
However, as I have argued in the preceding pages, Gujin rewards those who carefully read its
illustrations in concert with its stories, an exercise that requires repeated non-linear leaps back
and forth between story and illustration. This process of reconciling image, caption, and story
opens up new insights into character that might remain latent in the stories alone. Such is the
case with the first illustration of GJ 1 (“Jiang Xingge”), which appears to be a conventional
romantic tableau but actually is a sophisticated visualization of a woman’s subjective experience
of love, lust, and longing. The illustrations of Gujin xiaoshuo expand rather than diminish the
possibilities for nuanced close reading.
As I find elsewhere, Gujin xiaoshuo seems to have been produced with two groups of readers
in mind (an insight that applies to the collection’s front matter, commentary, and adaptation
history as much as it does to its illustrations). A passive reader who considers the Gujin
illustrations in isolation will have a very different experience from the active reader who puts in
the additional work of naturalizing the seemingly disparate elements of image, caption, and story.
Such is also the case with Gujin xiaoshuo’s marginal commentary, which I will discuss in the
following chapter.

!
!
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Chapter Three: Commentary
INTRODUCTION
One of the primary ways that Gujin xiaoshuo paratextually reaches out to readers is
through its commentary. Most of the story entries that make up the collection are accompanied
by unattributed meipi

(literally “eyebrow commentaries”: comments printed along the

upper margin of the page) believed to have composed by the collection’s editor-compiler Feng
Menglong.92 These comments, which number slightly fewer than five hundred, are very diverse
but a comprehensive survey of the Gujin commentary suggests a meaningful typology: in brief,
there are those remarks that imply authority and those that imply persona. Commentary
suggestive of authority can be further divided into remarks concerned with erudition, craft, and
model textual engagement. Similarly, commentary suggestive of persona can be divided into
remarks employing first-person pronouns, complaints about the sorry state of the world, and
even the inclusion of song.
This taxonomy suggests that Gujin readers (especially those unacquainted with the
historical flesh-and-blood commentator Feng Menglong) will tend to infer an authoritative
commentator persona from the commentary. This commentator persona, ultimately a literary

92

Concerning the claim that Feng himself authored the Gujin commentary, see Hu, “Sanyan,” pp. 123-38. Hu uses
three lines of argument to demonstrate that Feng almost certainly was the compiler of and provided prefaces (xu)
and commentary (meipi) for all three of the Sanyan collections. First, although Feng uses different noms de plume
across works, similarities in several monikers (for example Longxi jun
for the compiler of Jingshi tongyan
and Longxi keyi jushi
for the prefacer of Xingshi hengyan) suggest a single man. Second, given that
Feng is known to have provided commentary for most of his other writings, including Jingshi tongyan, Xingshi
hengyan, Taiping guangji chao, Xin pingyao zhuan, and others, it is logical to assume that he did so for Gujin
xiaoshuo as well (see Hu, “Sanyan,” p. 129). Third, Hu identifies several cases in which Gujin stories also appear in
the Taiping guangji chao and Qingshi collections, also known to have been edited by and to carry commentary from
Feng. Hu notes seven places where very similar comments appear in two or more collections, always at the same
points in their respective stories. See also Fu, “Tianxuzhai,” p. 186, for another list of overlap in commentary across
multiple Feng collections.
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construct, demonstrates keen insights into both the intricacies of the text and the responses of the
reader, with the result that the paratextual commentary forms a bridge between reader and text.
When accompanying poetry and prose with known (or assumed) authorship, commentary is a
window through which to get the impression of better understanding that text’s author, and in so
doing generate a simulated relationship between author and reader. In Gujin xiaoshuo, with its
multiple, unattributed authors and adaptors, the commentator persona satisfies this desire to
know the author by serving as a stand-in, with textual knowledge and insight rivaling that of an
assumed author’s.

!
Background
Background: The Commentary Tradition
By the time of Gujin xiaoshuo’s publication in 1620 or 1621 fiction commentary was still a
relatively new practice in China, although historiographical and philosophical texts already
enjoyed long commentarial traditions, with commentary appearing in margins, between lines, or
at the end of chapters. During the late Ming, however, commentary started appearing in fiction
with increasing frequency. It has been suggested that this was inspired at least in part by the
cultural cachet and moneymaking potential of these more venerable commentary traditions
(Rolston, Traditional Chinese Fiction, p. 2).
David L. Rolston divides the historical development of fiction commentary into three stages.
Commentary production in his first stage, which he sets in the latter part of the sixteenth century,
was motivated primarily by mercantile considerations: simply, commentaries appealed to buyers
(Rolston, Traditional Chinese Fiction, p. 2). Examples include Sanguo yanyi (Romance of the
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Three Kingdoms, 1592), Shuihu zhuan (Outlaws of the Marsh, 1594), and Lieguo zhi (Romance
of the Feudal States, reprinted 1606), all of which were published by noted Jianyang publisher
Yu Xiangdou

(ca. 1560-ca. 1637) or his family, and all accompanied by “rudimentary”

commentary (Rolston, Traditional Chinese Fiction, p. 31). Although these early commentaries
were crude affairs, their very existence suggests that publishers and consumers were starting to
value fiction on a par with more “respectable” forms of writing (Rolston, Traditional Chinese
Fiction, p. 3). Rolston locates the start of the fiction commentary tradition with Liu Chenweng’s
(1232-1297) Shishuo xinyu

commentary, which was notable for its innovation

in “comparative evaluation of characters against each other” (Rolston, Traditional Chinese
Fiction, p. 35). At the time of this first stage, however, fiction commentary seems to have been a
perfunctory affair, engaged in little more than rote praise of the text it accompanied (see Rolston,
Traditional Chinese Fiction, pp. 2-3)
This attitude changed considerably during Rolston’s second stage, which emerged in the
early seventeenth century, when commentators began mostly to focus on problems of their texts
(e.g., “everything from implausible plot sequences and poor characterization to improper use of
vocabulary and faulty grammar”) (Rolston, Traditional Chinese Fiction, p. 3). As a sign of the
financial appeal of such additions, the book market came to be flooded with commentaries
falsely attributed to the late Ming literatus Li Zhi

(1527-1602, hao Zhuowu

wrote a well-known preface to the novel Shuihu zhuan

), who

(Outlaws of the Marsh). Other

than the historically verifiable Shuihu preface, most of the commentaries falsely attributed to Li
were probably written by one man, Ye Zhou

(fl. 1595-1624) (Rolston, Traditional Chinese
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Fiction, p. 3). Ye Zhou was a contemporary of Feng Menglong and his commentaries (delivered
through the guise of “Li Zhuowu”) have much in common with Feng’s: both evince a lively style
and committed critical analysis, as well as emotive interjection.
It may be that these popular commentaries show publishers responding to a hunger on the
part of the late Ming readership for a more active, thoughtful engagement with the literature they
were consuming; it may also be that publishers were endeavoring to create a broader market for
fiction by showing how to read and enjoy it. In either case, vernacular fiction, long the neglected
“minor discourse” (xiaoshuo) of Chinese letters, was enjoying a new prominence on the literary
landscape.
As Rolston frames it, fiction commentary’s third stage is typified by the work of Jin Shengtan
(1610-1661), the noted commentator and intellectual who revolutionized late imperial
thinking about the novel, as well as its production, reception, and role in society. Jin and other
commentators of the third stage were heavily invested in their texts, even to the extent of editing
them to bring them closer in line with their own visions of the works.93 Rolston explains, “These
commentators took complete responsibility for the texts they were commenting on. When they
disagreed with choices made by the original authors or compilers, they changed the texts. They
claimed, however, that their editorial changes were not changes at all but came from an ancient
text (guben

), accessible only to them, that more accurately reflected the author’s original

version. These commentators were really commentator-editors, however they publicly denied

93

Such was also the case for the father and son team responsible for the Mao commentary of Sanguo yanyi
(Romance of the Three Kingdoms; preface 1680), as well as for Huang Zhouxing and Wang Xiangfu with Xiyou ji
(The Journey to the West; 1663), Zhang Zhupo on Jin Ping Mei (The Plum in the Gold Vase; preface 1695). See How
to Read the Chinese Novel, p. 3.
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it” (Rolston, Traditional Chinese Fiction, p. 3). What we see, then, is a convergence of roles––
commentator, editor, compiler, author, reader––with important implications for how texts of
vernacular fiction such as Gujin xiaoshuo came to speak with the world.94
Gujin, with its 1620 or 1621 publication date, falls chronologically during Rolston’s second
stage of development, but Feng Menglong’s degree of editorial control and his willingness to use
it make it sound very much like the third. While the contributions of Gujin xiaoshuo (as well as
Feng’s later collections) do not challenge the basic trajectory that Rolston traces out in his three
stages, they do suggest that the beginning of his third stage should perhaps be moved forward
somewhat to include this influential earlier work.

!
The nature of the relationship that Feng (qua adaptor, editor, and commentator) enjoyed with
the text is a vexed question. Some of the examples of adaptation (see Chapter Four) show Feng
as willing to change almost anything he liked, but remarks in the marginal commentary suggest
that Feng felt unwilling or unable to address some of the plot and characterization problems he
perceived in these Gujin stories. In many ways Feng was on the leading edge of a shift toward a
more complex relationship between commentator and text.
This, however, should not be taken to mean that authorial, editorial, and commentarial roles
were seen as equivalent in the late Ming. Xiaoshuo commentators were, as Martin Huang notes,
concerned above all with promulgating the “correct readings” of their subjects and as such “tried
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Wang Xin has noted that both Hong Pian and Feng Menglong are examples of this convergence of author and
compiler (Wang, “Huaben,” p. 15). Wang further argues that the speed of production for the Sanyan collections was
only possible through a combination of production roles (e.g., author, compiler, editor, publisher, etc), a move which
in turn inspired later generations (Wang, “Huaben,” p. 19). We might also look to Yu Xiangdou
(ca. 1560-ca.
1637), a commercial publisher who in his self-presentation blurred the lines between the merchant and the scholar
(see Brook, Confusions, p. 213).
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to present themselves as ‘a privileged reader,’ a reader who ‘knew’ the author so well that his
reading had to be right” (Huang, “Authority,” p. 62). Huang goes on to describe the paradoxical
“double identity” of the traditional xiaoshuo commentator: “he was both an author and a reader.
The commentator was a reader in relation to the author but he became an author in relation to his
own readers” (Huang, “Authority,” p. 66). Huang’s “double identity” illustrates how the
commentator served as a bridge between the text and its public. In the sections that follow I will
consider how Gujin’s marginal commentary constitutes this bridge.

!
Authority
As I note at the beginning of this chapter, Gujin commentary can be divided into remarks
suggestive of authority and remarks suggestive of persona. I start with authoritative remarks,
those comments that demonstrate a superior degree of general erudition, writerly craft, and
hermeneutic insight, in the process modeling a set of idealized readerly responses to the stories
that inform and guide the responses of other readers, enhancing the perceived authority of the
commentary as well as the perceived literary value of the collection as a whole.95

!

95

There are two pertinent ideas in play here: perceived authority (regarding which, see Chatman, Story and
Discourse, cited in Prince, Dictionary, p. 9) and perceived reliability (regarding which, see Booth, Rhetoric of
Fiction; Chatman, Story and Discourse, cited in Prince, Dictionary, p. 101. See also Phelan, Living to Tell About It;
Yacobi, “Authorial Rhetoric,” and Doležel, “Truth and Authenticity.” It should be noted here that while all the
theorists listed above are working within the Western literary tradition their conclusions are largely applicable to the
late imperial Chinese case as well. Still, the difference in cultural contexts means it is worthwhile to keep some
caveats and adjustments in mind. For instance, Chinese literati from this period (as well as long before) frequently
burnish their credentials by citing the precedent of antiquity and through demonstrating their cogent analysis of
canonical works. This practice may also be inverted for comic effect, as with the foolish tutor in the late Ming play
Mudan ting
(The Peony Pavilion) who offers humorous misreadings of classic poetry.
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Authority: Erudition
The commentator frequently demonstrates his broad-seeming knowledge through scholarly
annotation of obscure people, places, and things; elsewhere, the commentator draws analogies
between the Gujin stories and examples taken from the larger historical and cultural context.

!
Erudition: Factual Annotation
Factual annotation often clusters in stories such as GJ 8 (“Wu Bao’an Abandons His Family
to Ransom His Friend”) in which two comments identify obscure locales by associating them
with late Ming locations. For instance: “Wuyang is today's Daming County, Daming
Prefecture.”96 Later, when Wu Bao’an is promoted to be the assistant magistrate of Pengshan
County, Jiazhou Prefecture: “Today’s Pengshan County, Meizhou.”97 98
In addition to providing simple factual clarification, these comments also help the reader to
place the work in a larger context of which he (or she) too is a part, rendering the story more
immediate to its reader. This would not be possible without the considerable erudition of the
commentator, who is sufficiently learned to extend a helping hand in those places in the primary

96

97

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 132).
(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 133).

98

We find a similar set of examples in GJ 22 (“Zheng Huchen Seeks Revenge in Mumian Temple”), a historical tale
of revenge set during the Southern Song. The target of the titular revenge is Jia Sidao [1213-75], who is described in
the story as one in a series of wicked governmental ministers. After the narrator describes how Jia Sidao’s cousin Jia
Yuhua is chosen as a possible concubine for the crown prince, the commentary notes, “Imperial Consort Jia got her
start here” (
; Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 350). Later, Sidao’s mother dies and the commentator remarks,
“After the woman died, the affairs of the Jias subsequently deteriorated, and the house of Song likewise went to
ruin. People of the Song [dynasty] said of her that she had 'use in her uselessness.' This was indeed the case” (
; Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 352).
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text where an inexperienced or undereducated reader may come adrift.

!
Erudition: Connections Without
The erudite Gujin commentator clarifies the connections between the stories and the larger
historical and cultural context by identifying analogous situations in the collection. In GJ 4
(“Ruan San Redeems His Debt in Leisurely Cloud Monastery”) a young man named Zhang Yuan
bribes a nun to provide his friend Ruan San with a secluded room where he can enjoy a dalliance
with his beloved (an encounter that will result in his death). When the nun reluctantly accepts
Zhang’s bribe the commentator remarks, “Don't do the things that [Pan] Bizheng and [Chen]
Miaochang did.”99 100 According to the account presented in Gao Lian’s
(1573-1620) zaju play Yuzan ji

popular Wanli era

(The Jade Hairpin), Chen Miaochang was a Daoist nun

who fell in love with and married Pan Facheng

(zi Bizheng

).101

!
This example implies readers who would understand the reference to Chen Miaochang
(either from the Gao Lian play or through general cultural literacy) and yet who would not have
constructed this analogy on their own; the commentator is making a show of thinking
expansively and the reader is encouraged to do likewise. At the same time, the stories are
99

100 Another

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 93).
reference to the couple can be found in the text of GJ 1 (see Feng, Stories, p. 31).

101

The comment accompanying GJ 4 is not an isolated example. In GJ 24 (“Yang Siwen Meets an Old Acquaintance
in Yanshan”) Han Sihou meets Liu Jintan, abbess of a convent, and is immediately dumbstruck by her beauty. Later
Han slips into Liu’s cell and riffles through her possessions, finding a poem expressing her loneliness and desire to
return to the secular world. The commentator notes, “Quite like Chen Miaochang. [I] think all monks and nuns must
be thus” (
; Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 381). Other examples of comparative comments
can be found accompanying GJ12, GJ 15, and GJ 33.
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presented as resonating outside the collection itself. Marginal commentary was concerned with
guiding the interpretation of stories and establishing resonances, not merely providing factual
information; these resonances are links in a great web connecting the text, the commentary, the
reader, and the greater late Ming cultural and literary moments, at the same time initiating the
reader into the larger popular culture world of stories and storytelling, both vernacular and
classical.

!
Consider also GJ 8 (“Wu Bao’an Abandons His Family to Ransom His Friend”). A scene in
which Wu Bao’an’s destitute wife and eleven-year-old son struggle along alone is accompanied
by the following marginal comment: “It is said, ‘Wu Bao’an abandoned his family for ten years
attempting to ransom a friend he had never met face to face. This is surely an extreme example
of “virtue and wisdom.”’ Yu Zhongxiang [an official of the State of Wu during the Three
Kingdoms period] stated, ‘If a gentleman has one friend who truly knows him then he can die
without remorse.’ These words express in writing what Bao’an is thinking.”102
Again, the Gujin commentary engages the collection in a broader conversation. Unlike cases
in which the commentator merely identifies connections or analogies, here the commentary
brings a historical discussion into implied dialogue with Gujin.103 By acknowledging and
reprinting Yu Zhongxiang’s exchange more than a millennium earlier, the commentary is
underscoring the historicity of the story in question. The commentator’s clear erudition

102

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, pp. 132-33).
103

This may be seen as a kind of play with the longstanding dichotomy between transmission and creation (shu and
zuo) in the Chinese tradition.
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strengthens the reader’s faith in the reliability of the collection, the commentator, and
commentary, which in turn burnishes the commentator’s perceived authority.

!
Erudition: Connections Within
In GJ 6 (“Lord Ge Gives Away Pearl Maiden“) the titular Lord Ge makes a gift of Pearl
Maiden, a deeply devoted concubine, to Shentu Tai, an underling who has done him great service
in battle. When Shentu Tai first sees Pearl maiden he stares at her in stupefaction and the
commentator remarks, “When gallant heroes are frustrated in their efforts they often sustain
themselves with wine and the beauty of women. This is true of Ma Zhou and Shentu Tai.”104
In mentioning Ma Zhou the commentator is directly referring to the previous entry in the
Gujin collection, GJ 5 (“Penniless Ma Zhou Meets His Opportunity through a Woman Selling
Pancakes). This cross-referencing, a rarity within the collection, strengthens our sense of GJ 5
and GJ 6 as a natural pairing in Gujin. This is accomplished elsewhere with parallelism in story
titles but here it is the commentary that does the heavy lifting. In other words, the Gujin
commentary performs a centripetal role in holding the collection together. This is also evidence
for the typically unexamined assumption that the commentator persona is consistent across
stories.105

104

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 111).

105

Hu Wanchuan, (“Sanyan,” pp. 131-38), notes several instances of overlap between the commentary
accompanying the stories in either Jingshi tongyan or Xingshi hengyan and other collections known to carry
commentary from Feng Menglong such as Qing shi or Guangji chao
. Interestingly, such is evidently not the
case for Gujin xiaoshuo. Assuming these later bodies of commentary behave in more or less the same way that the
Gujin xiaoshuo commentary does, and further assuming that a reader is attentive enough to pick up on the similarity
in tone (or nearly identical remarks, where they occur), this would no doubt encourage the impression that Feng’s
complete oeuvre is the product of a person (that is, a persona) with a consistent perspective, and so on, which would
in turn support our impression of the Sanyan commentator (now the Feng commentator) as a plausible and
compelling literary construct.
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!
Authority: Craft
Along with demonstrations of erudition, Gujin commentary also justifies itself by offering
insights into literary production. The commentator speaks intelligently of sourcing, adaptation,
and language use.

!
Craft: Sources
The Gujin commentator often discusses the process of adaptation, even to the extent of
identifying historical anachronisms and other hiccoughs in the transition. In GJ 7 (“Yang Jiao’ai
Lays Down His Life for the Sake of Friendship”) the spirit of Botao, friend of the titular Yang,
becomes inveigled in a posthumous feud with the spirit of famed historical assassin Jing Ke. The
Gujin commentator notes, “The Biography states Jiao’ai went to the state of Chu and became a
senior grand master. With ritual suited to a high official he buried Botao and then killed himself
to be buried with him. [We] do not hear of a struggle with Jing Ke. Furthermore, Jiao’ai died
before Jing Ke and [Gao] Jianli did. In fact, the author is [using the story of] Jiao’ai to shame
Jing Ke, who angered him by wronging Prince Dan.”106
The commentator is explicit that the story author is taking an active editorial role in shaping
the work to his own ends: the story plot is a deliberate departure from the agreed-upon history in
order for the author to vent his spleen on Jing Ke. Comments like this strengthen our sense of the
commentary’s reliability, even more so than that of any of the unattributed authors. Since the

106

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 119).
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commentator persona calls the reader’s attention to places where the plot departs from received
historical wisdom, we assume entries without such comments contain no anachronisms or
distortions of previous narratives, encouraging the assumption that, “where there’s no smoke,
there’s no fire” and increasing the collection’s appeal to the reader. Interestingly, (assumed)
authorship is not a good predictor of problems identified by the commentator: some of the
examples in which the commentator finds problems are stories that Hanan has identified as reworkings of works from Hong Pian’s collection (see GJ 12, an adaptation of HP 1, and GJ 7, an
adaptation of HP 21); others (see GJ 8 and GJ 21) are attributed to Feng.

!
Some comments simply identify sources without discussing any anachronisms, distortions, or
problems in rewriting. Such is the case with GJ 40 (“Shen Xiaoxia Encounters the Expedition
Memorials”). The story includes the poem “You need not study hard while you are young; / For
money will buy you a fine career. / Consider how prime minister Yan Song / Appoints to high
office none but the rich” (Feng, Stories, p. 719).107 The commentator notes, “The preceding
poem is used in [Wang Shizhen’s play] The Record of the Crying Phoenix.”108 109
107
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 614)
(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 642)
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See also GJ 32 (“Humu Di Intones Poems and Visits the Netherworld”) in which King Yama of the Underworld
describes the alleged events leading to the birth of Emperor Gaozong, who is alleged to be a reincarnation of the
third son of King Qian Liu, of Wu and Yue. The commentator notes, “This matter appears in Past Events of the
Xuanhe Reign Period [Xuanhe yishi] and [and it is from here that] The West Lake Records [Xihu zhi] takes
it” (Feng, Stories, p. 565)
(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 486). We see another
example of this sort of comment in GJ 28 (“Li Xiuqing Marries the Virgin Huang with Honor”), in which the
preface narration recounts the stories of notable women from previous dynasties. They are Lady Ren, Lady Xi,
Princess Pingyang, and Madam Liu. The commentator remarks, “For Feng-shi, ming Jiao, see The History of the
Han Dynasty [Han Shu]. For Ren-shi, wife of Cui Ning, and Xi-shi, wife Feng Bao, see The Comprehensive Mirror
for Aid in Government [(Zizhi) tongjian]. For the young woman (Princess Pingyang), wife of Chai Shao, and the
female general, see The History of the Jin Dynasty [Jin shi].” (
; Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 425).
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Remarks of this sort demonstrate the erudition of the commentator and allow the reader
access (at least in principle) to some of the sources of the collection. After all, there is no reason
to think that these comments were not at least partially motivated by a genuine desire to provide
a scholarly service to the Gujin readers who had the resources that would permit them to follow
up on these citations and, in so doing, further appreciate the skill of the writer. Moreover this
practice, an echo of the classical exegetes, locates the Gujin commentary in a long line of
respected intellectual endeavor.
Sometimes the Gujin commentary discusses story provenance, as in GJ 12 (“The Courtesans
Mourn Liu the Seventh in a Spring Breeze”; itself adapted from the first story in Liushi jia
xiaoshuo), where the commentator remarks, “This differs from what is reported in ‘The Story of
the Wanjiang Tower’ [Wanjianglou ji].110 There it is said that Magistrate Liu lusted for Yuexian
and sent the boatman to trick her. This [claim] is particularly damaging to his reputation of
refinement and good taste. Of course the version in this [collection] is the correct one.”111
The comment suggests that the sources with negative portrayals of Liu have been discarded
simply because they do not jibe with his reputation as it had been established elsewhere. The
more interesting question is not whether the historical Liu was a paragon or a villain, but instead
why the commentator considered the issue worthy of discussion at all––why not simply make the
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This is in reference to Liu Qiqing shi jiu Wanjianglou ji
, the first entry in Hong Pian’s
Qingping shantang huaben collection from which many of Gujin’s stories were drawn. For more on the contrasts
between the Hong Piang and Gujin version of Liu’s story, see my adaptation chapter. The earliest appearance of Liu
Seventh appears to be in the Huaqu shilu
(“Faithful Records of the Pleasure District”) section of Luo Ye’s
Song dynasty (960–1279) text Zuiweng tanlu
(Notes of the Drunken Old Man). Cf. Tan, Sanyan, pp.
60-67).
111

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 186).
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editorial decision without comment? Perhaps the commentator assumes that some fraction of his
readership would be aware of the negative picture of Liu in Wanjianglou ji and therefore demand
an explanation for the change.
It is also possible that the commentator is being deliberately demonstrative. In other words,
this comment is of value not only for its specific relationship to GJ 12, but also as another
opportunity for the commentator to show off his extensive expertise concerning the history and
context of the Gujin collection. Wanjianglou ji appears not only in the GJ 12 commentary but
also in the preface to the 1620 edition of the collection, where it is dismissed as “shallow and
vulgar” (Feng, Stories, p. 5). If the Gujin collection is being presented as a corrective to the
exercises in shallow vulgarity that are already in print, then it would make sense for the
commentary to highlight those places where the collection parts ways with those problematic
earlier works –– this remark is more promoting the collection as a whole than it is the individual
story.
There are several other examples of comments of that identify discrepancies with earlier
texts. One is in GJ 21 (“Qian Poliu Begins His Career in Lin’an”), in which a schoolteacher
named Luo Ping comes by a bird that calls out, “Emperor Dong! Emperor Dong!,” seemingly
corroborating the imperial ambitions of Commissioner Dong Chang of Yuezhou. The
commentator observes, “Gao Jidi has a song in which it is said, ‘When Luo Ping's evil bird first
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cawed, / three thousand bows shot at the tidal waters.’ Luo Ping is perhaps a place name but now
is used as the name of a person. This is perhaps a mistake circulated by fiction writers.”112 113
While the Gujin commentator asserts that Luo Ping is properly a place name, not a personal
name, he does not provide any evidence for this assertion, nor does he give any indication that he
is in a position to correct the error in the primary text, which (assuming he was the editorcompiler Feng Menglong) he surely would be. We have to conclude that either Feng did indeed
feel limited in the scope of changes he could make in the process of adaptation or, at least, he
wanted to use the commentator persona to give that impression to his readers. Returning to GJ
12, I note that the commentator gives no indication that the account has been edited for inclusion
in the Gujin collection, but simply remarks that there are differing accounts available and the one
that appears in Gujin is the least damaging (“Of course the version in this [collection] is the
correct one”).
This then provides a clearer picture of the nature of the Gujin source comments as they are
presented to the reader––the commentator identifies problem spots in the text but is unwilling or
unable to alter them. Instead the commentator calls attention to them, perhaps to anticipate
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 323).
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There are two other comments that address sourcing in a similar way to the above. One appears elsewhere in GJ 7
and the other in GJ 8 (“Wu Bao’an Abandons His Family to Ransom His Friend”). The GJ 7 comment concerns the
place where the self-sacrificing Zuo Botao freezes to death, with the commentator remarking, “According to the
account recorded in the Guangdian, Zuo Botao died in Heyang county, Xi'an prefecture, Shaanxi. [However], the
Liang Mountains are located at the border of the Qi Mountains of Qianzhou.” (
(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 119). The GJ 8 comment addresses the
identity of the Wuman tribal leader in control of Yaozhou: “According to the Tang histories, in the Tianbao reign
period Meng had control of Yaozhou. Xinuluo was the progenitor of the six tribes. The xiaoshuo merely borrows
that name.” (
(Feng, Quanji,
vol. 1, p. 132).
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possible reader objections and make it clear that the commentator, master of all things Gujin, is
aware of the problems in a kind of sic erat scriptum gesture.

!
Craft: Stylistics
The commentator also demonstrates his expertise through evaluation of written style. In an
echo of other comments in the collection, his stylistic critiques both establish him as an insightful
“first reader” of the collection and give guidance to other readers who are still in the process of
formulating their own responses to the work. The comments are similarly a boon to those readers
who themselves are still attempting to develop as readers (and writers) of fine literary style.114
One of the many stylistic critiques in the commentary simply praises the verisimilitude of the
work. In GJ 1 (“Jiang Xingge Reencounters His Pearl Shirt”) Jiang Xingge, who is aware that his
wife has conducted an affair during his long absence on a business trip, is stricken with pain and
regret as he approaches his home and the parting that must inevitably replace the homecoming he
wished for. The narrator describes how he apprehensively slows his pace and the commentator
remarks, “True [to life].”115
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The slightly later Jin Shengtan similarly emphasized stylistics is his commentaries to Shuihu zhuan and other
works. (See Rolston, Traditional Chinese Fiction, pp. 25-50).
115

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 36). Similarly, in GJ 5 (“Penniless Ma Zhou Meets His Opportunity through a
Woman Selling Pancakes), we are told “One day, tipsy with wine and supported on both sides by two students, [Ma
Zhou] sang all the way home” (Feng, Stories, p. 144)
(Feng,
Quanji, vol. 1, p. 95). The commentator remarks, “Picturesque” (
; Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p.102). We can find a
third example in GJ 2 (“Censor Chen Ingeniously Solves the Case of the Gold Hairpins and Brooches”). A victim of
a clever deception, the young woman Axiu has failed to guard her chastity and, we are told, “It was as if, being stuck
with needles all over, she could hardly distinguish where she felt a pinch and where a pain” (Feng, Stories, p. 61)
(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 47). The commentator remarks, “This description is good” (
; Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p.60). There are many other comments that similarly praise apt description.
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Comments such as these indicate the commentator’s great respect for the well-chosen detail.
Here the examples consist of physical description––somewhat rare in the collection––that
provides insights into the mental states of the characters.116 This is consistent with Feng
Menglong’s interest in Wang Yangming’s “School of Mind” philosophy and in particular with
Feng’s focus on qing
shi leilue

(feeling), a focus he further develops in his subsequent collection, Qing

(Anatomy of Love).

Other comments praise the language of the stories. In GJ 38 (“Ren the Filial Son with a Fiery
Disposition Becomes a God”) the narrator describes how Ren Gui embraces his upset wife and
speaks to her soothingly. The commentator notes, “The word fuxu [“soothingly,” “comfortingly”]
is innovative.”117 Also in GJ 38, the narrator describes a grim scene littered with mutilated
bodies, all dead by Ren Gui’s hand. The commentator remarks, “Again, this summation has
power to it; the Grand Historian [Sima Qian] frequently has this [quality].”118
While the 1620 Gujin preface promotes the didactic value of the Gujin stories above almost
all other qualities, these marginal comments and others like them demonstrate clearly that the
commentator appreciates the stories on the level of aesthetics as well as morality, and, by
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On a related note, Lisa Zunshine has coined the term embodied transparency to “describe the moments in
fictional narratives when characters’ body language involuntarily betrays their feelings, particularly if they want to
conceal them from others” (Zunshine, Getting Inside, p. 23). An analysis of embodied transparency in the Gujin (or
Sanyan) stories would likely be quite interesting but is beyond the scope of my present project.
117

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 586).
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 586). See also GJ 13 (“Zhang Daoling Tests Zhao
Sheng Seven Times”), in which the narration explains that, “Zhao Sheng had totally ridden himself of all
attachments to the seven worldly emotions and was ready to achieve the Tao” (Feng, Stories, p. 237)
(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 199). The commentator remarks, “These idle words do
well to fully convey the nasty buffoonery of the world.” (Feng, Stories, p. , 237)
(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 201).
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implication, other readers of discernment and taste will do the same. In fact, the commentator
goes so far as to compare writing in the collection to the writing in that most canonical of
historical narratives, the Shiji (Records of the Grand Historian)––high praise, indeed.
Along with description, the commentator often analyzes plot structure. In GJ 27 (“Jin Yunu
Beats the Heartless Man”) Jin arranges for the titular heartless man––her husband, who
attempted to drown her––to be beaten by a group of seven or eight servants bearing bamboo
staffs. The commentator remarks, “To merely have the couple come together again would be
unremarkable. But a beating to such a degree––this quickens the heart!”119
There are many of instances of the commentator praising the Gujin stories for their clever
twists and neat endings. As I suggest above, the commentator is here focusing on the craft of
storytelling. These comments lead the reader to appreciate the Gujin stories not only for their
content but also for their construction, in particular, for a plot structure in which social chaos is
efficiently returned to order. By emphasizing certain kinds of plot resolutions as desirable the
commentary promotes a specific vision in which appropriate familial and personal relationships
are presented as morally, socially, and narratively desirable.

!
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 414). Or consider two examples from GJ
2 (“Censor Chen Ingeniously Solves the Case of the Gold Hairpins and Brooches”). In that story Liang Shangbin,
who has secretly taken advantage of the beautiful Axiu, inadvertently reveals his involvement with a slip of the
tongue. The commentator remarks, “This use of words is remarkable in the extreme. A fine twist.” (
; Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 60). At the end of that story the Lu and Gu families, who were originally meant to be
joined by the marriage, come together after all by way of a happy adoption. The family lines go on whereas that of
the meddling Liang Shangbin is cut short. The commentator remarks “Neat and tidy.” (
; Feng, Quanji, vol.
1, p. 61). The Gujin commentator seems to prefer conclusions in which all lose ends are tied up and a stable social
equilibrium is restored to the story world.
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Authority: Model Textual Engagement
Another major category of authoritative Gujin commentary consists of remarks suggestive of
model readerly engagement with the text. These hermeneutic comments model ideal responses or
resolve ambiguities in plot or characterization, sometimes even clarifying interior character
states.

!
Model Engagement: Bisyllabic Interjections
The most common Gujin comments are terse, bisyllabic interjections that seemingly model
an idealized reader’s emotional response to the text: for example, “Pitiable!” (kelian

), an

evaluation typically reserved for the sufferings of young women and impoverished scholars.
There are examples of both in GJ 2 (“Censor Chen Ingeniously Solves the Case of the Gold
Hairpins and Brooches”). In that story Lu Xuezeng struggles to make his threadbare clothing
presentable, prompting the commentator to remark, “A common issue for impoverished scholars.
Pitiable.”120 Later, the spirit of Axiu, Lu’s now-deceased intended, contacts her family, speaks
through an ad hoc medium, and departs. The commentator remarks, “A strange affair.
Pitiable.”121 These remarks both invite and model a certain kind of emotional response to the
story while also suggesting one facet of a worldview. By focusing on downtrodden women and
scholars, the commentator is implicitly suggesting that these types of people are especially
deserving of our sympathy, perhaps because both groups are trapped in a world that does not
recognize their worth.
120

121

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 60).
(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 61).
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These interjections say as much about their commentator as they do about the stories they
accompany. The emphasis on under-appreciated women and scholars implies that the
commentator can relate to both, a conventional posture of the late Ming literatus, and one that is
also in tune with other writings of Feng Menglong, who recalls in the preface to Qing shi leilue
(Anatomy of Love), “As a young man, I was considered a fanatic about qing. I would
always open my heart to my friends and colleagues and share their joys and sorrows. If I heard of
someone in dire poverty or suffering a particular injustice, even if I did not know the person, I
would do my utmost to help. If I lacked the means, I would sigh over the case for days on end
and toss and turn without sleep. If I met a man of qing I would feel like bowing down before
him” (Translation in Hanan, Vernacular, p. 96).122
Along with pity, the commentator expresses a wide range of other responses, many of which
appear in GJ 22 (“Zheng Huchen Seeks Revenge in Mumian Temple”): e.g., “Detestable” (Feng,
Stories, p. 402)

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 351), “Clever” (Feng, Stories, p. 406)

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 352), “Remarkable” (Feng, Stories, p. 407)
p. 352), “The temerity!” (Feng, Stories, p. 408)
“Hurrah!” (Feng, Stories, p. 413)

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1,

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p.352), and

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 353).

Such interjections show the commentator in the act of engaging with the text, that nothing is
too subtle to escape his attention, burnishing our sense of commentarial insight as well as the
collection’s artistic merits. Comments like GJ 2’s “Unsurpassably wonderful” (Feng, Stories, p.
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 7, p. 1).
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73)

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 61), GJ 5’s “Peculiar” (Feng, Stories, p. 116)

Quanji, vol. 1, p. 102), and GJ 31’s “Ingenious and intriguing” (

(Feng,

; Feng, Quanji, vol.

1, p. 474) are reminders of the (purported) outstanding character of the collection.
These comments tend to evoke and record strong emotion, as though the commentator were
so moved by what he has read that he must express himself or burst. It is interesting to speculate
that after repeated exposure the reader might gradually forget to attribute these interjections to
the commentary and internalize them as her own; in this way the commentary might be said to
construct the reader as well as the commentator.

!
Model Engagement: Ambiguity
Another core function of the commentary’s model textual engagement is to resolve plot
ambiguities, sometimes even to the extent of intervening in the story. One incident in GJ 2
(“Censor Chen Ingeniously Solves the Case of the Gold Hairpins and Brooches”) as we will see
below concerns a conversation between the duplicitous Liang Shangbin and Censor Chen who,
while undercover, poses as a merchant looking to buy fabric. Liang has lately acquired eighty
taels of silver under false pretenses, which he uses to haggle with Chen’s “merchant.” The
commentary notes, “That’s because he happens to have this eighty taels.”123
The narrator never specifies that the eighty taels of silver are the same as those he recently
acquired, although that is the most plausible reading. Does the commentator make that remark
about the silver as a close reader who is making an educated guess or as a co-creator of the story
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 61).
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world? This is mostly a question of genre but it also pertains to assumptions about works with
multiple authors. If we assume that Feng Menglong took on the roles of both co-author and
commentator, then we might argue that Feng is speaking as an author who happens, at that
moment, to be occupying the commentarial space. On the other hand, if we believe in a hard
division between the authors of text and paratext, then the comment could not carry full authorial
weight because it appears in the margins and is, by definition, the product of a different voice
subject to a different set of assumptions. By blending commentarial and authorial roles,
insertions like this imply that author and commentator are so in tune as to be nearly
interchangeable––by this logic, the commentator is truly the next best thing to the author when it
comes to textual insights.
In less extreme examples, the commentary still provides guidance to readers by, for example,
tracking sequences in stories. For instance GJ 26 (“Shen Xiu Causes Seven Deaths with One
Bird”) concerns a caged thrush of great value. As the story unfolds the bird changes hands many
times, setting in motion a chain of unlikely deaths that the commentary carefully tracks. The
opening narration notes, “The father made his living by weaving fabrics, whereas his
romantically inclined son, ignoring all proper pursuits, did little more than take care of his
birds” (Feng, Stories, p. 461), prompting the comment, “The root of the calamity.”124 125 From
here the commentary identifies each death as it occurs in the narration. For example, “One of
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p.

390).
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 401).
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them” (

; Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 402), “Two of them” (

; Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 402),

and so on until the seventh.
The commentary of GJ 26 is in dialogue with another aspect of the paratext, the title, which
suggests that the defining characteristic of the story is the chain of deaths and the bird’s
relationship to them, as opposed to some other thematic reading concerning, say, avarice, or lax
parenting. By highlighting the chain of deaths, the commentary reinforces one reading implied
by the title and implicitly suppresses others. This is not to say that the commentary or the title
overtly discourage other interpretations, but rather to imply that this is the one endorsed by the
commentator who, it has been suggested throughout the commentary, is the foremost authority
on the collection (here I use authority in the sense of expertise, not direct control).
In GJ 3 (“Han the Fifth Sells Her Charms in New Bridge Town”) a young man named Wu
Shan falls asleep after a night of drinking. The narration states, “Wu Shan had barely closed his
eyes before he heard someone cry out” (Feng, Stories, p. 90).126 The source of the cry is a monk
who has come to recruit Wu to a life of monasticism. The reluctant Wu angers the monk, who
pushes him down a flight of stairs, moving the commentator to remark, “On the whole, these are
all conceived as dreams.”127 The narrator states, “He woke up in a start with sweat all over his
body. When he opened his eyes, he saw [his companion] Jinnu still asleep. It had been nothing
but a dream” (Feng, Stories, p. 90).128 A short while later Wu has a similar experience, once more
realizing that what he (actually we, for it has been narrated) has just experienced is another
126
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 74).
(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 78).
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 74).
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dream. Again he is menaced by the dream monk, again the commentator notes, “Greatly
resembles a dream” and again the narration describes him waking.129
The commentary repeatedly points out something which should be clear from the narration,
suggesting that the primary goal is not clarifying the ontological status of the scenes––there is no
doubt that these are dreams. Rather, the commentary draws attention to the literary move of
narrating dreams as opposed to emphasizing the fact of the dreams themselves: the commentary
appears to be responding to the content of the stories when in actuality it is engaging with the
storyteller’s craft (that is, discourse rather than plot), reinforcing our inference that the
commentator is a learned figure who is concerned with Gujin on the level of the creative process
as well as on the level of the product.
Elsewhere, the commentary takes on a narratorial weight. In GJ 5 (“Penniless Ma Zhou
Meets His Opportunity through a Woman Selling Pancakes) we are told that Ma Zhou finds great
favor with the emperor by advising how to crush a troublesome rebellion, prompting the
comment, “His time has arrived, and so each line is perfectly in line with the emperor's will.”130
In GJ 22 (“Zheng Huchen Seeks Revenge in Mumian Temple”) Jia Sidao is foretold a violent
death, prompting the comment, “This is the will of heaven.”131 In both examples the
commentator resolves plot ambiguities by resorting to those key thematic and narrative tools of
the Gujin collection: luck and fate. Such comments do not really tell us anything we do not
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 78).
(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 102).
(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 350).
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already know, but they do invite the reader to believe almost all that happens in the stories does
so because it is part of a carefully engineered exercise in story craft.
These examples illuminate the disputed zone occupied by both narration and interpretation.
By guiding the reader’s understanding of the story, the commentary is covertly taking on a
narratorial role, even if it is not presented as such. In much the same way that fiction and
nonfiction in the present-day Western context are arguably more a question of writerly and
readerly stance rather than they are of absolute categories (at least among academics), so too may
we say that the narratorial and commentarial roles of Gujin xiaoshuo are primarily the function
of writerly stance and voice. This blurring of roles leads to a further sense of the collection as a
unified whole: the collection itself communicates with narratorial and commentarial stances,
stances that are reinforced (but not absolutely so) by their respective locations on the page.

!
Model Engagement: Interiority
Occasionally comments develop otherwise ambiguous interior states of characters. In the
climactic scene of GJ 10 (“Magistrate Teng Settles the Case of Inheritance with Ghostly
Cleverness”), Teng has just given the order for a site on the grounds of the Ni family estate to be
excavated so as to recover the jars of gold and silver buried there. The commentator describes the
reactions of Shanshu, the “good” younger son who will inherit the riches, Shanji, the jealous
older son who will miss out on this windfall, and others: “Shanshu is overcome with delight,
Shanji with jealousy, the crowd with awe, and the magistrate with laughter.”132 In the primary
text these reactions, while predictable, are unspecified for all but Shanji, who is described as
132

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 164).
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filled with an impotent greed. Again, the commentary blurs the line between interpretation and
narration such that the primary difference between this comment and a performative line from
the storyteller narrator is its location on the page.
As before, the commentator behaves as an “ideal reader” of the collection, with a keen
understanding not only of the author (authors, really) but also of the characters. He is privy to
deep and wide-ranging insights into psychology and human nature and is quite willing to apply
these findings to his, and by extension our, reading of the collection: he truly is an authority, not
just in breadth of knowledge, but also in influence on the text.
The Gujin commentary likewise clarifies ambiguity in GJ 8 (“Wu Bao’an Abandons His
Family to Ransom His Friend”). Early in that story Guo Zhongxiang (aide to an influential
general) receives a letter from a stranger named Wu Bao’an, who is writing to him in the hope
that he may be granted some minor post and thereby further his stalled career. Guo reads the
letter and the narrator states, “After a moment of reflection on the letter, Zhongxiang sighed,
‘“This man has never seen me, but he turns to me for help in his hour of need. He is indeed
someone who truly understands me. Isn’t it shameful if a worthy man cannot do anything for a
trusting friend?’” (Feng, Stories, p. 145).133 A marginal comment follows: “Someone he has
never met asks him a favor and, unexpectedly, he is delighted. Who is the person who can
untangle the meaning of this?”134
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 122).
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 132).
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It may be objected here that, as with the GJ 10 example, the commentator is merely
interpolating an emotional reaction that was already implicit in the primary text. Nevertheless by
specifying Zhongxiang’s emotional response (“he is delighted”), even though that may be the
most obvious interpretation, the commentator is suppressing all other possible interpretations of
the scene. By privileging one reading and suppressing others, the commentary is guiding reading,
and in this way implicitly asserting authority over the text.135
In each of these examples the commentator disambiguates the story and in so doing takes on
a role that is as much narratorial as it is commentarial. This blending of roles facilitates the
reader’s understanding of the commentator as one who speaks with and, to a certain extent, for
the author. The commentator is presented as an “ideal reader” of the collection, with a keen
understanding not only of the author(s) but also of the characters that people the stories. The
commentator is privy to deep and wide-ranging insights into psychology and human nature and
is quite willing to apply these findings to his, and by extension our, reading of the collection.

!
Model Engagement: Problems
While the commentator often explains away problems (usually with a rhetorical wave of the
hand in the direction of fate or luck), he sometimes declines to do so. Sometimes problems are
identified but not explained.
135

There is a third example of the commentary dispelling ambiguity in GJ 7 (“Yang Jiao’ai Lays Down His Life for
the Sake of Friendship”) in which two new friends, Yang Jiao’ai and Zuo Botao, have set out to offer their services
to the King of Chu, whom they have heard is seeking out men of talent. Unfortunately, the two are delayed by a
sudden snowstorm. It is soon clear that neither is likely to live as things stand, but if they pool their resources it is
possible that one of them might survive. Realizing this, Botao sends Jiao’ai off to collect firewood. By the time the
latter returns Botao has already removed his clothes and is near death. Here the commentator notes, “He sends off
Jiao'ai in order to remove [his own] clothes. This is the only way to cut him off.” (
; Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 119). As with the previous two examples, the commentary guides reading
of actions with ambiguous motivations.
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In GJ 33 (“Old Man Zhang Grows Melons and Marries Wennü”) two gods drunkenly tap a
vase with their chopsticks, breaking it. The magical vase is full of snowflakes and an unusually
heavy snowfall follows their spill. Here the commentator remarks, “Utterly absurd. These
absurdities are where xiaoshuo typically come alive.”136 The story goes on to describe how the
octogenarian Old Man Zhang has become infatuated with an eighteen-year-old girl. The
commentary notes, “For an eighty-year-old to be lovesick is utterly bizarre!”137
In these examples the commentary identifies an absurdity and makes it a virtue. The
commentary argues that such “absurdities” are a sometime generic feature of “creative
fiction” (xiaoshuo). The comment establishes distance between the reader (or at least the reader
of the commentary) and the story. Although the Gujin preface lauds these works for their ability
to reach and move audiences emotionally, this comment distances reader from text by using an
“absurdity” to move the discussion away from the level of the particular to the broader level of
genre.
The different voices in Gujin encourage us to read at different levels: the storyteller narrator
invites us to read thematically or in terms of plot and character, while the commentator, among
other things, invites us to consume the Gujin stories through an analysis of their literary craft.
The commentator, the narrator, and other Gujin personae are not the same but they are in tune
and when their voices combine they produce a complex melody. After all, a paratext that merely
mirrors its primary text would not be offering anything new.

136
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 501).
(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 501).
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Elsewhere the commentary points out problems in the text but does not explain them away.138
In GJ 36 (“Song the Fourth Greatly Torments Tightwad Zhang”) Inspector Ma Han and Officer
Wang Zun have angered the local thief community by aggressively pursuing a case. The thieves
seek retribution by sending one of their own (Wang Xiu, disguised as the old man Wang Bao)
who claims to know of stolen goods in the homes of the two men. (The goods have been secretly
planted there by Wang himself). Wang leads a team of investigators in ransacking the men’s
homes and of course finds the hidden treasures without difficulty. Here the commentator
remarks, “Wang Bao is apt to know the location of the stolen goods––how is it that nobody finds
this suspicious?”139 This logical question is never answered in the story or in its commentary. As
I suggest elsewhere, one of the virtues of this kind of comment is that it increases the perceived
reliability of the commentary, which in turn reinforces our impression of the commentator as an
astute and perceptive reader who catches even the smallest of problems.140
The Gujin authoritative commentary takes the form of remarks concerning erudition, literary
craft, and model textual engagement. These paint the commentator as a knowledgeable,
138

Many examples of this kind of remark come from stories that Hanan identifies as by Feng Menglong (e.g., GJs
13, 14, 21, 22, 27, 39).
139

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 549).
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In GJ 24 (“Yang Siwen Meets an Old Acquaintance in Yanshan”) Lady Zheng, a ghost, addresses her brother-inlaw and begs him to keep a tight rein on her husband who, she fears, will chase other women in her absence. The
commentary notes, “These three refusals should reinforce her husband's will. But how is it that a ghost is
jealous?” (
?; Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 381). As the story
develops, Sihou (Lady Zheng’s husband in life) remarries and he and his wife are harassed by Zheng. They engage
the services of an exorcist who instructs them to exhume Zheng’s remains and throw them into the Yangzi, moving
the narrator to reflect, “How preposterous that such ingrates were not met with retribution from Heaven!” (Feng,
Stories, p. 448)
(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 379). In the end, however, Sihou
and his new wife attempt a river crossing by boat and spirits pull them into the water: Zheng has her revenge in the
end. The remark about retribution makes it clear that the narrator is meant to be seen as sympathetic to Lady Zheng.
Yet the commentary raises a fair point: why indeed should a ghost be jealous? In this case the commentary does not
identify a problem with story logic but rather underscores a tension between the positions of the GJ 36 narrator and
the commentator. The Gujin narrator and commentator remain closely aligned but not identical, lest the commentary
seem redundant.
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insightful figure who enjoys both readerly and writerly engagement with the collection. In this
way he partially satisfies the impossible desire for a relationship with the collection’s “author.”
The effects of this commentary suggestive of authority are enhanced and focused by the second
major category of Gujin commentary: remarks suggestive of a commentator persona.

!
Persona
I turn now to the commentator persona, how it is constructed, and what that means for the
reader. The first section of my discussion was about how authority relies on perceived reliability;
this second section is about how perceived persona is a product of particularity. In Gujin
xiaoshuo persona and authority are intimately connected, and a particularized persona provides
us a convenient superstructure on which to hang assessments of authority.
Again, although Gujin xiaoshuo chronologically falls in David Rolston’s second stage of
fiction commentary, it behaves more like the work of his third stage commentators, who “took
further steps to make their texts the products of a consistent and somewhat dramatized implied
author and thus easier to read.… The provision of consistent and concrete implied authors surely
made these works easier to read for traditional Chinese readers, but it also facilitated taking the
hitherto little respected ‘outlaw’ genre of vernacular fiction more seriously” (Rolston, Traditional
Chinese Fiction, p. 8). By engaging in this kind of sophisticated paratextual play as early as he
did, Feng Menglong proved himself an innovator in his field and quite possibly inspired later
literati such as Jin Shengtan.

!
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Persona: Commentary in the First-Person
First-Person Commentary: Worthies
Many instances of Gujin first-person commentary are inspired by exemplary characters in the
stories. In the eighth Gujin story, (“Wu Bao’an Abandons His Family to Ransom His Friend”),
Wu Bao’an attempts to make a thank-you gift to Yang Anju in a show of gratitude for an earlier
act of kindness. Yang laughs him off and explains that he did what he did because he values the
spirit of loyalty, not for a reward. The commentator notes, “Mr. Yang is of no lesser quality than
Wu and Guo [Zhongxiang, for whom Wu abandoned his family]. To meet three such rare men at
once is remarkable. I regret never having met [even] one.”141
Two things are clear: first, according to the commentator, Yang, Wu, and Guo are rare
creatures, at least in the world of the commentator’s late Ming Suzhou. (Those three men are said
to be of the Tang dynasty, nearly a thousand years earlier). Second, the commentator apparently
values such men as few in his time do.142 We infer that the commentator is not so different from
them and––if we can relate––not so different from us either. By indicating that he can discern
men of merit, this remark aligns the commentator with those worthies of old who were most
sought after as leaders, friends, and confidants. This is in turn imbues the commentator persona
with inferred overtones of authority, understanding, and reliability while at the same time
implicitly engaging (or infuriating?) a reader who may also hold strong views on these matters.
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p.133).
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Similarly, in the ninth Gujin story (“Duke Pei of Jin Returns a Concubine to Her Rightful Husband”) the Duke of
Pei discovers that his concubine was originally betrothed to another man whom she still loves. Moved, the Duke
ensures that she will be returned to her intended and he secretly arranges for her new husband to be set up with a
substantial sum of money and an official position, prompting the commentator to remark, “One must see things
through to the end [when helping others]. How can I meet people of this sort?” (
;
Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 144).
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Such comments strengthen not only our impression of the commentator but also of the story
character who is of such superior quality that he inspires comment. If the reader sympathizes,
this suggests that he or she too is precisely the sort of person the commentator wishes to meet.
Starting from a point of loneliness and isolation, this shared appreciation of “such people” of
superior quality constructs a shared community inhabited by the commentator and his readers,
who are as a group implied to be more loyal and considerate than the typical inconsiderate louts
of this degraded age.

!
First-Person Commentary: The Strawman
In Gujin’s third entry, “Han the Fifth Sells Her Charms in New Bridge Town,” the narrator
describes a passionate, illicit meeting between lovers and the commentator interjects: “He who
comes to this and remains firm in resolve is a great man. Someone says, ‘A great man will not
come to this.’ I say with a smile, ‘Not so.’”143
Here the commentator props up an unnamed strawman. He does not seriously engage with
his interlocutor’s seemingly reasonable objection, but simply smiles and disagrees, as though to
transcend the discussion. As an argument, the commentator’s response is nearly worthless, but as
characterization it speaks volumes: either the commentator is seen as such an authority that
whatever he says goes, without question, or he is an utter blowhard. Either way (and I think the
bulk of the commentary would push us toward the first conclusion), this exchange indicates the
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(Feng, Quanji, vol.

1, p. 77).
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commentator has a personal history, inhabits a web of relationships, and feels emotions. We can
feel for him as we feel with him about the events and characters of the stories.

!
First-Person Commentary: Doubts
In Gujin 29 (Monk Moon Bright Redeems Willow Green) Liu Xuanjiao, a prefect, dies in an
epidemic and leaves his wife and daughter little to live on because he was too “honest and
incorrupt” to take bribes while in office. However, he has already incurred a substantial karmic
debt through earlier chicanery and so when his family is left destitute the commentator remarks,
“Every time incorrupt officials are left heirless I suspect that the principles of heaven have
overstepped their bounds. But, as the common saying has it, ‘When officials are fond of
harshness in their dealings then they are left without issue.’ Considering [what happened to] Liu
Xuanjiao, I believe this is so” (Feng, Stories, p. 509).144
While this comment is not explicitly first-person, it does suggest a particularized and
evolving perspective. The commentator has previously had misgivings about the principles of
heaven but the evidence presented here has clarified his thinking. This case presents a clear
contrast between the commentator and the story’s own narrator persona: the Gujin narrator may
be coy from time to time but is never fallible or changeable. The Gujin commentator, on the
other hand, has been mistaken before, and he may be mistaken again in the future. By
acknowledging his own previous missteps the commentators ensures that he appears more
reliable because he seems to have a nuanced assessment of himself. The Gujin narrator, by
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(Feng,

Quanji, vol. 1, p.439).
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contrast, is never wrong, nor does he ever have occasion to correct his thinking because, of
course, there are no errors to correct––as a performative, anonymous, third-person narrator, he
“it,” really) inhabits a realm in which error is inconceivable.

!
First-Person Commentary: Emotion
The commentator is further particularized through evocation of his distinct emotional life. In
Gujin 30 (“Abbot Mingwu Redeems Abbot Wujie”) the noted Song dynasty poet Su Shi (also
known by the alternative name Su Dongpo) has been issued a death sentence and his friend goes
to great lengths to rescue him. The commentator notes, “Good friends are hard to come by
indeed. This makes me want to bow down in tears [before him].”145
Almost all first person comments involve the commentator overcome with emotion about
worthy exemplars. He never, for example, opines about the quality of the writing in an explicit
first-person mode, nor does he even emerge to speak negatively about a character, although there
are many such comments delivered in other forms. The most focused and overt characterization
of the commentator persona is intimately tied to the topic of exemplary men throughout history,
with the implication that the commentator is one of their number or at least particularly sensitive
to the corrupt state of public morality in his time. We might call this characterization through
association. Given that the commentators of novels went to great lengths to establish themselves
as deeply in tune with the presumed authors of their works, the Gujin commentator, responding
to a work with no single historical creator, evidently did the next best thing by emphasizing a
deep affinity with some of the extraordinary figures within it.
145

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 457).
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Persona: The Sorry State of the World
The commentator is also particularized through his distinct context in time and place, as in
GJ 8 (“Wu Bao’an Abandons His Family to Ransom His Friend”). In the opening remarks to that
entry the narrator cites a poem that criticizes the treachery and selfishness of people these days.
The commentator remarks: “The people of Suzhou are especially so. How detestable, how
ridiculous!”146
The commentator is making a clear statement of familiarity with Suzhou and its disingenuous
(if we are to believe the remark) natives, thereby continuing to develop the commentator’s
persona as that of someone with a nostalgic appreciation for the nobler figures of days gone by.
This also contributes to a sense of personal history for the commentator as one who knows his
way around the people of Suzhou. In this the narrator resembles Feng, who was a native of
Suzhou.147 The narrator may also enjoy “insider’s privilege” here. As a figure strongly associated
with Suzhou, he can get away with a degree of criticism (or is it a certain degree of winking self
parody?) that outsiders may not.
The commentator has similar complaints about his time as well as his location. In the
concluding lines of GJ 17 (“Shan Fulang’s Happy Marriage in Quanzhou”) Shen Fulang marries
two virtuous courtesans who hunger for and are deserving of a nobler life. Shen is subsequently
promoted within the imperial bureaucracy and his superiors are greatly impressed by his
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Hanan observes that, “The term ‘my’ or ‘our [Suzhou]’ recurs constantly in his prose” (Chinese Vernacular, p.
80).
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compassion in marrying them despite their déclassé profession. Here the commentator remarks:
“If this were to happen in these degenerate times it would be taken to be a crime.”148
Like the previous example, this helps to establish both an individual perspective and a
context for the commentator persona: it expresses a distaste for the recent, just as the earlier
comment does for the implied locale. Nostalgia for the distant past is a hearty perennial in the
Chinese tradition, dating at least as far back as Confucius, who himself claimed merely to be
transmitting his teachings from the great moral instructors of an earlier age. For the commentator
persona to adopt this quite conventional stance is to perhaps make him somewhat more palatable
to the literati readership of the day by being seen as either (ironically) in tune with the spirit of
his times or (to those in the know) by comically parroting the same old saws. In both cases the
persona of the commentator is enhanced as is that of the reader who appreciates him.

!
Persona: Song
Perhaps the most striking promotion of the individual perspective in the Gujin commentary is
the inclusion of a seemingly original song.149 In GJ 21 (“Qian Poliu Begins His Career in
Lin’an”) Qian Poliu goes through the ritual of pledging brotherhood with a twosome known as
the Zhong Brothers. The commentator appends the following remark: “‘The sworn brothers of
old were true sworn brothers, / The sworn brothers of today are fractious indeed. / The sworn
brothers of old were superior to brothers by birth; / the sworn brothers of today all come to bad
ends: / The spill their hearts over wine and meat, / but act like passing strangers when troubles
148

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 254).
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It is of course possible that an antecedent once existed and has now been lost. At minimum, if Feng borrowed this
song from elsewhere I have yet to see the source.
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mount. / [Today] even brothers by birth frequently become foes; / how much more those with a
trifling oath?’ Although this ditty is unpolished, it hits its mark concerning the evils of the
time.”150
This comment is unique among all of Feng’s Gujin commentary for producing a full song
text––one seemingly original to the commentary, even if unsophisticated in content and
diction.151 In this context the song functions comparably to poetry, which behaves differently in
the Gujin collection depending on whether it is diegetic (that is, on the level of the characters,
their speech, thoughts, and so on) or extradiegetic (that is, on the level of the narrator’s telling).
Briefly, diegetic poetry is illustrative of the character who composed it or repeated it; it is selfrepresentation, with all the attendant implied caveats. A poem inscribed on the wall of an inn
after a night of melancholy drinking may reveal the character’s artistic sensibility and technical
proficiency as a poet. On the other hand, when we see extradiegetic poetry directly from Gujin’s
narrator we take it to be descriptive, usually of the environment or of a character, or instructive,
stating the thematic or didactic subtext of the piece. Of course, both diegetic and extradiegetic
poetry may comment on a given character, for example, on their lovesickness. But diegetic
poetry reflects that character’s self-representation whereas extradiegetic poetry would represent
or critique that character’s internal state as seen through an external perspective.
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 322).
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The commentator’s disclaimer about the song’s quality may been seen as standard-issue self-effacing boilerplate.
It may also echo Feng’s interest in folksong of the sort he collected in Shan’ge
(Mountain Songs). The Shan’ge
collection reflected a late Ming belief (not unique to Feng) that the real genius of the age existed in “popular” rather
than elite, classical literature.
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It is tempting to read this commentator’s song in the same way that we approach the
narrator’s extradiegetic poetry because both stand outside the story world. However, in the
context of the commentator’s other remarks in the collection, the song as well as the line
following it (“Although this ditty is unpolished, it hits its mark concerning the evils of the time”)
seem actually to be a product of a particularized commentator persona, and as such to invite
reading as akin to character verse, which is primarily interesting as a window into the perspective
of the associated commentator. In other words, the poem is interesting less for what it says about
brotherhood and more for what it says about the commentator. It supports our growing sense that
the commentator is a kind of hybrid figure (part character, part something else) dwelling in the
literal margins of the collection.
We know that the Gujin narrator may sometimes act in a descriptive mode, setting the scene,
and other times in a commentarial mode, editorializing about the action. We are accustomed to
thinking of the commentator as only behaving in a commentarial mode but what this poem
reveals is that he may also behave in a descriptive mode, of himself in this case. Elsewhere, there
are examples where the commentary specifies character emotion, motivation, or interior states
that are best implied in the primary text. This flexibility of narrative modes strongly suggests that
a late imperial Chinese reader would have seen the narrator and commentator in the Gujin case,
and possibly elsewhere), as very similar entities, with the most significant difference being their
placement in the text.

!
!
!
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Case Study
So far in this chapter I have catalogued the remarks that constitute the Gujin marginal
commentary in order to illustrate a deeper and more fundamental set of a principles at work in
this aspect of the collection’s paratextual network. Taken as a whole, the marginal commentary
leads the reader to infer an anonymous but semi-personalized commentator persona. Taken on
the level of individual stories, the commentary tends to appear transparent, with a focus on the
stories themselves.
As an illustration of this I will here focus on the second story of the collection, GJ2
(Censor Chen Ingeniously Solves the Case of the Gold Hairpins and Brooches), which has more
commentary than any of the other stories in the collection. I assume that high commentary
frequency serves as a rough measure of textual engagement on the part of the commentator, and
so stories with high commentary frequency will be especially pertinent to our understanding of
the inferred commentator and the implied reader.152 153

!
!
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I define “high commentary frequency” as the ratio of the total number of commentary entries in a given story
against the total number of words in a given story, where “high” is a relative quality based on comparison with other
Gujin stories. See appendix for a more thorough discussion of this approach as well a full ranking of Gujin stories by
character frequency.
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In brief, the “implied reader” is a notional figure we infer from a text’s (implicit and explicit) assumptions about
the reader concerning such things as level of literacy, specific linguistic knowledge, cultural mores, and so on. For
more on the concept of the “implied reader,” see Prince, Dictionary, p. 43. Prince in turn refers us to Booth,
Rhetoric; Genette, Narrative Discourse; Gibson, “Auhtors”; Iser, Implied Reader, Act of Reading; and Rabinowitz,
“Truth.” Concerning this point, see also Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan’s observation that just “as the reader participates
in the production of the text’s meaning so the text shapes the reader. On the one hand it ‘selects’ its appropriate
reader, projects an image of such a reader, through its specific linguistic code, its style, the ‘encyclopedia’ it
presupposes. On the other hand, just as the text pre-shapes a certain competence to be brought by the reader from the
outside, so in the course of reading, it develops in the reader a specific competence needed to come to grips with it,
often inducing him to change his previous conceptions and modify his outlook” (Rimmon-Kenan, Narrative Fiction,
pp. 118-19).
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GJ2: Practical Humanistic Intelligence (zhi

)

Although their titles do not exhibit the strict parallel structure that we see elsewhere in
Gujin’s table of contents, it is productive to think of GJ1 (Jiang Xingge Reencounters His Pearl
Shirt) and GJ2 as a story pair: they both have primary stories in which marriages (intended or
already in place) are disrupted by scheming third parties who deceive the wives into committing
infidelities. In both cases, the marriage bond is unexpectedly repaired or supplemented through
the intercessions of wise and sensitive government officials and with the addition of a second
woman who had previously been married to the male adulterer.
What these two stories share, abstracted beyond plot summary, is a fascination with what
we might term practical humanistic intelligence. This is the faculty on display when a character
deceives or detects a deception; likewise, it is manifest in long term moral reasoning or in the
perfect Solomonic judgment necessary to untangle a fraught social conflict.
Although the commentator does not label it as such, we might identify this faculty as zhi
(“wisdom”, “applied intelligence,” “social, emotional, or moral intelligence”), a term that
would have been immediately recognizable to Feng Menglong and his seventeenth century
Chinese readership. Indeed, the term zhi appears in the title of one of Feng’s slightly later
publications, his Zhinang

(Sack of Wisdom, published 1626), a compilation of short

anecdotes concerning the applications of zhi throughout history.154 In Feng’s preface (zixu
to the collection he argues that zhi (which he contrasts with yu

154

)

, meaning “stupidity” or

The classification scheme employed therein is based on the Zhi pin
(Classification of Wisdom),
compiled by Fan Yuchong
, with commentary from his brother. This was published at least as
early as 1614. See Hanan, Vernacular Story, and “Making of.”
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“ignorance”) is a latent quality that may be manifested and developed through study (which his
collection, needless to say, facilitates). Moreover, as Patrick Hanan further notes, Feng assumes
that, “intelligence is the factor that determines success in public affairs” (Hanan, Vernacular
Story, p. 83). Although not a universal, success in public affairs and the applied intelligence that
facilitates it are (along with elements such as growing urban culture, unintended consequences,
and the like) among the outstanding thematic characteristics of the Gujin collection.

GJ2: Social “Combat”
Martin Huang has argued that as one traces late imperial Chinese vernacular fiction
through works such as Sanguo zhi yanyi (emerged at least as early as the late fifteenth or early
sixteenth centuries), Shuihu zhuan (sixteenth century), and Jin Ping Mei (around 1617 or so,
although earlier in manuscript), the “action” tends to move inward from the battlefields of the
first novel through the back alleys of the second into the bedrooms of the third (see Martin
Huang, “Dehistoriciation,” p. 57). Gujin xiaoshuo is in keeping with this progression: unlike
earlier works such as Sanguo or Shuihu, with their conflicts between (often literally) outsized
warriors, the violence of Gujin xiaoshuo, when it occurs, is typically domestic, although as we
can see in the bloodbath that concludes GJ37, “Ren the Filial Son with a Fiery Disposition
Becomes a God,” this need not lessen its impact. Still, the example of GJ37 (or the handful of
others like it, as with the two stories that conclude the collection) is anomalous for its extremity.
More common is the violence that initiates the late events of GJ1: Jiang Xingge enters into a
shoving match with a thief and pushes his antagonist to the ground, resulting in the elderly man’s
death.
!159

There is, however, a second type of combat, one that permeates the Gujin collection. This
is purely social conflict, a battle not of brawn or martial skill, but of communication, deliberate
miscommunication, and practical intelligence. It requires the capacity to navigate social
defenses, either to deceive an unwitting other (as in seduction under false pretenses), or to draw
the truth out of a defensive interlocutor (as with interrogation). In some cases, as with Chen
Lian’s undercover negotiation with Liang Shangbin in GJ2, deception and interrogation are
inseparable.

!
GJ2: Interrogation and Arbitration
Throughout GJ2 the commentator emphasizes the importance of effective arbitration and
interrogation with recalcitrant interlocutors. An early example of this appears in the introductory
narrative of that entry in which a traveler believes he has lost his money belt in a latrine. A local
good Samaritan finds the belt by chance and attempts to return it but the traveler, fearful that he
will be pressured by a crowd of onlookers to give up some portion of the money as a reward,
claims that the man in fact stole some of a larger original sum. A passing county magistrate
becomes involved and arbitrates, asking the traveler: “If he wanted to cheat you out of your
silver, he could have kept all of it…. Why would he hide half of it and then tell you about the rest
out of his own free will? How could you have known, if he had not told you? Therefore, it is
evident that he had no intention of cheating you out of your silver. What you lost was fifty taels,
but what he found was thirty taels. This silver does not belong to you, but to someone
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else” (Feng, Stories, p. 50).155 This speech prompts the comment, “The man handling the matter
is tremendously incisive.”156 This example shows many of the characteristics that the Gujin
commentary frequently praises: decisiveness, moral conviction, pragmatism, and the capacity to
see through deception. Typically, the characters imbued with these qualities are government
officials, as with this story’s county magistrate.
The main story of GJ2 features two government officials: one effective and one not. After
Axiu hangs herself in shame, her father Mr. Gu learns that the assignation leading to her suicide
was facilitated by an old family gardener who was working under instructions from Axiu’s
mother, Lady Meng. The nearsighted old servant is unable to distinguish between the original
impostor and Lu Xuezang (Axiu’s true intended) and so Gu concludes that Lu is to blame for his
daughter’s death. The local county magistrate, who is under Mr. Gu’s thumb, subjects Lu to
torture, under the influence of which he issues a false confession. So far, two influential men, Gu
and the county magistrate, have seriously mismanaged the case, with the result that an innocent
man has been tortured and now faces the prospect of death by strangulation. It is only through
the intervention of imperial censor Chen Lian that matters are set right. His first step is to reinterrogate the old gardener; as he does so, the commentary praises him, observing that his
question is “well-asked,” in this way signaling an engaged and evaluative interest on the part of
the Gujin commentator.157
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 59).
(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 60).
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In the process Chen Lian discovers that Lu’s cousin Liang Shangbin is likely the true
culprit in the events leading to Axiu’s suicide and so Chen goes undercover by disguising himself
as a silk merchant from whom Liang can acquire valuable merchandise on the cheap with the illgotten earnings he picked up during his dalliance with Axiu. Here the commentator remarks
frequently, sometimes as often as every several lines, a frequency that does not appear nearly
anywhere else in the Gujin collection. Comments include, “Lured by the promise of financial
gain,” “Spurred on by [clever] language,” “Ingeniously spurred on,” and “Ingeniously lured
in.”158 159 160 161
These remarks emphasize the ways in which Chen draws the truth of out Liang. The
commentator demonstrates great interest in Chen’s interrogation technique; indeed, at this point
in the story a first-time reader should not even know that the “merchant” is actually Chen –– the
focalization shifts to Liang from Chen to keep this very insight secret until its startling revelation
some pages later. So invested is the commentator in Chen’s rhetorical strategy that he is willing
to spoil the surprise of the story in order to discuss the finer points of the interrogation (and, of
course, of the composition).

!
!
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GJ2: Seduction
This commentarial interest in the county magistrate’s and, later on, Chen’s interrogation
techniques recalls a similar emphasis on the rhetorical strategies that scoundrels use to deceive
and seduce. For instance, when Liang Shangbin the impostor seduces Axiu by making a great
show of emotion by sighing, dabbing his eyes, and so on the commentator notes, “Like a
coquette on stage.”162
This does not compare, however, with the commentary accompanying an especially
piquant scene in GJ 1. In that story a traveling merchant seeks an assignation with the alreadymarried Sanqiao, whom he has glimpsed through her upstairs window. To secure a meeting he
engages the help of a meddling matchmaker by the name of Granny Xue. Xue will contact
Sanqiao first and lay the groundwork for a future encounter with Chen. Throughout, the
commentary frames Xue’s deception in strategic or philosophical terms: for example, “‘Not
displaying objects of desire prevents the people from being disorderly.’163 An ingenious ruse on
the part of Granny Xue: she cannot help but fall for this scheme” (Feng, Stories, p. 20), “A line
to delay Jiang,” “Another line to delay Jiang,” “Good retreat,” “Closing in, one step at a time,”
and “Every step is worked out in meticulous detail; Granny Xue could truly be a commander of
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 60).

This passage quoted in the Tao Te Ching, p. 61.
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troops.”164 165 166 167 168 169 We are often alerted to the presence of an “ingenious embellishment,”
and several times the commentary warns that Sanqiao is “falling for [a] stratagem.”170 171
This attention to detail and strategy anticipates, for example, the literal blow-by-blow
commentary that Jin Shengtan would subsequently append to the second hui (chapter) of Shuihu
zhuan (Outlaws of the Marsh) in which Lu Da beats the corrupt Butcher Zheng to death with his
bare hands. That violent scene is accompanied by commentary remarking on each blow as it
falls: “The first blow is to the nose; the second is to the eye socket; the third is to the temple.”172
The contrast is clear: whereas other commentators, such as the later Jin Shengtan, may be
concerned with literal violence, the Gujin commentator is interested in rhetorical and emotional
combat.

!
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 34).
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 35)
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 35).
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 55).
(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 35).
(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 36).
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 35).
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 35).
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(Shuihu zhuan, p. 47).
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GJ2: Discernment Between True and False
If one is engaged in interrogation (judicial or otherwise) it is vital to be able to tell true
(zhen

) from false (jia

). Likewise, if one is engaged in deception it is a good strategy to

craft falsehoods that resemble the truth. This dichotomy between true and false (or, put another
way, between good faith and bad faith) drives much of the action of GJ 2 as expressed through
narrated verse describing the motivations of the earnest Axiu and Liang Shangbin the impostor,
“Worlds apart are the feelings of the real and the fake” (Feng, Stories, p. 55), or, later on, this
detail: “Little did [the housekeeper standing outside the door] realize that of the two, one meant
every word she said, whereas the other was but faking it” (Feng, Stories, p. 57).173 174 It is
confirmed in the commentary to GJ2’s prologue story, “The way of justice is not easily set aside
or concealed,” as well as to GJ2’s primary story: “If she sees the fake as real, then certainly she
would see the real as fake.”175 176 The theme is personified in the character of the old gardener
whose failing eyesight (and whose lack of self-awareness concerning this deficit) creates much
of the confusion behind the second half of GJ2. As much as anything, discernment between true
and false is the challenge to which GJ2 exemplary characters (such as Chen Lian) arise, and
against which the story’s lesser characters (such as Axiu’s parent’s) fall short.

!
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 43).
(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 44).
(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 59).
(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 60).
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GJ2: Moral Evaluation
A third component of “practical humanistic intelligence” might be said to be “moral
judgment” or “moral evaluation”: the ability to discern good and bad motivations in others as
well the ability to decide on a course of action that will lead to a desirable karmic outcome. This
is related to but not the same as discernment. Whereas discernment operates on a purely
epistemological level, moral evaluation is concerned with human action. The opening quatrain of
GJ2 touches on both misperception and judgment: “The affairs of the world spin like wheels; /
the woe and weal of the moment may not be real. / Watch how in the end man is fairly judged. /
When has heaven ever failed the good heart?” (Feng, Stories, p. 48).177
In reading GJ2 we find that the commentator is concerned with and fascinated by moral
judgment, as in the remarks: “Quite the filial son!”, or “How contemptible, this vile, shameless
cur! Let him die!”, or (again) “The man handling the matter is tremendously incisive”, and
finally “To serve but one man until death is a wife’s highest virtue: this woman is virtuous
indeed!” (Feng, Stories, p. 52).178 179 180 181
In many ways Gujin’s commentator persona partakes of the late Ming cultural type of the
incisive county magistrate, a figure ideally equipped with the highly developed moral code and
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 37).
(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, 59).
(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, 59).
(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, 59).
(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, 59).
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practical social intelligence necessary to evaluate effectively the competing needs of a fractious
citizenry and to act accordingly.

!
GJ2: Decision-Making
Morally appropriate strategic action is essential to effective governance and it too is
closely scrutinized in the commentary of GJ2. For example, embarrassed by his shabby clothes,
Lu asks to borrow a gown from his cousin Liang Shangbin, inspiring the comment, “A draft
sketch [of events to come].”182 Subsequently, Liang visits Axiu’s family pretending to be Lu. At
first Lady Meng is suspicious of the false suitor but she quickly quashes these doubts, prompting
the comment, “A [false] supposition.”183 Later she gives the order for Liang Shangbin to spend
the night in east chamber of the family estate, granting him easy access to her daughter. The
commentator notes, “An error on the part of Lady Meng.”184 At first Axiu is resistant to this plan
but eventually she acquiesces and the commentator notes, “The fault of mother and daughter.”185
Finally, and most emphatically: “It all comes down to Lady [Meng]’s poor planning.”186
Many of these remarks are issued with the benefit of hindsight, to be sure, but they
nevertheless strongly imply that a sufficiently thoughtful and introspective actor would recognize
the eventual terminus of a given chain of events and act so as to maximize the good, or at least
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 59).
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 59).
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 59).
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 59).
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 60).
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minimize harm. Indeed, this “Heaven’s eye view” of events (as in GJ25, “Yan Pingzhong Kills
Three Men with Two Peaches,” or in its companion entry GJ26, “Shen Xiu Causes Seven Deaths
with One Bird”) is often one of the great pleasures of reading the Gujin stories: the sudden twists
and turns of their plots are startling and yet their resolutions are so neat and tidy that we feel we
should have seen them coming from far off even as we were caught off guard.
The GJ2 commentary pays considerable attention to failures of decision making but it
does not focus on these exclusively; it also points out successes, as in the particularly satisfactory
conclusion to the story in which Tian-shi, the virtuous former wife of the vile Liang Shangbin,
appears to act as an ad hoc spirit medium through which the deceased Axiu speaks to her mother,
Lady Meng. This twist mirrors the initial transgression (Liang Shangbin’s impersonation of Lu)
that resulted in Axiu’s death, Lu’s torture at the hands of the misguided magistrate, and so on.
The spirit possession scene breaks down the binary of true and false; whereas Liang Shangbin
was a false suitor and nothing more, the woman in this scene has a legitimate claim to being both
Axiu and Tian-shi.
This supernatural turn creates the opportunity for one last act of bravura social problemsolving. Lady Meng explains to her husband, “Since Tian-shi is young and beautiful…why not
have Mr. Lu marry into our family to fulfill the marriage bond?” (Feng, Stories, p. 74).187 Indeed,
this is done: Tian-shi is adopted by Axiu’s parents and it is she who marries Mr. Lu in Axiu’s
place, thereby cementing the connection between the two families. It’s a clever solution to many
of the problems plaguing the two families and the commentator clearly approves: “This plot is
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 58).
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exceedingly clever!”188 The implication here is that social problem solving is not so different
from narrative problem solving: both require emotional insight and a knack for tying up human
loose ends. Extending this further, we might assume that a purveyor of literary insights like, say,
the Gujin commentator is likely to be equally well qualified to handle the parallel challenges of
local governance.

!
Conclusions
One of the pleasures of literature in general, and of the Sanyan stories in particular, is that
we may live out many lives and see through many eyes. This is as true for the Gujin
commentator, that most special of readers, as it for the rest of us. The Sanyan stories themselves
suggest some of the masks that the commentator may don.

!
The Commentator as Chen Lian

The commentary of GJ2 (Censor Chen Ingeniously Solves the Case of the Gold Hairpins
and Brooches) suggests a commentator persona who is invested in (and reminiscent of) a
perspicacious official of the sort that frequently appears in the Gujin stories. The theme of zhi (as
implied in the preponderance of commentary concerning discernment, effective decision making,
social intelligence, and the like) illustrates precisely the kind of qualities that one would want to
see in a government official, and which we do in fact find in the person of Chen Lian, who from
the first is introduced as a paragon of judicial acumen. The narrator states: “The young man had

188

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 61).
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a sharp intelligence and a perceptive eye and, in order to redress injustices, took the most delight
in analyzing cases of trumped-up charges” (Feng, Stories, p. 66).189
This, in turn, feeds back into the broader emphasis throughout the Gujin commentary on
the importance of the commentator persona as a distinct figure of intellectual, moral, and literary
authority. Does the above quotation about Chen Lian’s “sharp intelligence” and “perceptive eye”
not apply equally to the Gujin commentator, at least insofar as the commentary itself implies it?
It is in the commentary of Gujin xiaoshuo that the two sides of Feng’s own public persona (the
literary bon vivant and the public minded moralist) finally reconcile.
The Gujin preface (see Chapter One) argues that xiaoshuo’s generic pleasures are
intrinsic to its importance as a tool for promoting public morality, especially for those members
of the public who exist outside the ranks of the late Ming literary elite. In the context of the
Gujin commentary we can perhaps infer an analogy: the magistrate understands and manages his
community in the same way that the commentator understands and manages his literary
collection through careful attention to detail and their implications.

!
The Commentator as Sima Mao
In Gujin 31 (“Sima Mao Disrupts Order in the Underworld and Sits in Judgment”) a drunken
scholar rails against King Yama of the Underworld in absentia for allowing a world in which the
sinners are seemingly rewarded for their vices and the virtuous come to bad ends. Here the
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, pp. 51-52).
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commentator sounds a sympathetic note: “He has fully expressed all the injustices in my
heart.”190
Gujin 31 reflects the entire Gujin project in miniature: Yama catches wind of Sima’s
vainglorious grousing and summons him down to the underworld, challenging him to do a better
job at judging the shades of the deceased if he can. Noted figures throughout history are paraded
before Sima in an infernal courtroom setting and it falls to him to determine their karmic rewards
or punishments, a task at which he excels. GJ 31 is a microcosm of the Gujin project as a whole:
anecdotes from throughout history are juxtaposed and retold in such a way as to emphasize a
system of fate and karmic accounting while an erudite gentlemen weighs in with the benefit of
hindsight.
If the commentator is analogous to Sima Mao, then it follows that by noting this connection,
the commentary invites us to see the story description of Sima as largely applicable to the
commentator as well. Sima Mao synecdochically stands in for the larger Gujin project, of which
the commentator is the theoretical embodiment: Sima Mao’s characterization in the story bleeds
over onto the commentator persona.191

!
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(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 474).

191 We

might recall here David Rolston’s observation that third stage commentators, such as the authors of the
seventeenth century novel Xiyou bu
(Supplement to Journey to the West, an expansion of the Xiyou ji
narrative) “did not create a separate persona for their commentary, but they made use of the security against
complete misinterpretation afforded by their extratextual commentary to make radical experiments with the way that
stories were traditionally told in vernacular fiction. In their work, the ‘guiding function’ of the narrator as storyteller
that dominates early vernacular fiction was transferred to extratextual commentary” (Rolston, Traditional Chinese
Fiction, p. 9).
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The Commentator as Yu Boya
The first entry in Jingshi tongyan (the second of the Sanyan collections) is a retelling of the
story of Yu Boya, an official in the court of the state of Jin, who is a superb zither player.192 By
chance he meets Mr. Zhong Ziqi, a woodsman who appreciates him and his music like no other.
The two men become sworn brothers; shortly thereafter Zhong Ziqi sickens and dies. When Yu
learns about Zhong he cuts the strings of his zither and smashes it to pieces against his friend’s
stone funerary altar. He does this because he knows that nobody will ever again understand him
as Zhong Ziqi did. From this anecdote we get the term zhiyin

. Literally “to know the

sound,” zhiyin indicates the “soulmate” or bosom friend, a person who truly understands us. The
Yu Boya story emphasizes music as a means of establishing this bond, but from early on
literature (and especially poetry) was seen as another potent way of connecting with others.
The Gujin commentary is not simply a collection of footnotes. Individually, they are
responses to a text while together they constitute a persona, the commentator, which exists to add
literary and market value to the collection, enticing the Gujin readers by promising insights
available nowhere else. The commentator is set up as a zhiyin to the author, a kindred spirit who
understands the author and his craft like no other. The commentator then passes on these insights
to the reader, with whom he enjoys a similar relationship. The commentator is a literary construct

192 The

account originally appears in the fourth century C.E. Daoist text Liezi and later was adapted in the first
collected story of Jingshi tongyan as “Yu Boya Smashes His Zither in Gratitude to an Appreciative Friend” (
)
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that exists ostensibly in order to connect reader to author through text.193
The commentator establishes his zhiyin bona fides through conspicuous performance of
authoritative persona. Authority is demonstrated through a rhetoric of reliability, which in turn is
created through self-limiting, citing of sources, and examples of expertise. Persona is
demonstrated through a rhetoric of particularity, which in turn is created through
characterization, which is evoked through association, backstory, context, evolution, and selfrepresentation.
To be the zhiyin of an author requires an understanding of the author’s emotion and of his
craft. To be the zhiyin of a reader requires an understanding (and, indeed, shaping) of the reader’s
likely emotional and intellectual responses to text. And so, the commentator builds a bridge from
author to reader by modeling an ideal response to the text.
One of the key functions of the Gujin commentary is to model a set of “idealized” readerly
responses to the stories. To accomplish this, the commentator persona needs to establish moral,
readerly, and even emotional authority in order for the other readers of the collection to defer to
his pronouncements. One of way of doing this is to establish that the persona of the commentator
has a perspective based on a lived experience, which accounts in part for his first-person
remarks.
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This phenomenon has been identified in the work of subsequent late imperial Chinese literati but is rarely, if ever,
discussed with regard to Feng Menglong’s oeuvre. For example: “Jin Shengtan took the radical step of accepting
responsibility for everything in the text in his edition of the Shuihu zhuan. He solved the problem of what to do with
the portions of the novel not in accord with his conception of it by editing out some passages and reinterpreting and
recontextualizing the rest in his commentary. In effect, he substituted himself for the author. He was not, however,
willing to acknowledge his usurpation and worked hard to create an implied author (closely modeled on himself) for
the text” (Rolston, Traditional Chinese Fiction, p. 115).
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All three entities in this relationship –– author, commentator, reader –– are constructs. Gujin
was the work of multiple adaptors and authors, many unknown. It has no singular author other
than the one we infer.

!
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CHAPTER FOUR: ADAPTATION

!
In the first three chapters of this project (front matter, illustrations, and commentary) I have
considered what Gerard Génette calls peritext, the division of paratext that falls within the
bounds of the published volume. In this fourth chapter I will consider the vernacular stories of
Gujin xiaoshuo as compared to their Classical language antecedent texts, an example of the other
major division of paratext –– Génette’s epitext, namely: “any paratextual element not materially
appended to the text within the same volume but circulating, as it were, freely in a virtually
limitless physical and social space” (Génette, Paratexts, p. 344). As with the peritextual front
matter, illustrations, and commentary, Gujin xiaoshuo’s epitextual source material encourages a
similar non-linear reading practice: access to the Classical language source texts of Gujin’s
adapted vernacular works enables the same active, engaged, back-and-forth reading dynamic.
In the pages that follow I explore the implications of adaptation by focusing on three of Gujin
xiaoshuo’s most intriguing entries: GJ 10 “Magistrate Teng Settles the Case of Inheritance with
Ghostly Cleverness” (Teng Dayin gui duan jiasi

), GJ 12 “A Bevy of

Courtesans Mourns Liu Qi in Romantic Sympathy” (Zhong ming ji chun feng diao Liu qi
), and GJ 25 “Yan Pingzhong Kills Three Men with Two Peaches” (Yan Pingzhong
er tao sha san shi

). In all three cases major characters are shifted in subtle

but profound ways that bring them in line with the genre expectations of late Ming vernacular
fiction.

!
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BACKGROUND
The Move from Classical Language to Vernacular
Gujin xiaoshuo is a collection of adaptations, some of which were original to the collection,
while others were taken directly or with relatively little adjustment from Hong Pian’s own
sixteenth century vernacular collection Liushijia xiaoshuo (Sixty Stories) or elsewhere. Many of
the Classical language source materials for these adaptations have been identified by
contemporary scholars Tan Zhengbi

and Sun Kaidi

.194 The vernacular stories of

Gujin xiaoshuo were typically adapted (by Hong Pian, Feng Menglong, or other anonymous
collaborators) from short works of Classical Chinese language fiction, mostly of the “classical
tale” (chuanqi

) variety. On the level of language this represented a move from the highly

streamlined and stylized classical literary Chinese to a form approximating the spoken Northern
vernacular of the time (rather than Feng’s own Suzhou dialect) (Hanan, Vernacular Story, p. 2).
Feng Menglong saw this as a question of stylistics rather than of linguistics as such, framing the
issue as a contrast between “elegant” and “vernacular” or “common” styles (see my discussion of
the Gujin preface in Chapter 1 above).195 Although huaben were mostly rendered into the
vernacular, Classical language still appears in places throughout the collection such as its poetry,
preface, and commentary; the Classical language in Gujin xiaoshuo is more associated with the
paratext and hence the inferred author (editor, commentator, and compiler) whereas vernacular

194

See Tan’s San yan er pai ziliao

(1980) and Sun’s Xiaoshuo pangzheng

195

(2000).

Patrick Hanan suggests that the difference between Classical and vernacular Chinese is primarily lexical, not
grammatical, noting, “The main tangible difference is that the Classical is concise and the vernacular expansive,
specifying relationships that are merely understood in the Classical” (Hanan, Vernacular Story, pg. 16).
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language is more associated with the conventional and generically loquacious huaben narrator
although this is not equally true of all Gujin stories: some are more “Classical” than others.
The late Ming vernacular tale is nearly synonymous with its narrator’s “storyteller’s manner,”
which is characterized by direct address of the reader, rhetorical questions, and overtly didactic
or moralizing comments from the narrator about the story being told.196 It is flush with
extraneous detail while the classical tale has almost none. This detail generally particularizes
characterization, not only of characters (whose humanizing foibles and eccentricities are
itemized at length), but also of the storyteller (who, while remaining anonymous, is shown to be
emotionally engaged with the story and more than a little opinionated).

!
The Theoretical Implications of Adaptation
Adaptation can come in many forms: it may reflect a “one-to-one” relationship, as when
Shakespeare’s Lear becomes Kurosawa’s epic film Ran, or “one to many,” if we think of all the
film adaptations of Lear in aggregate. In Gujin, however, the norm is a “many to one”
relationship, in which numerous antecedent texts were brought together by Feng Menglong and
his coterie to form something new. Most commonly, well-known stories serve as prologues to
longer, lesser-known main stories (See Idema, Chinese Vernacular Fiction, p. 215). What
resulted was, to borrow a phrase from Roland Barthes, a “stereophony of echoes, citations, [and]
references” (Barthes, “Rhetoric of the Image,” p. 160, quoted in Hutcheon, A Theory of

196 Again,

Hanan: “the narrator spends much of his time justifying his judgments and so controlling our responses
and, since it is necessary to know a character’s motives in order to evaluate him, in psychological
description” (Hanan, “The Making of,” p. 136). The vernacular narrator is, “prodigal with information; in particular,
he is the master of the apt, supererogatory detail––the broken umbrella, the maid-servant pulling up her drawers, and
so forth” as opposed to classical Chinese prose narration in which “verbal economy and sparseness of detail serve as
expressive devices” (Hanan, “The Making of,” p. 139).
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Adaptation, p. 6). This practice of recombination was among the most subtle and most powerful
adaptive tools at Feng’s disposal, for it allowed him to link and re-contextualize works in
startling ways.
With adaptation, context is key. Linda Hutcheon, for instance, suggests that, “Adaptation
is how stories evolve and mutate to fit new times and different places” (Hutcheon, A Theory of
Adaptation, p. 176). Her observation recalls Feng’s own assertion in his Gujin preface that the
literature of each age should reflect the circumstances of that age (see Chapter 1 above). That is,
improving works of the past (which may indeed still have much of value to say) would have to
be brought in tune with demands of the late Ming worldview before they could fully exert their
influence on their new audience. In other words, a new readership would be brought in by this
shift to a chatty and accessible vernacular narrator. Whether Feng was truly motivated by
didacticism or a set of more worldly financial impulses is in a sense irrelevant––in either case he
would have sought for the collection to reach the largest audience that it could.
Transformation of context can be seen on several levels in Gujin xiaoshuo.197 The most
prominent transformation is that of the collection as a whole: by virtue of their very inclusion in
the collection the stories have already been re-contextualized as vernacular “stories old and
new.” One level down, the ordering of the entries is likewise a meaningful transformation of
context, as when the stories are arranged in what appear to be very deliberate pairings. However,
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Gérard Genette formulates a taxonomy of possible narratorial transformations including metadiegetic insertion
(“that is the main role ascribed to extension: episodes that are extraneous to the initial theme but whose
incorporation makes it possible to extend it and invest it with its full historical and religious significance”) (Genette,
Palimpsests, pp. 264-65). Metadiegetic insertion suggests one way of understanding the “many-to-one” character of
much Gujin adaptation: the multiple antecedent texts may be thought of as mutually reinforcing metadiegetic
insertions. Genette’s chief contribution to the adaptation discussion in his book Palimpsests and Hutcheon’s in A
Theory of Adaptation is to enumerate the sites and types of transformations to which we as scholars need to be
attentive in adaptation studies.
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even within a single entry it is common to see one or more introductory narratives (ruhua
or touhui

) leading into the primary text (zhengwen

). GJ 25 (“Yan Pingzhong”), for

example, opens with an episode from the age of the legendary Three Sovereigns and Five
Emperors in which Fangfeng the giant is beheaded, his enormous bones later to be discovered
during the Spring and Autumn period and shown to Confucius for comment. The focus then
shifts from the outsized Fangfeng to the diminutive Yan Pingzhong and the primary text takes
over. Such juxtaposition guides the reader to understand the two or more stories in comparison to
or in contrast with one another as we have seen in Chapter 1.
Another possible site of transformation is genre. Hutcheon notes that, at least in the
present-day, shifts to some media or genres are seen as more “acceptable” than others (Hutcheon
3). This is relevant to Gujin xiaoshuo, where we see both overt shifts in genre (from the classical
tale to huaben) and asserted shifts in medium (from the alleged spoken tales of the professional
storyteller to written narratives). Both of these reflect Feng Menglong’s longstanding
preoccupation with the power of the popular vernacular literature, as can be seen in other works
such as Shan’ge

, his collection of popular and folk songs. The supposed origin of the Gujin

stories in the oral tradition would be a point in their favor even after they had been set down in
writing and polished by Feng’s careful hand.

!
!
!
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CASE STUDIES
Adaptation as Change in Focus in Gujin 10
Gujin 10, “Magistrate Teng Settles the Case of Inheritance with Ghostly Cleverness” (Teng
Dayin gui duan jiasi

), was adapted from Che huazhou

Scroll Painting), the eighth entry in Longtu gong’an

(Tearing the

(The Court Cases of [Bao]

Longtu).198 In brief, both the Longtu text and its Gujin adaptation tell the story of Ni Shouqian, a
widower advanced in years who marries a young woman, much to the displeasure of his son by a
previous marriage. Ni passes away and leaves his wife a portrait, which a perceptive local
magistrate determines contains a hidden message spelling out the location of a small fortune that
Ni has left for his wife and their offspring. Story is largely stable across the two versions––it is
the discourse that changes.199 Apart from the usual shift from Classical literary Chinese to a late
Ming vernacular, the Gujin version is longer, ethically more ambiguous, includes didactic
framing narration, and lets illustrative scenes play out rather relying on summary.
The two texts also occupy very different contexts. The earlier version appears in the Longtu
collection and as such is concerned with the wit, honesty, and ingenuity of Judge Bao Zheng
(999-1062), a historical magistrate of the Song dynasty who came to be a staple of late
198

Hanan, Short Story, p. 237, citing Sun 1933, refers us to “Teng the likeminded and the son of a concubine’s gold”
(Teng tongzhi duan shuzi jin
), the third juan (entry) in the late Ming work known as the “A Newly
Published Account of Cases Marvelously Judged by Assorted Incorruptible and Intelligent Officials of his Imperial
Majesty” (Xinkan Huangming zhusi lianming qipan gong’an zhuan
; 1598 preface).
Tan Zhengbi reprints the version in juan eight, Che huazhou
(Tearing the Scroll Painting), of Longtu
gong’an
(The Court Cases of Longtu), noting that it is entirely the same as the text noted above (see Tan,
Sanyan, p. 54). In the analysis that follows I frequently refer to a translation of the eighth juan of Longtu gong’an
(The Court Cases of Longtu), the full text of which may be found in Appendix III of this dissertation.
199

Gerald Prince glosses “discourse” as the “expression plane of narrative as opposed to its content plane or
story” (Prince, Dictionary, pg. 21). This distinction is credited to Seymour Chatman’s 1978 Story and Discourse.
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imperial plays and “crime stories” (gong’an xiaoshuo

) in which he nimbly solves

cases in both the worlds of the living and the dead. By contrast, the Gujin version is ostensibly
moralistic and didactic, seemingly focused less on Bao (who in this new version of the story is
renamed Magistrate Teng) and more on the central mystery and on the actions of the characters
in that mystery’s orbit.
What many would identify as huaben’s primary generic characteristic, the “storyteller’s
manner” is also the location of the clearest shift between the two texts: Gujin’s didacticism. But
did one precede the other (does the storyteller’s manner emerge as a way of justifying didactic
excursions or vice versa), or were they simultaneous, reinforcing developments?
The Longtu gong’an version, which may be thought of as a “talented official” tale, is most
concerned with Bao’s acumen in piercing the mystery of the portrait: its title (Tearing the Scroll
Painting) focuses on just this moment of realization. The Gujin version, by contrast, is a
cautionary tale, an account of failed brotherly spirit and filial piety. The narrator even warns
against reading the entry too literally, interjecting: “Dear audience, whether you have brothers or
not [has nothing to do with the matter at hand]. What matters is that everyone should follow his
conscience and be a good person” (Feng, Stories, p. 173).200

!
The Classical Longtu text has a straightforward structure and is primarily made up of direct
speech from the story’s principal characters. As the tale unfolds the text’s focus shifts through
several characters in sequence. The initial focus is on Ni then briefly lights on the elder son

200

(Feng, Quanji, vol.

1, p. 146).
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Shanji before shifting to the young wife Mei Xianchun and Ni. Eighteen years are glossed over
in the telling and the focus shifts to the second son Shanshu, now a young adult. The final section
focuses on Bao’s efforts to resolve the case. GJ 10 largely conforms to this pattern.
This structure is necessary to preserve the secret of the portrait until late in the story’s telling.
The early focus on Ni shows that he has perspective enough to recognize the rapaciousness of
Shanji and the danger he poses to Mei and Shanshu. Next, the partial shift to Mei informs the
reader (along with Mei) of Ni’s vague instructions concerning the portrait but keeps its secret
hidden. The jump to Shanshu, now age eighteen, refocuses the telling on the charged meeting
between Shanji and Shanshu, initiating the final stages of the story. Finally, the focus on Bao
permits us to discover the portrait’s secret as he does. This crucial piece of information enables
the reader to properly interpret Bao’s actions as he pretends to commune with the spirit of the
long-deceased Ni. The reader correctly recognizes the story as a “clever magistrate” tale rather
than a “ghosts and spirits” tale in which real specters play a role.
In comparing the Longtu and Gujin versions it is useful to consider their scene structure. I
define scenes as blocks of discourse segmented by temporal leaps (“Time shot by like an arrow”;
Feng, Stories, p. 181); explicit narratorial shifts in topic (“Let us not encumber our story with
more of such idle comments but turn our attention to [Mei] and her son”; Feng, Stories, 193);
shifts in focalization (“We will not follow [Mei] and her son home but focus our attention on
Magistrate Teng”; Feng, Stories, 186); or movement from dialogue-heavy to summary-heavy
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passages.201 202 203 Other readers might make their divisions elsewhere in a few cases but the
basic contours should hold.
Accordingly, the Longtu version has eight major scenes. One: presentation of the situation.
Two: Ni exhorts Shanji. Three: Mei confronts Ni and Ni gives her instructions. Four: Shanshu,
now eighteen, confronts Shanji. Five: Mei seeks out Bao, explaining the situation. Six: Bao
attempts to understand the portrait and discovers its hidden meaning. Seven: Bao playacts an
encounter with the spirit of Ni. Eight: Bao supervises the unearthing of the money and speaks
with Shanji.
The Gujin version has about twenty scenes. One: the prologue, which consists of a discussion
of the importance of brotherly harmony, opening with a poem. Two: a paragraph-length
description of the situation, including a conversation between Ni and Shanji. Three: Ni sees and
marries Mei and fathers a son with her. Four: Shanji and his wife discuss grievances against Ni.
Five: a summary of events midway through the pregnancy. Six: Shanshu is one year old. Seven:
Shanji objects that his sons should go to the same school as Shanshu. Ni falls ill and confronts
Shanji. Eight: Mei confronts Ni concerning Shanshu. Ni gives her the scroll and dies. Nine: a
summary of Shanji in the aftermath of Ni’s death. Ten: Shanshu is fourteen. Shanshu speaks to
Mei, Shanji concerning clothes. Eleven: fallout from the discussion, during which Shanshu
learns of the portrait. Twelve: an embedded first-person narration of the previous Teng case
(Teng being the moniker now appended to the magistrate known in the Longtu account as “Judge
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Bao). Thirteen: the scroll is given to Teng (summary). Fourteen: focalization shifts to Teng, who
studies the scroll and discovers its secret. Fifteen: Teng speaks to Shanji. Sixteen: Shanji bribes
his relatives. Seventeen: Mei goes to see Teng. Eighteen: Teng pantomimes a visit from Ni’s
spirit. Nineteen: The group moves outside for the unearthing. Twenty: the conclusion, including a
poem restating the theme of scene one.
The adaptation from the Longtu version to the Gujin version reveals both expansions and
wholesale additions. Expansions are those instances where a few lines of summary in Longtu are
developed into a far more detailed scene, often with dialogue, in the Gujin version. For example,
in the Longtu version it is merely said that, “In his old age Ni took a concubine named Mei
Xianchun who gave birth to his second son, Shanshu.”204 The Gujin version contains a much
longer scene in which we see Ni meet Mei for the first time. It includes a poem testifying to her
beauty, dialogue from the brokering of their marriage, and a poetic account of their wedding
night.
This much fuller description of the early days of their relationship predisposes the reader to
be sympathetic to the pairing, having followed it from its inception. There is little in that section
of text that directly comments on Mei’s personality or intentions (how could it, being largely
focalized through Ni?), but it suggests much indirectly: for example, the poem lauding Mei for
her beauty includes the line “Her shapely body in plain cotton clothes / Had more than in silk and
satin. / Like wild flowers in a rustic scene, / Her beauty needed no jewelry” (Feng, Stories, p.
174).205
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There seems to be a suggestion in this poem that Mei’s unadorned, rustic simplicity renders
her incapable of the two-faced scheming that her adult son-in-law Shanji will accuse of her
shortly thereafter, when he complains to his wife, “She'll use her charms to have the old man buy
her clothes and jewelry. When the tree falls and the birds fly away, so to speak, she’ll marry
someone else and take all her booty with her to enjoy her new life. She’s like a worm in the
wood and a maggot in the grain” (Feng, Stories, p. 176).206 Interestingly, where Mei’s nature is
about bloom and growth, Shanji’s nature is about decay and mortality. Shanji’s use of naturalistic
imagery is another attempt to respond to Mei’s rural background but by now the earlier narration
(see above) has anchored the positive rather than negative associations of the natural world in the
reader’s mind.
Similarly, the Gujin narration does not at first simply proclaim Shanji a villain. Rather, the
evidence against him mounts before we get explicit narrative declarations of his villainy. In time
even the commentary sides with Ni against Shanji, observing, for example, “This old man is
perceptive” (in not trusting his son).207 Still, Shanji initially has an understandable, if not
attractive, perspective on his father’s marriage: in the short scene in which Shanji privately
voices his concerns with his wife he explains that he cannot see how his eighty year old father
could be physically capable of siring a son. He concludes from this that Mei must have been
impregnated by another man. It is easier to see things from Shanji’s point of view when we
understand his reasoning rather than simply being told that he is avaricious and scheming,
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though GJ 10 certainly does not underplay that side of his character. Nonetheless, by the end of
the account he appears truly odious. Compared to the Longtu version, GJ 10 includes more
demonstrations of relevant behavior and also more explicit instruction in how to interpret it. If
instruction without supporting evidence feels like a sermon, then instruction with evidence feels
like a lesson.
Two additions to the Gujin version of the story are the opening dissertation on the importance
of brotherly love and the embedded re-narration of one of Magistrate Teng’s previous cases. The
first section is familiar; most Gujin entries have one or more short introductory segments (ruhua)
that serve to thematically set up the main account and GJ 10 is no exception.
The opening poem reads: “Like the Xie brothers of jade-tree fame, / And the three Tians
under the redbud twigs, / Brothers who live in harmony / Fill their parents’ hearts with delight. /
All too many fight over property / and torment siblings who share the same root. / When the
snipe and the clam grapple, / They benefit none but the fisherman” (Feng, Stories, p. 172).208
The poem is a clear thematic statement of purpose, preparing the reader to interpret the tale
to come as an example of a family suffering emotionally and financially because the two young
men at its heart have no brotherly affection for one another. This framing of the entry stakes out
somewhat different territory from the title, (Magistrate Teng Settles the Case of Inheritance with
Ghostly Cleverness), which identifies Teng’s clever scheme as the core of GJ 10. That is, GJ 10
has two foci: a plot focus (it is about Teng’s cleverness) and a thematic focus (it is about the costs
of fraternal conflict).
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Consider now the scene concerning Magistrate Teng’s previous case. A wholly new addition
midway through the story, it does not contradict anything in the Longtu account. Rather, it
strengthens the presentation of this new magistrate Teng as a keen and perceptive thinker. We
know that Ni has instructed Mei to be on the lookout for a wise and able judge (xianming you
siguan

) to whom she should appeal. This is reinforced when Mei conveys the same

message to Shanshu, then aged fourteen. By now the reader is already alert and waiting for a
“wise and able official” when Shanshu happens to overhear two strangers praising the judicial
virtues of Magistrate Teng. Teng is naturally taken to be just the sort of judge for whom Mei is
waiting.
What follows is an embedded account that reads very much like a court case story (gong’an
xiaoshuo) in miniature. It starts with a mysterious death, the truth of which the magistrate
quickly determines. He confronts the perpetrators with the true account, frightening them into
confession. As the account continues, the language of narration starts to more resemble that of a
conventional late Ming literary vernacular narrator with more access to mental states and private
information than just some fellow in the street should have. For example, “When she heard the
magistrate’s account, accurate to the last detail, she was frightened out of her wits by the power
of his mind, which was clearly on a par with that of Master Guigu” (Feng, Stories, p. 185); or
“When they left the wineshop and went to the river’s edge, Bahan knocked him to the ground,
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smashed his head with a rock, and tossed him into the river” (Feng, Stories, p. 186).209 210 211 The
embedded account ends with the old man remarking, “Such a wise official is truly hard to come
by! The people of this county are fortunate indeed!” (Feng, Stories, p. 186).212
There are two important points here: first, by illustrating an example of Teng’s perspicacity,
the claims concerning him appear all the more convincing. Second, manner of presentation
further strengthens the claim––Chinese literary narrators of this vintage are generally reliable
when strangers on the street might not be. By gently sliding into a conventional narrator’s
manner of presentation, the witness is cloaking himself in the cliché of narratorial authority. We
are not simply told of Teng’s judicial acumen; a nested crime story supports the claim. Where the
Classical language account relies primarily on telling, GJ 10 combines telling with showing.
It is quite the surprise, then, to learn that Teng (unlike the honest administrator in the Longtu
account and previously implied in the Gujin version) is not only clever but also “shrewd” and
“greedy” (Feng, Stories, p. 187).213 Most dramatically, he takes a jar containing one thousand
taels of gold for himself rather than the three hundred taels of silver to which he is entitled by the
terms of the will. This is a radical shift. The thoughtful, honest magistrate in the earlier version is
a savior who will come along and put all to rights. In Gujin he is a mixed figure––part rescuer,
part predator––who manages opportunistically to relieve the Ni family of a considerable sum of
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money because the brothers cannot get along. We admire his ingenuity in solving the mystery of
the portrait even as we initially feel a certain disappointment in seeing him take advantage of his
position to skim money on the side.
In the same way that GJ 10 gradually builds a case against Shanji, the account has been
setting up Teng as a kind of judicial paragon, starting with the repetition of the phrase “a wise
and able judge,” followed by the nested account of his previous judicial success. This is entirely
in keeping with the popular late imperial vision of Judge Bao as paragon with near superhuman
reserves of insight and honesty––qualities that Teng only partly shares, we learn. We the readers
have been led down the primrose path toward a particular set of expectations for Teng. We have
faith in the process of characterization because it has yielded such insights in the case of
Shanji––we are taken aback when we learn that Teng is not all that we had hoped. Note that this
is not a case of unreliable narration, or at least not overtly so. Rather it seems to be an example of
surprise combined with a caution concerning the reader’s social and cultural assumptions rather
than narrative assumptions. This sense of surprise highlights the moment in GJ 10 where it
occurs, a moment which the introduction posits as key to the story: the fisherman sees he can
benefit from the conflict between the snipe and the clam, to put it in the terms established by GJ
10’s opening poem. GJ 10’s structure directly reinforces its thematic and didactic content.

!
If the shift from Longtu to Gujin is a shift in focus, it may be that Teng is more avaricious
and opportunistic in the Gujin text to subtly dissuade the reader from reading the magistrate as
the most appealing character. Where Bao Gong is unambiguously the hero of Longtu (he is both
the smartest and the most noble), Teng can rightly be said to part of the problem as well as part
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of the solution in GJ 10. If not quite suffering a pyrrhic victory, the principals of the case at least
have been lightly singed.
In a very indirect way this reinforces Sanyan’s ostensibly didactic program: if even the most
capable and perspicacious officials are subject to flares of greed and opportunism, then it is all
the more important for Gujin’s readers to develop sound moral senses (the moral equivalent of
“defensive driving,” perhaps) so as to not find themselves thrust into a situation where they will
be subject to the potentially fallible professional ethics of a stranger, albeit one vetted by the
imperial bureaucracy. At the same time, this also burnishes Gujin’s artistic program in promoting
the huaben genre, which is heavily invested in populating its stories with complicated, nuanced
characters.
The process of adaptation in GJ 10 changes the reader’s response. This is because of changes
not only in the quantity but also in the character of the information presented in the discourse.
First, there are the insertions of the narrator, which serve as an interpretive anchor, leading the
reader to view the piece through a lens of moralism––it is about correct behavior and the
consequences of failure in that regard. At the same time, the greater length of GJ 10 allows for
much fuller supporting detail, detail that can either build toward metadiegetic declarations (as in
the case of Shanji, who is made out to be an increasingly unsympathetic fellow) or subvert reader
expectations, creating a sense of surprise (as in the revelation that Magistrate Teng is not the
paragon we have been led to expect) entirely in line with the generic expectations associated
with huaben xiaoshuo, which frequently features stories of moral and emotional messiness.

!
!
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Adaptation as Rehabilitation in Gujin 12
For an exception to this rule, we might consider Gujin xiaoshuo’s twelfth entry “A Bevy of
Courtesans Mourn Liu Qi in Romantic Sympathy” (Zhong ming ji chun feng diao Liu Qi
). The story follows several major events in the life of Liu Yong, also known as Liu
Qi, a literatus whose catchy lyric poetry becomes a staple among courtesan’s quarters. In the
course of the tale Liu rescues a young courtesan from the predations of a Squire Liu (no
relation), finds love of his own, and enjoys a checkered career in the imperial bureaucracy.
Ultimately he is called up to join the ranks of the Jade Emperor’s heavenly court in the sky. He
dies and it becomes an annual tradition for courtesans to pay their respects at his gravesite.
GJ 12 is an adaptation of the first entry in Hong Pian’s Qingping shantang huaben collection,
where it bears the title “Liu Qiqing Indulges in Wine and Poetry at Wanjiang Tower” (Liu Qiqing
shi jiu Wanjianglou ji

). Hanan suggests that Hong Pian’s version is itself

an adaptation of an earlier zaju theatrical text (Hanan, Short Story, p. 234). Unlike the much
more complex Gujin version, the Hong Pian text is quite short, totaling only about 1,400
characters (compared with Gujin’s approximately 6,400). In the adaptation from Hong Pian to
Gujin, the story gets new prologue and postscript sections and the main story undergoes major
changes, including the conflation of characters, changes in the actions and indeed the character
of Liu himself, considerable modifications to the poetry, and more. We see addition, elision,
reordering, and alteration.
The shift from Hong Pian to Gujin is reflected in the titles. The Gujin title is a reference to
the postscript of the story in which Liu’s courtesan friends mourn him, inaugurating a yearly
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tradition. This replaces the older Hong Pian title, Liu Qiqing shi jiu Wanjianglou ji
, a reference to the “Wanjiang tower” episode, the central incident of the Hong Pian
version in which the titular Liu Qiqing, infatuated with a beautiful and learned courtesan named
Zhou Yuexian, pays a boatman to rape her. In this way he would deny her to Scholar Huang,
Liu’s romantic rival. GJ 12 completely reworks the story, placing the blame for the sexual assault
on Squire Liu the Second, an unrelated villain with little backstory who simply shares the same
surname as Liu Qiqing. The title change is an unsubtle way of signaling to the reader that GJ 12
is a radically different take on the Liu Qiqing story and thus of appealing to that subset of readers
who would have been familiar with the earlier version.

!
As we have seen, it was quite common for huaben stories such as GJ 12 to feature one or
more prologue sections. These were typically short narratives structurally or thematically similar
to the primary text. The narrator often signals the transition from prologue to primary text with a
line or two identifying common elements. For example, in GJ 2 “Censor Chen Ingeniously
Solves the Case of the Gold Hairpins and Brooches” (Chen yushi qiao kan jinchai dian
), the narrator explains, “Dear audience, let me now tell the extraordinary story ‘The
Golden Hairpins and Brooches,’ in which a married man loses his wife and a bachelor gains one,
just as the traveler who plotted to get extra silver lost his own, but Jin Xiao, who wanted none of
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it, received the full amount. Though the details differ, the heavenly principle is the same” (Feng,
Stories, p. 51).214
Prologues serve two functions. First, they provide an opportunity to include short, wellknown episodes that would not necessarily merit separate entries (in the process enabling Feng to
keep the number of story entries in the table of contents at a neat forty). Second, they perform an
anchoring function, guiding the reader––implicitly or, more often, explicitly––to see the common
element or principle shared by preface and primary text as the most significant aspect of the
work as a whole.215 In other words, each influences our reading of the other by suggesting one
preferred interpretation and suppressing others.
GJ 12 opens with a touhui segment not to be found in HP 1 (that is, the version of Liu
Qiqing’s story in the Hong Pian collection). The new material relates the story of the Tang
dynasty poet Meng Haoran

(ca. 690-ca. 740), who offends the emperor Minghuang and

so is forced into a life of rustic obscurity, taking on the moniker “Meng the Man of the
Mountain” (Meng shanren

). The narrator signals the transition from preface to primary

text as follows: “Let me now tell of another famous man of talent who lost his chance at fame
and fortune for the sake of a ci [lyric] poem but, after a lifetime of frustrations, came to enjoy a
reputation far and wide as a romantic lover” (Feng, Stories, p. 208).216
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Poetry is central to GJ 12. Unlike the numerous Gujin examples in which poetry appears
extradiegetically as part of the narration, much of the poetry in GJ 12 is credited to Liu himself,
other characters, or even communities in the story world (for example, “There came to be
circulated among courtesan’s quarters these catchy phrases,” (Feng, Stories, p. 209).217
In GJ 12 Liu’s main claim to fame is his facility with poetry. By including so much verse
attributed to Liu, the story can build Liu’s character “in his own words” and at the same time
justify his reputation far more vividly than simply stating the fact would allow. See, for example,
the “catchy phrases” about Liu that we are told circulate among the courtesans: “I’d rather have
Brother Liu than satins. / I’d rather be [hired] by Liu than kings. / I’d rather possess Liu’s heart
than riches. / I’d rather see Liu’s face than deities” (Feng, Stories, p. 209).218
Even when Feng Menglong retains poetry from Hong Pian’s entries he often makes small
changes to individual lines. For example, consider the following lines from HP1:
Of ten miles of lotuses, nine are red. Fluffy white is the one in the middle.
The white ones are best for the roots that grow below; The red ones best for their
seedpods galore.
Best for their seedpods they are indeed, And how {delectable}, those seed!
The flowering and the seeding have left me hungry.
Riding my euphoria from drinking, my stomach empty, I eat three seedpods.
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Looking in all directions, standing in the water I seek but cannot see her [the lotus
picker], hearing only the dong dong of the drums from the boats out collecting lotus
seeds, dong dong go the drums.219
This can be compared to the GJ version:
Of ten miles of lotuses, nine are red.
Fluffy white is the one in the middle.
The white ones are best for the roots that grow below;
The red ones best for their seedpods galore.
Best for their seedpods they are indeed,
And how delicate the seedpods look!
What is most clever and refreshing inside
Is wrapped up heavily on the outside.
He who takes a bite for the taste
Is caught unawares in his haste.
Expecting nothing but sweetness,
How would he know the bitterness in my heart?
The flowering and the seeding
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Have left me empty inside. (Feng, Stories, p. 213)220
It is clear from the marginal comment immediately following the poem (“This comes close to
a poem of self-prophecy”) that Feng considered it a significant hermeneutic guidepost to the
story.221 However, from a narrative standpoint these changes do not substantially change the
meaning of GJ 12. On the contrary, they appear to be stylistic tweaks to the poem as a work of
poetry rather than as a story element. This would not be the first time Feng made such changes.
For instance, David L. Rolston notes, “In item 5 of the fanli [general principles essay] to his Xin
lieguo zhi, [Feng] complained about the poor quality of the poetry in fiction and claimed to have
added all new poetry for his version of this novel” (Feng Menglong shiwen chubian, p. 31,
quoted in Rolston, Traditional Chinese Fiction, p. 272n13). If the poetry throughout GJ 12 is
intended to illustrate Liu’s poetic prowess then it is understandable that Feng would have
expended considerable effort in bringing the writing up to his own exacting standards. After all,
much of the effect is lost if Liu’s verse does not live up to the praise heaped on it throughout the
story itself. Such is always the danger in art depicting art.
That Feng shows such willingness to tinker with what is at least ostensibly the writing of a
historical figure confirms what is evident throughout the adaptation process: that Feng is more
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concerned with creating a fictionalized ideal or engaging in literary play than he is transmitting a
historical reality in anything approaching a literal sense of the term as we would understand it.

!
Perhaps the most striking discrepancy between the Hong Pian and Gujin versions of Liu’s
story is a shift in both plot and character: the primary episode in the relatively short Hong Pian
entry concerns the so-called “Wanjiang tower” subplot. As I note above, in that version Liu has
grown infatuated with a courtesan named Zhou Yuexian. He pays a boatman to rape her so that
later Liu may more easily pressure her into becoming his romantic companion. In the Gujin
version, however, it is not Liu Qiqing who is scheming against the girl but rather a local ne’erdo-well by the name of Squire Liu the Second. Here it is Squire Liu who pressures Zhou into
exclusivity with the same scheme as before but now Liu Qiqing intercedes, redeeming Zhou
from her madame with eighty thousand cash so that she might be married to her true love, one
Scholar Huang. In this way Liu Qiqing is (strikingly, although some might say comically)
transformed from lascivious schemer to guardian angel and facilitator of love.
Feng himself acknowledges the difference in versions in his commentary to GJ 12, in which
he writes, “This [incident] differs from what is set down in the ‘Story of the Wanjiang
Tower’ [Wanjianglou ji]. Wanjianglou ji states that Magistrate Liu lusted after Yuexian and
employed a boatman to trick her. [This] is particularly damaging to his [air of] refinement. [I take
the story] relayed here to be the correct one.” (Feng, Stories, 215).222 Feng’s logic here is
transparently circular: the Gujin account is the more authentic because it accords with his good
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reputation. But what is his reputation if not the totality of the stories about him, of which the
previous Hong Pian version is undeniably a part? Feng also refers to the story of the Wanjiang
Tower in his preface to Gujin, in which he writes of huaben stories formerly in circulation,
explaining, “However, stories such as 'Wanjing Tower' and 'Twin Fish Pendants' are so vulgar
and superficial that there is nothing to sink one's teeth into.”223 The fact that Feng singles out the
unpalatable Wanjianglou for criticism on two occasions suggests that he was committed to his
own evaluation of the work.
All in all, the Gujin version remains more consistent on this point, unlike the Hong Pian
version in which were are told that Liu Qiqing confronts Zhou with the evidence of her having
been assaulted whereupon, shamefaced, she begs him for forgiveness and pity, requesting she
serve him as a maidservant, after which the two enjoy “congenial and harmonious relations.”224
The psychology of this turn is difficult, especially when seen from a present-day Western
perspective––even during the late Ming it would have been problematic, although perhaps not
quite so outré.
The Gujin version, whatever else may be said of it, has the virtue of being a much more
straightforward story. That alone may have been enough to justify Feng’s alterations, although it
does not explain why he offers the rationale that he does. In her discussion of Liushijia xiaoshuo
Zhang Jing suggests that, “historiography, as well as its conventional motif of heroism, becomes
fragmented, fantasized, and often trivialized in these stories” (Zhang, “A Filial Publisher’s,” p.
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8). In such a literary context, it may then be that HP1 was left deliberately frustrating so as to
challenge the uncritical praise (or at least to question the authority) historically heaped on Liu.

!
The final major change in the move from HP 1 to GJ 12 concerns an added postscript
describing a prophetic dream, Liu’s death, and the subsequent mourning by his courtesan friends.
The narrator explains that several years have passed since the events of the main text, and we are
told:
One day [Liu] was taking a nap in Zhao Xiangxiang’s residence when a yellow-robed
messenger from heaven appeared to him in a dream, saying, “By a decree from the Jade
Emperor, the tune ‘Song of the Rainbow and Feather Clothes’ is dated and needs to be
rewritten by you with your divine talent. Please follow me without delay.” Liu the
Seventh woke up and asked for a bath in perfumed water. To Zhao Xiangxiang he said,
“The Lord on High has just summoned me. I will be gone in a moment. You may send a
message to all the sisters and tell them that I will not be able to see them any more.” So
saying, he sat down and closed his eyes. Zhao Xiangxiang took a good look and saw that
he was already dead.” (Feng, Stories, p. 219-220)225
Apart from a few brief asides, (“He held everyone else in contempt and thought it beneath his
dignity to cultivate friendship with the local gentry or fellow scholars,” (Feng, Stories, p. 209);
the dream encounter is the only instance in GJ 12 in which the reader may be said to have direct
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reports of Liu’s thoughts––even then it may be argued that this sort of dream narration keeps us
on the outside although, logically, we are in his mind.226 Other than this, any inkling of interiority
for Liu remains restricted to his poetry.
The entire postscript section, including the dream sequence, the courtesans’ mourning, and
the death of Liu’s beloved Xie Yuying from “excessive grief,” were seemingly all intended to
establish once and for all Liu’s near-superhuman talent and desirability, in this way refuting the
previous accounts as vocally as possible. Liu’s attention from no less than the heavenly Jade
Emperor himself, and his capacity to foresee his own death (an ability shared only men of
extraordinary character such as Abbot Mingwu in GJ 30 and Ren the Filial Son in GJ 38) are
ample evidence of this.
The position of the commentator is clear: “To move beyond wine like this––who says he is
reluctant to part with wine and roses? This vile calumny [done to] a great man is [cause] for
eternal regret.”227 By and by the narration explains that Liu owned nothing of value, despite his
time in officialdom. The commentary notes, “This alone elevates him ten thousand times higher
than most.”228 Finally, his beloved courtesans make elaborate funeral and burial plans for him
and we are once more told in the commentary, “Do people understand this? Could a wastrel have
accomplished this?”229 It is possible that such praise was intended ironically but the earnest tone
of the commentary suggests that if there is any irony here the tongue is kept firmly in cheek. This
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would represent a real departure for the Gujin commentary, which tends to go to great lengths in
strengthening the impression of its own reliability.

!
It is difficult to escape the impression that most of GJ 12 represents a concerted attempt to
redeem Liu from his perceived mishandling in the earlier Hong Pian collection. As for Feng’s
motivation, another piece of commentary from earlier in this story is intriguing: “Lord Guo and
Prime Minister Wen were both men who indulged in courtesans to their hearts' content.
[However] once they were called upon to die for their country and forget their families [they did
so]. What would a pedantic scholar know about this?”230 Feng himself was a famed frequenter of
the courtesan quarters and we have seen from Gujin’s commentary how strongly he identified
with savvy and silver-tongued educated elites; it is not hard to imagine that he saw in Liu a gifted
spirit whom he might posthumously defend.

!
Adaptation, Rhetoric, and Sequence in GJ 25
GJ 25 “Yan Pingzhong Kills Three Men with Two Peaches” (Yan Pingzhong er tao sha san
shi

) tells the tale of Yan Pingzhong, a talented speaker of the Spring and

Autumn period who uses his silver tongue to help the king of the state of Qi rid his court of three
vile thugs. This he manages by playing on the men’s hidebound vanity and pride, which force
them into violent conflict when there are not enough precious peaches to be distributed equally
among them.
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GJ 25 begins with a prologue section retelling the story of the ancient giant Fangfeng who
was killed in anger by Yu. The transition from preface to primary text is signaled thus: “The
ancients looked like beasts but possessed great virtue. The moderns look like humans but have
hearts as wicked as those of beasts” (Feng, Stories, p. 450).231The primary text then opens with
an anecdote in which the three boorish antagonists of the piece (Tian Kaijiang, Gu Yizi, and Jie
Gongsun) are introduced, as is the protagonist, the diminutive prime minister of the state of Qi
who is known as Yan Pingzhong. The following section concerns a visit by Yan to the
neighboring state of Chu where he impresses the king and courtiers of that state with his sharp
tongue and ready wit. He argues that a thief found among his entourage has been corrupted by
the environment in Chu, famously likening him to a peach tree that yields sweet fruit in one land
and bitter fruit in another. The final section, mentioned above, describes the deaths of Tian, Gu,
and Jie, whom Yan maneuvers into suicide by engineering a situation that requires them to
equitably divide two rare peaches between the three of them.
The process of adaptation here includes a change in Yan’s character: in both versions of the
story, Yan has been sent by Qi to meet with the king of Chu but ostensibly because he is so short
the gatekeepers of Chu refuse to open their main gate, instead directing Yan and his underlings to
a small door to one side. In the earlier versions Yan is unwilling to pass through the side door but
in the Gujin account he seems about to move forward before his underlings object.
First, the Classical language version, as it appears in the Shuoyuan
Persuasions):
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(The Garden of

!
Yanzi did not enter, saying, “If I were sent to a kingdom of dogs I would go through a
dog’s door. As I am today an envoy to the state of Chu I shouldn’t have to take this
door.”232

!
Now, the Gujin account:
[He] bent over and was about to stick his head into the opening when his followers
hastily stopped him, saying, “They are throwing an insult at you because of your
shortness. How can you play into their hands?”
He replied with a hearty laugh. “Don’t you know anything? Doors are for human
beings, whereas doghouses only have holes. If I am envoy to a state of human beings, I
will naturally use a door, whereas if I am among dogs, I will naturally go through a dog’s
hole. Isn’t this clear enough?” (Feng, Stories, p. 453)233

!
At first glance, the two scenarios seem interchangeable but in fact the Gujin adaptation is
nearly an inversion. In the Shuoyuan version Yan employs his powers of persuasion to maintain a
sense of personal dignity and in so doing rises above the implied insult from Chu. He identifies
the slight and articulates it so forcefully that the Chu court cannot but acquiesce. He appears
quick-witted but stern.
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In the Gujin version Yan is much more willing to defuse the rather serious affront to his and
the state of Qi’s honor by transforming the situation into an exercise in self-deprecation that
quickly becomes an acerbic and potentially fatal joke at the expense of Chu. Where the
Shuoyuan Yan is quick-witted, the Gujin Yan is witty but also impolitic.
The Gujin Yan’s good humor in this pivotal moment colors the reader’s impression of him for
the remainder of the story, even as he maneuvers three (admittedly obnoxious and dangerous)
men to their deaths. His snappy wit in GJ 25 suggests that the conflict between him and the three
is primarily about delivering a clever comeuppance, and the fact of their deaths is almost
incidental, yet this does not, I think, lower our opinion of him. Without his earlier swerve into
self-deprecating good humor, he could easily seem a cold, callous schemer who casually destroys
the men who have slighted him.
In each of its many incarnations, the impact of the Yan Pingzhong story depends on its
context. In the Shuoyuan, the anecdote is included as an example of the power of rhetoric. As for
the Gujin collection, the very title, “Yan Pingzhong Kills Three Men with Two Peaches,” sets the
tone. The power of the title rests with the sense of curiosity it instills in the mind of the reader.
We wonder how one might kill anybody, much less three mighty warriors, with two peaches.
Poison? Dropping them from a great height? Intrigued, we read on to have our curiosity satisfied.
Lest we be too distracted by the Fangfeng preface story, the transition to the main segment of GJ
25 is as coy as the title: “I shall tell how three big men died at the hands of a dwarf less than
three feet tall who used nothing more than a few [trivial] objects for the purpose” (Feng, Stories,
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p. 450).”234 The mention of Yan’s small stature only serves to deepen the mystery of how we will
move from the opening to the promised and promising conclusion of the piece.
The Yan story was not included GJ 25 primarily as a biographical account of Yan (although it
surely is that), nor as an example of the power of rhetoric (although it serves that function as
well). Rather, the narration and title frame it as a puzzle story. Like the mysteries of Agatha
Christie, we have a starting state and an ending state and we read to witness the intellectual and
literary dexterity that will carry us from the one to the other.235 In this way the GJ 25 narrator is
quite similar to Yan. GJ 25’s pairing with the following, GJ 26 Shen xiu guan yi niao hai qi ming
(Shen Xiu Causes Seven Deaths with One Bird), strengthens this reading
considerably. The parallel titles, along with their proximity in the collection, strongly suggest
that the two entries, 25 and 26, belong to the same category of story. GJ 25 and GJ 26 can be
seen as unified by their common focus on a thread that runs throughout Gujin: a fascination with
unlikely causal sequences.
GJ 25 also greatly resembles GJ 10 (Magistrate Teng Settles the Case of Inheritance with
Ghostly Cleverness): Each story borrows incidents from texts that are unified by their central
characters. That antecedent text to GJ 10 is a collection of stories all about the clever magistrate.
Similarly, Yan’s antecedent text (or at least his sections of them) are all about him. However, in
their Gujin adaptations these characters, while still nominally central, are sidelined in lieu of
moral didacticism or narrative dexterity. This is reinforced by a self-conscious “storyteller’s
manner,” a constant reminder of the constructed-ness of the Gujin narratives. Feng will not

235 As

I discuss in Chapter 2 above, we are invited to address Gujin’s illustrations in a similar manner.
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permit us to get lost in the Gujin stories as stories. Instead, the virtuosity of the work, rather than
the work itself, is forever at center stage. Every time we are in danger of forgetting that point the
Gujin narrator intrudes with a well-placed “dear reader” and yanks us back to a safe remove.

!
CONCLUSIONS
The stories I discuss above show us three different ways that characters may be transformed
in the process of adaptation. In GJ 10 (Magistrate Teng Settles the Case of Inheritance with
Ghostly Cleverness) the magistrate remains the smartest man in the room but changes from
savior to cautionary example; in GJ 12 (A Bevy of Courtesans Mourns Liu Qi in Romantic
Sympathy) the protagonist is rehabilitated, changing from talented predator to beloved, heavenly
paragon of literati ideals; and in GJ 25 (Yan Pingzhong Kills Three Men with Two Peaches) Yan
goes from Machiavellian disputant to laughing trickster with a silver tongue.
Each, in his own way, is an example of that by-now-familiar Gujin xiaoshuo archetype: the
witty and articulate literatus with a knack for zhi (the practical emotional intelligence I discuss in
Chapter 1) that he employs in solving the problems of the social world around him. Magistrate
Teng maneuvers the avaricious Shanji into a corner by acting out communion with the man’s
dead father, Liu Qi reunites a loving couple and finds himself heavenly employment through his
artful language, and Yan Pingzhong rids his liege’s court of three thugs with a clever ruse. These
most basic of plot outlines make it clear why these stories might appeal to the Gujin xiaoshuo
compiler who in turn instilled in them the complex characterization that we associate with the
huaben of Gujin xiaoshuo.
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However, these three characters do not enjoy the same trajectory: Magistrate Teng is
complicated while Yan Pingzhong is softened somewhat, and Liu Qi is whitewashed entirely
(although the commentary would say, perhaps sardonically, that his proper reputation has been
restored). It is not enough that characters become more complex. To conform to Gujin’s
archetype of the hero they must be actively engaged in restoring the social equilibrium that is so
often disrupted at the beginning of Gujin stories. Thus it is that Liu Qi transforms from pure
disruptor in the Hong Pian version of the story (it is he who plots out the sexual assault against
the young courtesan) to restorer in the Gujin version (in which he selflessly pays a large sum of
money to see her reunited with her young scholar lover).
By comparison, the transgressions of Magistrate Teng are far less odious than those of the
original Liu Qi, for Teng is still fundamentally a restorer of the social order. In order to reconcile
Teng’s ethical victories and shortcomings the collection needs to establish a middle ground for
him to occupy. The Gujin commentary addresses this point directly when Teng conducts his
sham meeting with the “ghost” of Ni Shouqian. The commentary states, “Magistrate Teng
certainly has a lot of gall: by taking that he does not damage his reputation for virtue––so much
better than taking people's dirty money!”236 The comparison with the heroic Judge Bao of the
Classical tale is clear.
These contrasts are striking, but they are only apparent when the reader is aware of Gujin’s
adaptation history and actively compares the vernacular stories to their Classical antecedents.
The positioning and background of the reader are key concerns here: there was presumably a
range of literacy among Gujin’s early readers, a range that informs the active and passive
236
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readerly stances I suggest are implied by the collection, and especially by its paratexts. This has
implications for Gujin’s status as a collection of adaptations (and also, one might argue, as an
adaptation of earlier collections).
As Linda Hutcheon notes, readers who know a work is an adaptation might respond to that
work differently from those who do not (Hutcheon, A Theory of Adaptation, p. 120). There is a
range of potential reader backgrounds (and hence responses), extending from those who know all
antecedent texts for a given story intimately to those who know none of them. Readers in the
know will find that Feng has tweaked the works they thought they once knew, transforming them
into things new and quite unfamiliar, which cannot but influence their experience when they
return to the originals or when they evaluate the adaptations in comparison, an act that the
collection’s very title invites.
The Gujin preface suggests that the collection was intended to provide engaging, salutary,
and illuminating tales tuned to the contemporary “common ear” (li'er

). This impulse to re-

articulate old tales for new audiences would certainly account for alterations in discourse but not
necessarily changes in story. But why, if matters were as straightforward as the preface appears
to suggest, would Feng and his collaborators ever make changes to story? The “official”
explanation provided in the preface is that Gujin was produced with a didactic agenda. Entries
would be adjusted as to maximize their transformative didactic forces. Indeed, we may see
something like this in GJ12 with its ostensible whitewashing of a tarnished Liu Qi. Elsewhere,
though, Gujin’s adaptation seems to be in service of an implicit artistic project: that is, the shift
from Classical to vernacular generic idiom. Huaben was generally more accommodating of
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complex or even contradictory characters and we see evidence of this in stories such as GJ10
(“Magistrate Teng”).
Of course, these trajectories are only evident to the reader who considers these stories as
adaptations. In other words, they operate only as adaptations to non-linear readers. A linear
reader adhering to the primary texts will see the characters as they are presented but not
recognize the adaptation journey that has brought them there.
The non-linear reader will naturally be mindful of adaptation as process. Gujin’s paratext
reinforces this: the commentary of GJ12 highlights the adaptation process and even justifies it
with an appeal to fairness and historical accuracy. Non-linear reading of adaptation raises
questions of curatorial function and of bringing the text in line with a historical and artistic
“correctness” (zheng

). Hence the collection, which so often valorizes the literati of yore, can

present the argument (perhaps ironically) that it is merely ensuring that men such as Liu Qi are
well-served by the literary record.

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS

!
One day during the summer of 2012 I strolled into the welcome air conditioning of the
Sanmin Bookstore just down the street from Taipei Main Station. I drifted to the late imperial
literature section and ran my finger along the shelf as I read the titles to myself: Gujin xiaoshuo,
Jingshi tongyan, Xingshi hengyan, Pai’an jingqi, Shi’er lou, Shuihu zhuan, Xiyou ji…. As parts
of Sanmin’s paperback reprint series, all these books have essentially the same presentation:
textured covers in pastels contrast their titles with images from late imperial visual culture
selected to evoke something essential about the work. The form factor is also similar: all the
entries in the series have more or less the same dimensions, the better to line up neatly on the
shelf. Finally, the scholarly paratexts and their presentation are resemble one another throughout:
there is an introduction written by whichever contemporary scholar has edited the new edition;
endnotes close out chapters; marginal commentary is nonexistent, by and large; a few selected
illustrations accompany the introduction. There is a sameness that characterizes these books in
their modern forms.
Later that year I would visit the Naikaku Bunko (The Cabinet Library of the National
Archives of Japan) and hold a first edition of Gujin xiaoshuo in my hands. From the illustrations
to the commentary and beyond, the paratextual contrasts between the nearly four hundred year
old object before me and the tidy modern reprint on my bookshelf at home were striking, even
though the texts of the two versions were essentially same. What, I asked myself, is lost in the
move from the old Gujin to the new? In other words, what does the paratext of Gujin contribute
to the collection? This dissertation has been my attempt to answer that question.
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In the preceding pages I have attempted to keep my reading close, but at the same time to
see a collection such as Gujin xiaoshuo as a fabric consisting of many threads. It is here that I
will attempt to weave those threads together.

!
PARATEXTS
The Four Paratextual Sites in Review
In organizing this dissertation I have divided Gujin xiaoshuo’s paratext into four basic
sites: front matter, illustration, commentary, and adaptation, which I will summarize here. As
with Gujin’s other paratexts, the front matter teaches the reader how to read the collection:
occasional formal gestures are sufficient to inculcate reading habits that work throughout the
entire collection. The table of contents is a good example of this: the addition of quandian
(emphasis markers) signals that the reader is to consider even the table of contents carefully;
likewise, parallelism in title pairings will be obvious to even the most obtuse reader of Chinese.
While this overt parallelism only obtains in certain cases, non-parallel titles do not preclude less
obvious readings. The reader will now consider each odd-even pair as a unit. Based on a small
set of examples, the collection has now trained the reader to read odd-even pairings in a
comparative mode, reflecting on similarities and divergences. For the purposes of analysis, each
pair may be thought of as linked texts.
The illustrations of Gujin xiaoshuo, as visual paratext, may be thought of as preserved
interpretations of verbal narrative in which image, caption, and story are the key semiotic
building blocks. These illustrations tend to anchor visual content, emotional content, and tone
(such as judgments of humor or irony). Starting from the first entry in the collection, Gujin’s
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illustrations encourage non-linear reading in which the reader must read back and forth between
image and text in order to reconcile seemingly disparate elements. As a result, the reader is
primed to look for ambiguity and emotional complexity in text, image, and the relationships
between the two.
In the marginal commentary of Gujin xiaoshuo the commentator persona is just specific
enough to be relatable but vague enough to avoid cutting too close to home and engendering
hostility from the reader. The commentator seems to paint a flattering picture of an inferred
reader, a figure quite similar to the commentator persona itself: a sensitive, articulate, and
widely-read literatus. Once again, Gujin paratexts such as the marginal commentary are
associated with elite audiences.
Finally, adaptation is a response to the demands of a new context. The Gujin adaptions
generally engage in explicit historical distancing (stories are not re-periodized by being moved
up to the late Ming) and implicit cultural updating (that is, the stories are revised to reflect late
Ming sensibilities and concerns). Characters and narration are often adjusted to emphasize
psychological complexity and contradiction. This works to support the preface’s presentation of
the huaben as a nuanced form with deep historical roots but immediacy and relevance to
concerns of the late Ming readership.

!
Relationships Among the Paratexts
Front Matter and Illustrations
The illustrations of Gujin xiaoshuo are closely related to the collection’s front matter.
First, the title of the collection (Quanxiang Gujin xiaoshuo) emphasizes the presence of
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illustrations. Moreover, the illustration captions are often the titles of stories––titles that, of
course, appear in the table of contents.
There has been a tendency in the twentieth century and beyond to associate illustrations
with marginal literacy and worse: comics and picture books are dismissed as juvenile. It would,
however, be a mistake to extend this assumption uncritically to the literature of the late Ming.
Recall that in the final decades of the Ming dynasty illustrated fiction was the norm. The
question, more often than not, was not “Are there illustrations?” but rather “What is the quality
of the illustrations?” Everything we know about the Gujin illustrations––their prominent
placement, the degree of fine detail, the participation of noted professional illustrator Liu
Suming––points to them as expensive additions intended for the same elite audience that is
implicitly addressed in the collection’s preface and elsewhere.237 We might gather from this that
the bifurcation we infer in Gujin xiaoshuo’s literacy audience (see below) does not carry over to
the audience we infer from Gujin xiaoshuo as a business proposition. In other words, as a literary
work Gujin xiaoshuo speaks to both elite and popular readers, however, as a product to be
bought and sold it speaks exclusively to an elite audience.

Front Matter and Commentary
Gujin xiaoshuo’s preface and marginal commentary are the two places where play with
persona is most obvious, with commentary being the more prominent example of the two.
However the two paratexts approach persona differently: as I suggest in the commentary chapter,
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salary”––and mentions several other works of surprisingly high price (Chia, Printing, pp. 190-91).
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the unnamed commentator persona is meant to build an emotional bridge between text’s inferred
author and its reader. The commentary models how the reader might respond to the text,
emotionally and otherwise. By contrast, the prefacer persona is given a literary name and
behaves mostly in a didactic mode (that is by providing general anchorage in the domain of
“ethical” ambiguity), unlike the commentary, which provides specific anchorage of ambiguity in
emotional, factual, descriptive, and ethical domains.

!
Front Matter and Adaptation
Both the contents of the preface and Gujin’s status as a collection of adaptations directly
touch on the historical trajectory of the stories that comprise the collection. This is most salient
with regard to discussions of sources (think, for example, of “Wanjiang Tower” and “The Double
Fish Pendants,” those huaben criticized in the preface of Gujin xiaoshuo for being insufficiently
engaging to their readers).
At the same time, there is a dissonance here: adaptation is a major site of meaning
making in Gujin xiaoshuo but it is not discussed at all in the prefaces (unless one counts the
mention of huaben being rendered into written form for the emperor’s consumption). For the
reader unwilling or unable to check against earlier versions of stories this would presumably
conceal the extent to which the stories of Gujin xiaoshuo were massaged, polished, and pruned
by Feng Menglong and his collaborators.
In other words, Gujin xiaoshuo serves two very different roles depending on whether or
not one sees it as primarily a collection of adaptations. To see Gujin xiaoshuo as a work of
adaptation is to emphasize its status as the product of literary craft. It becomes a model of literary
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fiction and its constructedness comes to the fore. Not to see Gujin xiaoshuo as a work of
adaptation is to neglect its form and history and instead focus on the lessons to be imparted
therein. The reader is placed in the position of the young child from the Jingshi tongyan preface
who injures himself in a kitchen but does not cry out in pain, so inspired is he by the example of
the brave Guan Yu in Sanguo zhi (Three Kingdoms)––in other words, the reader, like the young
child, is purportedly inspired by literary exemplars to be better, stronger, wiser, or more
courageous.

!
Illustrations and Commentary
At first glance, commentary and illustrations appear to have little in common: there is no
commentary for the illustrations and there are no illustrations of the commentary; nevertheless,
we might pursue the comparison along two tracks (persona and interpretation). In terms of
persona, commentary is explicit and illustrations are implicit; in cases of interpretive conflict the
reader will default to commentary, the more explicit (and immediate, because of its proximity) of
the two. As for the second category, both illustrations and commentary are concerned with
interpretation––visual in the first case, verbal, or even cultural in the second.
I have posited that the Gujin marginal commentary models an idealized reader’s response
to the material while at the same time generating an inferable commentator’s persona, in this way
providing a figure with whom the reader can develop a relationship (the “author” not really being
a viable option in the case of a collection bringing together the work of many hands, some
unknown, as Patrick Hanan argues in The Chinese Short Story). The commentary serves as a
bridge, facilitating the emotional connection between reader and collection.
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This dynamic is related to the Gujin illustrations in that the commentary is concerned
with reader’s response and the technical side of literary creation whereas the Gujin illustrations
invite the reader to recapitulate the creative process in reverse. The commentary does the same,
encouraging the reader to attempt to recreate the creative process by generating the inferred
commentator and, through him, the “spirit” of the text. The Gujin commentary, with its hundreds
of marginal notes, be they indicative of authority or of persona, gradually paints the picture of a
thoughtful and engaged elite reader.

!
Illustrations and Adaptation
As I have suggested previously, the illustrations of Gujin xiaoshuo are visual adaptations
of verbal narrative. This being the case, one may consider the Gujin illustrations to be transmodal adaptations (text to image), and the Gujin stories as examples of trans-register adaption
(classical Chinese to vernacular Chinese), trans-generic adaptation (chuanqi xiaoshuo to huaben
xiaoshuo), or even trans-medial adaptation (spoken narrative to written, if one accepts the
somewhat problematic premise that certain of these texts have direct roots in the oral tradition).
Gujin xiaoshuo’s illustrations and written adaptations both require comparative reading
approaches with the difference being in the case of illustration the demand is explicit whereas in
the case of the written adaptation history the demand is implicit at best. But why is one implicit
and one explicit? It is understandable that Gujin xiaoshuo’s fine illustrations would be
promoted––they provide an obvious value to the collection, as a material object especially, and to
its reader, in that they provide visual pleasure and interpretive delectation. On the other hand, the
minimization of Gujin xiaoshuo’s adaptation history makes sense if one takes seriously the claim
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that Gujin’s overt function is to provide moral guidance: per the discussion of front matter and
adaptation, as an issue of craft exclusively, Gujin’s adaptation history is theoretically only of
interest to an elite literati readership.

!
Commentary and Adaptation
The commentary of Gujin xiaoshuo occasionally acknowledges the process of adaptation
that resulted in the Gujin collection, the most prominent example being the commentary
accompanying GJ 12 (The Courtesans Mourn Liu the Seventh in the Spring Breeze) in which the
commentator argues that the present adaptation, as a favorable presentation of Liu Seventh, is
naturally more “correct” than the previous versions that depict Liu in a negative light. More
often, however, the process of adaptation is left in the shadows in favor of the resulting story,
which is presented as a foregone conclusion.
It is striking that in the example of Liu Seventh the commentary highlights the process of
adaptation as a moral act (Liu’s reputation is redeemed) rather than a technical one. Nowhere
does the commentary discuss the case of GJ 20 (Chen Congshan Loses His Wife on Mei Ridge),
in which the adapter (presumably Feng) excised one or more lines from nearly every example of
verse in the story. Once again, the elite, non-linear reading is covert. Commentary and adaptation
are natural complementary opposites in that they both presuppose a close, granular engagement
with the text.

!
!
!
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Paratext: Five Theses
Gujin xiaoshuo as a case study suggests certain conclusions concerning the nature of
paratexts in the Sanyan collections and perhaps beyond:
First, the paratexts of Gujin xiaoshuo teach us how to read them and, through them, the
collection. They do so with a variety of overt signaling strategies including inclusion of
quandian (emphasis markers), ordering of story entries, dialogue among elements (as when
commentary acknowledges the process of adaptation), and so on, as described above.
Second, the paratexts of Gujin xiaoshuo build an emotional bridge between the inferred
personae of a text and that text’s reader. Certain paratexts, especially commentary and
illustrations, introduce new levels of emotional engagement and thereby provide a persona with
which it is possible for the reader to develop a simulated relationship.
Third, the inclusion of paratexts was an essential strategy for building market value in a
time before copyright. The primary texts of then already near-canonical works such as Sanguo
and Shuihu were widely available in numerous editions, which means that paratexts such as
commentary and illustrations were a means of differentiating otherwise very similar products in a
competitive marketplace for printed books. The value of these works could be further enhanced
with the inclusion of paratexts such as commentary associated with noted literati. Often the
cachet of the noted name was enough, as can be seen in the profusion of commentaries false
attributed to Li Zhuowu, for example.
Fourth, Gujin’s paratexts tend to reinforce one another but avoid outright overlap. For
example, illustrations emphasize the emotional experience of characters whereas commentary
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emphasizes the emotional experience of the reader. To put this another way, paratexts tend to
serve as “anchorage” but different sites of paratext resolve ambiguities in different domains.
Fifth, the repeated emergence of paratexts as anchorage suggests that Feng Menglong and
his collaborators cared, on some level, about how the collection was consumed and understood.
They did not attempt to “mandate” a single reading (as though such a thing were even possible)
but they did provide paratextual tools that would tend to guide those readers that engaged them,
enabling their consumption of the whole collection in more complex ways than leisure reading
alone.

!
LINEAR AND NON-LINEAR READING PATHS
I have emphasized some of the ways that Gujin xiaoshuo’s paratexts have interacted with
one another and with the collection’s primary text (that is, the text comprising the collection’s
story entries as such). When these elements are considered on the level of the collection as whole
the collection structurally implies two reading paths238.
First, there is a linear reading path that mostly conforms to the primary text: essentially,
the reader starts with the beginning of the collection and traces a more or less straight line to the
end. He or she takes may take in illustrations or commentary as they appear but the engagement
is merely casual on the way to the stories themselves, warranting little more than a cursory
glance as they turn the pages.

238 As

I discuss in my introduction, Gunther Kress observes that multimodal media (such as a magazine
page with multiple fields of image and text) require the reader to “construct a reading path” in order to
successfully navigate the page (Kress, p. 160).
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Second, there are innumerable potential non-linear reading paths associated with the
collection as a whole (that is, primary text plus paratexts). Although these non-linear reading
paths all follow different complicated trajectories through the collection, the fact that all may
traverse both primary text and paratexts renders them functionally similar enough to warrant a
group discussion in this case.
Positing linear and non-linear reading paths helps to solve Gujin xiaoshuo’s “audience
problem”––in other words, why does it so often seem that the collection does not maintain a
consistent inferred audience throughout? I will discuss each of Gujin xiaoshuo’s four major
paratextual sites in turn and consider how each instance of paratext implies a non-linear reading
strategy, how many of these paratexts help to create Gujin’s audience problem, and how nonlinear reading seems to resolve this problem by suggesting these two inferred audiences.

!
Front Matter
From the start, the collection’s full title (Quanxiang Gujin xiaoshuo––Fully Illustrated
Stories Old and New) locates the collection within three lineages: a modal lineage (works
consisting of both image and text); a temporal lineage (entries from previous dynasties through
the present); and a generic lineage (works of xiaoshuo).
The following title inscription defines Gujin xiaoshuo, with its entries revolving around
“one character in one action,” in contrast to previous examples of long-form xiaoshuo such as
Sanguo zhi tongsu yanyi (Three Kingdoms) and Shuihu zhuan (Outlaws of the Marsh).
Subsequently, the preface evokes Sanguo zhi, Shuihu zhuan, and Pingyao (The Quelling of the
Demons), as well as shorter works like Wanjiang lou
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(Wanjiang Tower) and Shuang yu

zhui ji

(The Double Fish Pendant), which the prefacer finds wanting in artistic quality.

In this way, the front matter discussion regularly pushes the reader beyond the bounds of the
collection by placing it in various broader contexts and traditions.
In his discussion of prefaces in Paratexts Gerard Genette notes, “No one is required to
read a preface (even if such freedom is not always opportune for the author), and as we will see,
many notes are addressed only to certain readers” (Genette, Paratexts, p. 4). We might then
wonder to whom the Gujin preface is addressed. The preface synecdochically divides literary
readership into two groups: wenxin

(literary minds), which are implicitly associated with

elegant language and complex writing, and li’er
associated with tongsu

(common ears), which are explicitly

(popular) language. The preface strongly implies that the collection

is intended for the benefit of the members of this second group but the tone of the preface itself
(with its wry discussion of “common ears”) suggests that it is intended for likeminded
cognoscenti among the literary elites. This is the first instance of a pattern that repeats
throughout the collection: paratext (here, the front matter) is associated with a sophisticated and
culturally elite readership following a non-linear reading path, and the primary text is associated
with a popular readership following a linear reading path.

!
Illustrations
Gujin xiaoshuo’s illustrations consist of three semiotic building blocks: story, caption,
and image. As can be seen, for example, from Gujin 1 (Jiang Xingge Reencounters His Pearl
Shirt), Gujin’s illustrations require the reader to leap in a non-linear fashion among story, image,
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and caption elements in order to fully integrate all three seemingly disparate elements a way that
seems to resolve conflicts and contradictions. This suggests that the impulse toward full
naturalization may itself be an elite, non-linear reading characteristic, at least in this case; a less
motivated, or less sophisticated reader would perhaps not exert the time and energy necessary to
locate the caption sources in the primary text and work to reconcile these with the image.
Significantly, it is entirely possible to enjoy the Gujin illustrations without engaging in
non-linear reading. Indeed, one need not be able to read Chinese in order to appreciate the
images for their fine craft and stimulating incident. Even absent the stories indexed in the
collection, the illustrations are surely never dull. After all, the aim of identifying these linear and
non-linear reading paths is not to privilege one approach over the other in absolute terms;
different paths yield different experiences with the text but one need not be seen as “superior” to
another.

!
Commentary
The marginal commentary to Gujin xiaoshuo structurally invites a non-linear reading path
in several ways: first, and most obviously, as meipi (marginal or “eyebrow” commentaries), the
comments are printed visually apart from the primary text of the story entries they accompany.
The eye of the reader follows a literally non-linear path in jumping back and forth between
primary text and commentary. Moreover, although the connection is typically fairly clear, the
placement of marginal commentary requires the reader to expend a certain extra amount of effort
in determining precisely where the comment is meant to apply with respect to the primary text
below.
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Gujin’s commentary also invites non-linear reading by highlighting connections within
story entries, between stories in the collection, with texts outside the collection as such. For
example, GJ 26 (“Shen Xiu Causes Seven Deaths with One Bird”) concerns a chain of seeming
preventable deaths with a caged bird apparently the instigating factor. The commentary
identifies, one by one, the deaths forming the chain.239 In this way the commentary takes events
that are separated by both story and discourse and links them. Elsewhere, the commentary links
different stories within the collection: in GJ 6 (“Lord Ge Gives Away Pearl Maiden”) the
commentary likens the story’s Shentu Tai to the character of Ma Zhou in the preceding story,
(Penniless Ma Zhou Meets His Opportunity through a Woman Selling Pancakes).240 Finally,
there are examples of the commentary drawing connections to figures, places, events, and texts
entirely outside the collection. For example, GJ 4 (“Ruan San Redeems His Debt in Leisurely
Cloud Monastery”) draws an analogy with Pan Bizheng and Chen Miaochang.241
As I argue in my reading of GJ2 (Censor Chen Ingeniously Solves the Case of the Gold
Hairpins and Brooches) Gujin’s marginal commentary evokes (and suggests an affinity for)
silver-tongued elite social problem solvers blessed with an abundance of zhi (“wisdom” or
“applied intelligence”). This again appears to place the marginal commentary more closely in

239

“One of them” (

), “Two of them” (

), and so on (Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 402).

240

“When gallant heroes are frustrated in their efforts they often sustain themselves with wine and the
beauty of women. This is true of Ma Zhou and Shentu Tai.” (
; Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 111).
241

“Don't do the things that [Pan] Bizheng and [Chen] Miaochang did” (
(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 93).
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;

line with “literary minds” than it does with the “common ears” who, at first blush, would seem
more in need of the assistance that commentary would render.
Adaptation
To return to Gerard Genette’s nomenclature, Gujin xiaoshuo’s front matter, illustrations,
and commentary would be considered examples of peritext whereas its adaptation, existing as it
does outside the collection proper, would be an instance of epitext. Nevertheless, both are
paratext and so imply non-linear reading. As I show in my readings of GJ 10 “Magistrate Teng
Settles the Case of Inheritance with Ghostly Cleverness” (Teng dayin gui duan jiasi
), GJ 12 “A Bevy of Courtesans Mourns Liu Qi in Romantic Sympathy” (Zhong mingji
chunfeng diao Liu qi

), and GJ 25 “Yan Pingzhong Kills Three Men with

Two Peaches” (Yan Pingzhong er tao sha san shi

), non-linear reading is

necessary to itemize and reflect comprehensively on the differences between product and source
texts (this is especially true in cases of many-to-one adaptations, which applies to every one of
Gujin xiaoshuo’s forty story entries).
The tone of the stories, especially in their adapted forms, emphasizes a popular audience
that seems somewhat out of tune with the realities of the rest of the collection. For an especially
egregious example of this phenomenon, consider GJ 12 (A Bevy of Courtesans Mourns Liu Qi in
Romantic Sympathy). Just after the shift to the primary story in GJ 12, the narrator describes
Liu’s accomplishments, focusing on his mastery of ci (lyric poetry). An interjection follows:
“How does one write a ci?”242 Addressing the reader directly, the narrator embarks on a

242

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 176).
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digression concerning the history and formal characteristics of the ci, explaining (in part), “By
Song times, the officials of the Imperial Bureau of Music had collected large numbers of tune
patterns and had written verses to fit the tunes and offered the resulting ci poems to the emperor.
The ci poem is, therefore, marked by its definite tonal and metrical arrangements as dictated by
the restrictions of the music” (Feng 2000, 209).243
This mini-lesson in literary history is entirely novel to the Gujin version of the story and
is puzzling in the extreme: it is nearly inconceivable that potential readers could have acquired
sufficient literacy to be able to read this far into the collection (more than one quarter of the
book) without already being quite familiar with the ci, at least on a practical level––poetry and
poetic play stood at the very heart of the late Ming world of belles-lettres. Recall that in his
preface to the 1624 edition of the Jingshi tongyan Feng seems to imply that the audiences for
“popular historical romances” comprised “villagers, children, ordinary women, and
peddlers” (Feng, Stories to Caution, p. 5) whom he contrasts with erudite scholars and the highly
literate.244
GJ12’s ci digression begins to make more sense if we consider it as a kind of concession
to the conceit that the stories making up Gujin xiaoshuo (i.e., the collection’s primary texts) are
intended for “villagers, children, ordinary women, and peddlers” –– in other words, for
“common ears.” The paratexts, on the other hand, are subject to no such assumption and as such
they default back to the standard elite literati persona of the late Ming.

243

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 1, p. 176).
244

(Feng, Quanji, vol. 2, p. 663).
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CONCLUSIONS
To summarize, Gujin xiaoshuo may be thought of as its primary texts (the story entries)
plus its paratext (its front matter, illustrations, commentary, and adaptation history). This
bifurcation implies two categories of engagement with the text: a linear path that emphasizes
engagement with the primary fictional texts, and a series of non-linear reading paths that, as a
group, emphasize the relationships among primary text and paratexts. In general, Gujin
xiaoshuo’s paratext seems to imply an elite readership whereas its primary texts seem to imply a
popular readership. From this we might conclude that linear reading practice is more associated
with a popular readership and that non-linear reading practice is more associated with an elite
readership.
This raises a series of questions that are beyond the scope of this project in its current
form. Among them: how much were Feng Menglong and his collaborators aware of this
bifurcation when they assembled the Sanyan collections? Was this dynamic unique (or nearly so)
to the Sanyan collections or does it obtain among many or most of the literary products of the
late Ming and especially the story collections of that time? How much does this inferred
bifurcation of readership correspond to lived, historical reading practice and, if so, how might
one confirm this?!
The context and paratexts I discuss were critical to the ways that Gujin xiaoshuo spoke to
its original readers. Unfortunately, in many modern reprints of the collection these elements are
incomplete, or absent altogether. Indeed, the numerous electronic editions of the collection that
are available online offer nothing but the text of the stories themselves. This means that most
present-day readers only have access to unrepresentative distortions of the Ming dynasty original
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collection. Considering that paratexts such as prefaces, commentary, and illustrations were the
norm for works late imperial fiction, it is surely true that the paratextual gaps in modern reprints
of Gujin xiaoshuo are not confined to that work alone. Innocuous though they may seem, we
neglect them at our peril.
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APPENDIX I: IMAGES

!

The following images were captured by the author in August of 2012 at the Cabinet Library
(Naikaku Bunko) of the National Archives of Japan in Tokyo. The National Archives of Japan
have graciously made their materials copyright cleared and made them available for publication
without specific permission. All images reproduced here are from that library’s copy of the forty
entry Quanxiang Gujin xiaoshuo
house Tianxu zhai

produced by the late Ming dynasty publishing

(Heavenly Promise Studio). It is believed to be a first edition of the

collection published in 1620 or 1621 C.E. This copy is available (with diminished size and image
fidelity) as a lithographic reprint in the Guben xiaoshuo jicheng

series. Several of

the illustrations from this edition (as well as from Jingshi tongyan, Xingshi hengyan, and other
late Ming huaben collections) may also be found as high quality reproductions in Nagasawa
Kikuya’s Mindai sōzubon zuroku

.
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Figure No. 1: Title Page
Gujin xiaoshuo
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"
Figure No. 2: Preface
Gujin xiaoshuo
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Figure No. 3: Table of Contents
Gujin xiaoshuo
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"
Figure No. 4: GJ 1a
(Jiang Xingge Reencounters His Pearl Shirt)
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Figure No. 5: GJ 1b
(Jiang Xingge Reencounters His Pearl Shirt)
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"
Figure No. 6: GJ 4b
(Ruan San Redeems His Debt in Leisurely Cloud Monastery)
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"
Figure No. 7: GJ 6b
(Lord Ge Gives Away Pearl Maiden)
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"
Figure No. 8: GJ 7a
(Yang Jiao’ai Lays Down His Life for the Sake of Friendship)
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"
Figure No. 9: GJ 10a
(Magistrate Teng Settles the Case of Inheritance with Ghostly Cleverness)
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"
Figure No. 10: GJ 10b
(Magistrate Teng Settles the Case of Inheritance with Ghostly Cleverness)
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"
Figure No. 11: GJ 12b
(The Courtesans Mourn Liu the Seventh in a Spring Breeze)
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"
Figure No. 12: GJ 16a
(The Chicken-and-Millet Dinner for Fan Juqing, Friend in Life and Death)
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"
Figure No. 13: GJ 18a
(Yang Balao’s Extraordinary Family Reunion in the Land of Yue)
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Figure No. 14: GJ 18b
(Yang Balao’s Extraordinary Family Reunion in the Land of Yue)
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"
Figure No. 15: GJ 20a
(Chen Congshan Loses His Wife on Mei Ridge)
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Figure No. 16: GJ 20b
(Chen Congshan Loses His Wife on Mei Ridge)
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"
Figure No. 17: GJ 22b
(Zheng Huchen Seeks Revenge in Mumian Temple)
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"
Figure No. 18: GJ 24b
(Yang Siwen Meets an Old Acquaintance in Yanshan)
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"
Figure No. 19: GJ 25b
(Yan Pingzhong Kills Three Men with Two Peaches)
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"
Figure No. 20: GJ 26a
(Shen Xiu Causes Seven Deaths with One Bird)
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"
Figure No. 21: GJ 27a
(Jin Yunu Beats the Heartless Man)
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Figure No. 22: GJ 27b
(Jin Yunu Beats the Heartless Man)
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"
Figure No. 23: GJ 36b
(Song the Fourth Greatly Torments Tightwad Zhang)
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"
Figure No. 24: GJ 37b
(Emperor Wudi of the Liang Dynasty Goes to the Land of Extreme Bliss through Ceaseless
Cultivation)
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"
Figure No. 25: GJ 38a
(Ren the Filial Son with a Fiery Disposition Becomes a God)
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"
Figure No. 26: GJ 38b
(Ren the Filial Son with a Fiery Disposition Becomes a God)
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APPENDIX II: COMMENTARY FREQUENCY
The density of commentary varies considerably from story to story in the Gujin collection;
the easy availability of electronic editions of the collection makes it a simple matter to calculate
the commentary frequency for each entry. Here, frequency is defined as the ratio of total
character count in story entry to the number of commentary remarks in a given story . Thus, a
frequency of 325 would indicate that one comment appears for every 325 characters of story text,
on average. Low frequency numbers indicate high densities of commentary and vice versa.1
Frequency counts enable us to reorder the Gujin stories based on their commentary density
(highest to lowest), forming a rough bell curve with a long tail trailing into the scattered lowest
densities. The twenty-five stories with the highest densities cluster in the three hundred to eight
hundred range. The remaining fifteen tend to have very low absolute commentary counts (often
just two or three) and, accordingly, very low densities, until GJ 20 (“Chen Congshan Loses His
Wife on Mei Ridge”), which has none.
These statistics make it easy to cross-reference commentary frequencies with meta-data such
as date of composition and authorship, which have been available for some decades now, mostly
thanks to the early work of Patrick Hanan in his The Chinese Short Story, which, in turn, draws
heavily on the work of twentieth century Chinese bibliographers Sun Kaidi and Tan Zhengbi.
Hanan himself acknowledges that his approach, which frequently relies on stylistic criteria that

1

These tentative initial character counts come from slightly modified versions of the Gujin xiaoshuo e-text found at
http://www.gutenberg.org/ and so include modern punctuation, typographical errors, and other statistical noise that
would not be found in a “true” count performed on the Ming edition of the collection. However, since such noise
should be equally present in all sections of the e-text it should not fatally disrupt the findings of my initial survey,
which ranks the stories based on their relative frequencies rather than absolute counts.
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he described as “broad indicators of date,” is provisional (Hanan 1973, 32). Still, his findings
provide at least tentative starting point.
With these disclaimers in mind, there seems to be at best weak correlation between frequency
and authorship: GJ 26 (“Shen Xiu Causes Seven Deaths with One Bird”) has the highest
commentary density of any GJ story not believed to have been composed by Feng Menglong but
has only the eighth highest density over all. By contrast, GJ 18 (“Yang Balao’s Extraordinary
Family Reunion in the Land of Yue”) has the lowest density of any Feng Menglong-authored
entry in the collection and is third lowest overall. In other words, given that Feng is believed to
have authored about half of the stories in the collection, it is possible to conclude that Feng was
slightly more apt to comment on his own writing, but that is more of a tendency than a hard rule.
Given that Feng seems to have operated as both editor-compiler and commentator of the
Gujin collection, one might expect his comments would be most frequent in the stories that he
had a direct hand in, suggesting he had given those works the most thought. Alternately, one
might expect the highest density of comments in stories he had not edited as closely, with
commentary providing the next best space for him to shape the reading of these entries. In fact,
neither of these hypotheses holds. On the contrary, provenance does not appear to be a major
factor in understanding Feng’s approach to the stories as commentator. The unavoidable
conclusion, then, is that Feng-as-compiler was concerned with aspects of the content of the Gujin
stories but not their origin, or at least not obviously so.
Stories in Order of Frequency2

2

See “Index to the Extant Stories,” pp. 233-239, in Hanan 1973 for the estimated dating and authorship employed
below.
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No. 1: GJ 2
(Censor Chen Ingeniously
Solves the Case of the Gold
Hairpins and Brooches)
Dating: Late / Newer
Author: Feng Menglong
Total chars: 14,416
Commentary: *43
Frequency: 335

!

No. 2: GJ 5
(Penniless Ma Zhou Meets
His Opportunity through a Woman
Selling Pancakes)
Dating: Late / Newer
Author: Feng Menglong
Chars: 4,721
Commentary: 14
Frequency: 337

!

No. 3: GJ 22
(Zheng Huchen Seeks
Revenge in Mumian Temple)
Dating: Later / Newer
Authorship: Cf. GJ26, 38
Chars: 16,881
Commentary: *45
Frequency: 375

!

No. 4: GJ 12
(The Courtesans Mourn Liu
the Seventh in a Spring Breeze)
Dating: Late / Newer
Author: Feng Menglong
Chars: 6,354
Commentary: *13
Frequency: 489

!

No. 5: GJ 1
(Jiang Xingge Reencounters
His Pearl Shirt)
Dating: Late / Newer
Author: Feng Menglong
Total chars: 21,683
Commentary: *41
Frequency (Chars /
Commentary): 529

!

No. 6: GJ 8
(Wu Bao’an Abandons His
Family to Ransom His Friend)

Dating: Late / Newer
Author: Feng Menglong
Chars: 7,491
Commentary: *14
Frequency: 535

!

No. 7: GJ 9
(Duke Pei of Jin Returns a
Concubine to Her Rightful
Husband)
Dating: Late / Newer
Author: Feng Menglong
Chars: 6,166
Commentary: 11
Frequency: 561

!

No. 8: GJ 26
(Shen Xiu Causes Seven
Deaths with One Bird)
Dating: Middle / Middle.
Authorship: Cf. GJ 3, 38
Chars: 7,478
Commentary: 13
Frequency: 575

!

No. 9: GJ 16
(The Chicken-and-Millet
Dinner for Fan Juqing, Friend in
Life and Death)
Dating: Middle Period
Author: Cf. Hong 22
Chars: 4,310
Commentary: 7
Frequency: 616

!

No. 10: GJ 3
(Han the Fifth Sells Her
Charms in New Bridge Town)
Dating: Middle period / Older
Author: Cf. GJ 26, 38
Chars: 9,707
Commentary: *15
Frequency: 647

!

No. 11: GJ 31
(Sima Mao Disrupts Order in
the Underworld and Sits in
Judgment)
Dating: Late / Newer
Authorship: Feng Menglong
Chars: 9,780
Commentary: *15
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Frequency: 652

!

No. 12: GJ 32
(Humu Di Intones Poems and
Visits the Netherworld)
Dating: Late / Newer
Authorship: Feng Menglong
Chars: 6,858
Commentary: 10
Frequency: 686

!

No. 13: GJ 39
(Wang Xinzhi Dies to Save
the Entire Family)
Dating: Late / Newer
Authorship: Feng Menglong
Chars: 15,855
Commentary: *23
Frequency: 689

!

No. 14: GJ 33
(Old Man Zhang Grows
Melons and Marries Wennü)
Dating: Early / Older
Authorship: Unkown
Chars: 8,516
Commentary: *12
Frequency: 710

!

No. 15: GJ 7
(Yang Jiao’ai Lays Down His
Life for the Sake of Friendship)
Dating: Middle Period
Author: Cf. Hong 21
Chars: 4,338
Commentary: *6
Frequency: 723

!

No. 16: GJ 28
(Li Xiuqing Marries the
Virgin Huang with Honor)
Dating: Late / Newer
Authorship: Unkown
Chars: 6,519
Commentary: 9
Frequency: 724

!

No. 17: GJ 29
(Monk Moon Bright Redeems
Willow Green)
Dating: Middle Period / Older

Authorship: Hybrid
Chars: 8,008
Commentary: 11
Frequency: 728

!

No. 18: GJ 27
(Jin Yunu Beats the Heartless
Man)
Dating: Late / Newer
Authorship: Feng Menglong
Chars: 6,875
Commentary: 9
Frequency: 764

!

No. 19: GJ 23
(Zhang Shunmei Finds a Fair
Lady During the Lantern Festival)
Dating: Middle Period / Older
Authorship: Cf. Hsiung A
Chars: 5,693
Commentary: *7
Frequency: 813

!

No. 20: GJ 40
(Shen Xiaoxia Encounters the
Expedition Memorials)
Dating: Late / Newer
Authorship: Feng Menglong
Chars: 19, 734
Commentary: 24
Frequency: 822

!

No. 21: GJ 17
(Shan Fulang’s Happy
Marriage in Quanzhou)
Dating: Late / Newer
Author: Feng Menglong
Chars: 5,879
Commentary: 7
Frequency: 840

!

No. 22: GJ 25
(Yan Pingzhong Kills Three
Men with Two Peaches)
Dating: Middle Period
Authorship: Cf. Hong
Chars: 4,278
Commentary: *5
Frequency: 856

!

No. 23: GJ 30

(Abbot Mingwu Redeems
Abbot Wujie)
Dating: Older / Early
Authorship: Cf. Hong 13
Chars: 9,436
Commentary: *11
Frequency: 856

!

No. 24: GJ 14
(Chen Xiyi Rejects Four
Appointments from the Imperial
Court)
Dating: Late / Newer
Author: Feng Menglong
Chars: 5,341
Commentary: *6
Frequency: 890

!

No. 25: GJ 21
(Qian Poliu Begins His Career
in Lin’an)
Dating: Later / Newer
Authorship: Feng Menglong
Chars: 17,975
Commentary: *20
Frequency: 899

!

No. 26: GJ 13
(Zhang Daoling Tests Zhao
Sheng Seven Times)
Dating: Late / Newer
Author: Feng Menglong
Chars: 9,082
Commentary: 9
Frequency: 1,009

!

No. 27: GJ 35
(The Monk with a Note
Cleverly Tricks Huangfu’s Wife)
Dating: Early / Older
Authorship: Cf. Hong 2
Chars: 7,363
Commentary: 7
Frequency: 1,052

!

No. 28: GJ 24
(Yang Siwen Meets an Old
Acquaintance in Yanshan)
Dating: Early / Older
Authorship: ?
Chars: 10,196
Commentary: 9
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Frequency: 1,133

!

No. 29: GJ 4
(Ruan San Redeems His Debt
in Leisurely Cloud Monastery)
Dating: Middle period
Author: Cf. Hong 20
Chars: 9,146
Commentary: *8
Frequency: 1,143

!

No. 30: GJ 19
(Yang Qianzhi Meets a Monk
Knight-Errant on a Journey by
Boat)
Dating: Late / Newer
Author: Cf. GJ 37
Chars: 9,081
Commentary: 7
Frequency: 1,297

!

No. 31: GJ 38
(Ren the Filial Son with a
Fiery Disposition Becomes a God)
Dating: Middle Period / Older
Authorship: Cf. GJ 26,3
Chars: 7,861
Commentary: *6
Frequency: 1,310

!

No. 32: GJ 36
(Song the Fourth Greatly
Torments Tightwad Zhang)
Dating: Early / Older
Authorship: Unknown
Chars: 15,968
Commentary: 11
Frequency: 1,452

!

No. 33: GJ 15
(The Dragon-and-Tiger
Reunion of Shi Hongzhao the
Minister and his Friend the King)
Dating: Early / Older
Author: Unknown
Chars: 13,654
Commentary: 9
Frequency: 1,517

!

No. 34: GJ 10

(Magistrate Teng Settles the
Case of Inheritance with Ghostly
Cleverness)
Dating: Late / Newer
Author: Feng Menglong
Chars: 12,363
Commentary: 8
Frequency: 1,545

!

No. 35: GJ 37
(Emperor Wudi of the Liang
Dynasty Goes to the Land of
Extreme Bliss through Ceaseless
Cultivation)
Dating: Late / Newer
Authorship: Cf. GJ 19
Chars: 12,623
Commentary: *8
Frequency: 1,578

!

No. 36: GJ 6
(Lord Ge Gives Away Pearl
Maiden)
Dating: Late / Newer
Author: Feng Menglong
Chars: 5,011
Commentary: 3
Frequency: 1,670

!

No. 37: GJ 11
(Zhao Bosheng Meets with
Emperor Renzong in a Teahouse)
Dating: Earl or Middle / Older
Author: Unknown
Chars: 5,506
Commentary: 2
Frequency: 2,753

!

No. 38: GJ 18
(Yang Balao’s Extraordinary
Family Reunion in the Land of
Yue)
Dating: Late / Newer
Author: Feng Menglong
Chars: 8,487
Commentary: *3
Frequency: 2,829

!

No. 39: GJ 34
(Mr. Li Save a Snake and
Wins Chenxin)
Dating: Middle Period

Authorship: Cf. Hong 27
Chars: 5,141
Commentary: 1
Frequency: 5,141

!

No. 40: GJ 20
(Chen Congshan Loses His
Wife on Mei Ridge)
Dating: Middle / Older
Author: Cf. Hong 12
Chars: 6,738
Commentary: *0
Frequency: Null
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APPENDIX III: TRANSLATION
(Tearing the Scroll Painting)3

Che huazhou

In Xiang County of Shuntian Prefecture there was a district magistrate named Ni Shouqian
who had a vast family fortune. Ni’s primary wife gave birth to his eldest son, Shanji. In his old
age Ni took a concubine named Mei Xianchun who gave birth to his second son, Shanshu.
Shanji craved money with an insatiable hunger. He was not happy that his father had sired
a young son and if Ni [Shouqian] were to divide the family property between the sons then
Shanji would have had a mind to harm his younger brother. Ni was aware of his son’s intentions.
It was then that Ni grew ill.
He called for Shanji and exhorted him, saying: “You are the son of my primary wife and
you are the oldest. You can manage the household affairs.
“As for the book with an account of the family property, I have already prepared the
documentation for the division of the property, and it will go to you in full.
“Regarding Shanshu, born of Xianchun, I do not yet know whether he will live to maturity.
If he does, assist him in finding a wife, apportion him one building, give him some tens of mu of
land, and ensure that he will not go hungry or cold.

!
“If Xianchun wishes to remarry she may. If she is willing to observe the prescribed period
of mourning you should not mistreat her.”

3

Entry eight of Longtu gong’an

(The Cases of [Bao] Longtu). See Tan, Sanyan, p. 54.
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Shanji was very pleased to see his father take up the contract and clearly write out that all
would go to him, denying his brother an equal share. It was only then that he no longer thought
to harm him.
Xianchun embraced her young son and tearfully said [to Shouqian], “You, sir, are a full
eighty years of age. I am just twenty-two and this orphan is merely one year old.
“Now that you have given the family property entirely to Shanji, how will Shanshu get by
when he grows up?”
Ni said, “I see you are still young and I do not know whether you will remain faithful to me
after I am gone. I will not try to persuade you but I fear that if you remarry you will make things
worse for Shanshu.”
Xianchun said in surprise, “If I do not stay faithful to you for the rest of my life then let my
bones be smashed and my body reduced to a powder for I would not deserve happiness.”
Ni said, “In that case, I have already made preparations. I am going to give you a portrait to
remember me by. You would do well to hide it away with great care. In days to come if my son
Shanji does not divide the family property with Shanshu then wait for an intelligent and
incorruptible official and make yourself and the portrait known to him. Without writing a plaint
you will be able to help Shanshu accrue great fortune.”
After a month Ni died of his illness.
Time flew by and without noticing it Shanshu reached his eighteenth year, at which time he
sought a division of the family property. Shanji was domineering and determined to give nothing
away. He said, “How could my father have sired a child when he was eighty? You are not of my
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father’s flesh and blood. The property contract clearly states that you get nothing. Where do you
get off thinking otherwise?”
Xianchun heard this and told Shanshu there was no use in his getting angry. Then she
recalled her husband’s final instructions to her when he was still alive.
[Lately] she had heard of an official named Lord Bao who was upright and sensible in the
extreme.
She took up the portrait that her husband had left her and went to [Bao], proclaiming, “In
my youth the former prefect Ni Shouqian took me as his concubine and I gave birth to a boy
named Shanshu who was only one year old when his father died.
“My husband’s last will and testament states that the elder son Shanji was not to equitably
divide the family property but only give Shanshu the portrait. With it, he would make his claim
before an upright official and be handsomely rewarded.
“Now that I have found such an official I come forward with my plaint and humbly await
your decision.”
Bao Gong unfurled the portrait and looked at it. He saw that it was a likeness of Prefect Ni
formally seated on a chair and pointing a finger toward the ground but he could not discern its
meaning.
He left the hall and hung up the portrait in his chambers. Thoughtfully, he said, “Pointing at
Heaven would mean for me to look toward heaven; pointing to the heart would mean for me to
scrutinize my own heart. By pointing to the ground, does he mean for me to look to the dead?
Surely not. Yet how am I to find him his inheritance and see him comfortably off?”
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He looked three more times and said, “Could it be that that this portrait contains a hidden
message?”
He took apart the scroll and examined it. It turned out that there was a piece of paper
hidden within, which read: I, [Ni Shouqian], sired a son named Shanji who is cruel and mad with
greed. I also have a concubine named Mei who gave birth to a young boy, Shanshu, who is now
just one year old.
I truly fear that Shanji would harm his brother before sharing the inheritance with him.
For this reason I have clearly stated that the family property and two new houses are to go
entirely to Shanji, leaving only a small, old house on the right [side of the estate] to go to
Shanshu. I have buried five thousand silver taels in five jugs just to the left of that house’s middle
ridgepole. There are another six jugs buried to the right holding five thousand taels of silver and
one thousand of gold. The silver is to go to Shanshu to provide for cultivation of the fields.
Afterward, if there is an honest official who looks at this portrait and figures out this message, I
request that Shanshu give him the one thousand taels of gold in thanks.
Bao Gong saw the situation and immediately called out for Mei Xianchun to come to him,
saying, “Your suit will require an investigation of the property.”
Thereupon he sent the concubine to Shanji’s in a sedan chair and made a show of modestly
genuflecting toward Ni’s image before ascending into the hall. He again genuflected before
pulling up a chair and sitting down.
He clasped his hands together, bowed, and [addressed the empty air,] saying, “Now, if [you
sir, the husband] announced a division of the family property, how would that be?”
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Again, he said to himself, “So, the elder is mad with greed and you gave the property to
him out of fear he would harm the younger. Then where is the younger to live?”
There was a short pause, and again he spoke, “The second old house on the right is to go to
the younger boy. What of the property?”
Once again, “The silver shall also go to the second son.”
Then, in humble language, “How would I dare to do this? The boy will manage.”
He rose and said, “Then we will go explore the small house on the right side [of the
property].”
He feigned amazement and said, “Can’t you see Mr. Ni speaking to me? He must be a
ghost.”
Shanji, Shanshu, and those looking on from the sides all were astounded, believing that
Bao Gong had indeed seen Prefect Ni. From there they went to explore the small house on the
right [of the estate]. Bao Gong sat at the middle ridgepole and summoned Shanji, saying: “It
happens that your father had a noble spirit. Just now he revealed himself to me and explained the
whole matter of the family property, saying you shall give this small dwelling to your younger
brother. What think you?”
Shanji said, “As my father wishes.”
Bao Gong said, “All the things within this small house shall go to your brother and all the
fields outside it shall go to you, as before.”
Shanji said, “This dwelling’s property only amounts to a few small things. I give them to
my brother willingly.”
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Bao Gong said, “Just now, Mr. Ni said to me that there are five thousand taels of silver
buried in five jugs just to [my] right. It follows that they too should go to Shanshu.”
Shanji did not believe [a word of] it. He said, “{Even} if my father gave Shanshu ten
thousand taels of silver I certainly wouldn’t try to divide it.”
Bao Gong said, “Nor would he tolerate [such a] division.”
He commanded three officials and Shanji, Shanshu, and Mei Xianchun to go dig, where
they found five thousand taels of silver, in five jugs of one thousand each. [Now] Shanji
[believed] that this had been foretold by his father’s spirit.
Bao Gong spoke again: “To [my] left are another five thousand taels of silver to go to
Shanshu. There are also one thousand taels of gold, which just now Mr. Ni promised to me as an
emolument. I have no want for it––let it go to Ms. Mei, to provide for her in her old age.”
Shanshu and Xianchun, son and mother, heard what was said and could not help but be
overjoyed. They kowtowed in thanks.
Bao Gong said, “What need is there to thank me? How was I to know? It was only what the
noble spirit of your father stated, waste not your thanks.”
They dug to the left and as promised found gold in great quantities. Among those present at
the time to see it, there were none who did not marvel at it. Bao Gong thereupon gave a slip of
paper concerning the property to Shanshu and his mother for safekeeping, then passed through
the gate and departed. Bao Gong truly was a bright and honest official.

!
!
!
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APPENDIX IV: PLOT SUMMARIES

!
GJ1: Jiang Xingge chonghui zhenzhu shan
(Jiang Xingge Reencounters His Pearl Shirt)

!

Jiang Xingge is a young merchant newly married to his wife Sanqiao. While traveling for
business he contracts malaria and his return home is delayed. Meanwhile, Sanqiao has been
glimpsed by an itinerant merchant named Chen Dalang who is immediately infatuated with her.
Chen determines to engineer a meeting with Sanqiao through the assistance of one Granny Xue,
who deceives her way into Sanqiao’s confidences, and then her bed. Under cover of darkness
Chen trades places with Xue and has sex with Sanqiao. The two become close and when Chen is
required to return to his hometown Sanqiao presents him with a Jiang family heirloom, the pearl
shirt. By chance Chen encounters Jiang on the road. Jiang recognizes the pearl shirt and quickly
learns of wife’s infidelity. He returns and divorces her. Sanqiao unsuccessfully attempts suicide
and is eventually married to a jinshi named Wu Jie. At about this time Chen Dalang succumbs to
an illness and his widow Ping-shi marries Jiang. Jiang is subsequently caught up in a public
altercation that leads to an old man’s death and so is brought before the county magistrate Wu
Jie, the new husband of Sanqiao. It is revealed that Jiang and Sanqiao still love one another and
so Wu releases Sanqio from her marriage so that she and Jiang can be remarried, with Ping-shi
the senior wife and Sanqio the junior.

!
!
!
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GJ2: Chen yushi qiao kan jinchai dian
(Censor Chen Ingeniously Solves the Case of the Gold Hairpins and Brooches)

!

The ruhua (introductory story) tells of an oil-peddler named Jin Xiao who happens across
a money belt containing about thirty taels of silver in a latrine. He initially takes the silver but his
mother convinces him to find the original owner. He does this but the man attempts to scam him
out of additional silver and the matter goes before an insightful county magistrate who quickly
determines the truth of the matter and awards the full thirty taels to Jin with a bit of clever
argumentation.
The primary story describes Lu Xuezeng, who has fallen on hard times, has been pledged
to Axiu, the daughter of one Inspector Gu. Gu no longer wishes to allow Axiu to marry the
newly-married Lu but Axiu is committed. Her mother wishes to smooth the union by secretly
sending for Lu so as to give him the necessaries for the wedding ceremony however Lu’s
scoundrel of a cousin Liang Shangbin hears of the meeting and when Lu is delayed Liang comes
in his place. Axiu and her mother mistake Liang for Lu and so he is able to take the money from
the mother and sleep with the daughter. After the deception is revealed Axiu kills herself. Axiu’s
parents believe Lu is responsible for her death (not realizing “Lu” was actually Liang) and so Lu
is brought before Imperial Censor Chen Lian. Chen discovers the truth of the matter and
disguises himself as a merchant, under which pretext he is able to trick Liang into revealing his
guilt. Liang is sentenced to be executed and his wife Tian-shi seeks out Axiu’s parents. The
deceased Axiu addresses her parents using Tian-shi as a spirit medium and they adopt her. Tianshi is married to Lu and thus the Lu and Gu families are united.

!
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GJ3: Xinqiao shi Han Wu mai chunqing
(Han the Fifth Sells Her Charms in New Bridge Town)

!

A ruhua section describes Chinese rulers throughout history who lost their kingdoms
through ill-advised infatuations. The primary text tells the story of Wu Shan, the son of a
prosperous merchant, who falls in love with a beautiful houseguest, Han the Fifth. Han returns
his attentions and soon the two make love. Word gets out about the affair and the flurry of
neighborhood gossip forces Han and her parents to relocate elsewhere in the city. Wu is initially
unable to visit Han because he has been laid low by an illness and so the two correspond by
exchanging letters. Finally the two manage to reunite and after an evening of drunken
lovemaking Wu dreams that a monk has come to recruit him to a life of monastic austerity. Upon
waking, Wu’s health weakens as the result of sexual overindulgence. It is only after he heeds the
warning of the monk (actually a ghost who hopes to earn good karma and so be reincarnated)
and refrains from sexual dalliances with Han that his health is restored.

!
GJ4: Xianyun nian an Ruan San yuan zhai
(Ruan San Redeems His Debt in Leisurely Cloud Monastery)

!

Ruan San is a playboy and skilled musician. One evening he is out playing music with
friends when they are overheard by the young lady Chen Yulan, who is stirred by the lively
tunes. She sends out a servant to investigate the scene and determines that the handsome
musician is Ruan San. Chen arranges a meeting with him, which is short by her father’s
unexpected return. Ruan is subsequently denied her company and grows weak with lovesickness.
In time, the two are able to arrange an assignation at Leisurely Cloud Monastery through the
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assistance of Ruan’s friend Zhang Yuan. Unfortunately, the strain of their lovemaking proves too
much for Ruan’s weakened system and so he expires. Ruan’s body is discovered by his brother
and Chen begins showing the symptoms of pregnancy. She gives birth to a son and dreams of a
visit by Ruan, who explains that his death was the result of karmic death incurred in a previous
life. From there on out Chen fully devotes herself to maintaining her chastity and raising her son,
who grows up to enjoy great success in the imperial civil service examinations.

!
GJ5: Qiong Ma Zhou zaoji mai dui ao
(Penniless Ma Zhou Meets His Opportunity through a Woman Selling Pancakes)

!

Ma Zhou is an impoverished scholar with little professional success and an abiding love
of wine. He travels to the city of Xinfeng where creates a scene at an inn by washing his feet in a
basin full of wine. That evening he drunkenly writes out a poem on the wall of the inn where it is
seen by one Mr. Wang who is impressed by Ma’s talent. Wang places Ma is contact with his
niece, who sells pancakes in Chang’an. Wang stays with Ma’s niece in Chang’an, which would
provide him the opportunity to participate in the civil service examinations. The pancake seller,
Madame Wang’s husband has recently passed away and she has what seems to be a prophetic
dream about Ma shortly before his arrival. Several of Ma’s composition find their way to the
Emperor Taizong, who is impressed by his work and awards him the position of supervising
secretary. Ma and Madame Wang are married, as had been fated.

!
!
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GJ6: Ge ling'gong sheng qian nong Zhu'r
(Lord Ge Gives Away Pearl Maiden)

!

The ruhua describes how King Zhuang of Chu ordered all present to snap their helmets
so as to conceal the identity of one of his ministers who had drunkenly tugged the clothes of a
court lady, thereby gaining the loyalty of a man who later gratefully saved him in battle.
The primary text tells the story of Lord Ge Zhou and his underling Shentu Tai, a fierce
warrior. Shentu is infatuated with Pearl Maiden, one of Ge’s concubines, and stares at her in the
presence of Ge; when he does Ge great service battle Ge greats him the very reluctant Pearl
Maiden in marriage. Despite Pearl Maiden’s resistance in time the two enjoy a long and happy
marriage.

!
GJ7: Yang Jiao'ai sheming quanjiao
(Yang Jiao’ai Lays Down His Life for the Sake of Friendship)

!

The ruhua describes two men of Qi, Guan Zhong and Bao Shu, who enjoy such an
intimate understanding that all close friendships are known as “Guan-Bao relationships.”
The primary text tells of Yang Jiao’ai and Zuo Botao, who meet one another on the road
to Chu where they hope to serve in the court of King Yuan. The two share an immediate rapport
and the morning after their first meeting they swear brotherhood. After several days a fierce
snowstorm rises up that traps the two men in the Liang Mountains. It seems clear that neither has
sufficient clothing to survive on his own and so Zuo sends Yang off to collect firewood. When
Yang returns he discovers that Zuo has removed all his clothes, condemning himself to death by
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hypothermia but providing Yang sufficient clothing and food to survive the storm. After Bo dies
his ghost visits Yang and complains that the ghost of Jing Ke (he of a failed assassination attempt
on the first Qin Emperor) has been harassing him. Yang provides him with a coterie of heavily
armed straw effigies and kills himself so as to personally assistant in the conflict with Jing Ke.
They are evidently successful for during the night battle sounds are to be heard and in the
morning Jing Ke’s gravesite has seemingly exploded.

!
GJ8: Wu Bao'an qijia shu you
(Wu Bao’an Abandons His Family to Ransom His Friend)

!

Guo Zhongxiang is an aide-de-camp during the Tang dynasty. Guo receives an
unsolicited letter from Wu Bao’an, a local sheriff who has heard of Guo’s helpfulness and who
hopes that Guo might grant him a minor post in an ongoing military campaign. Guo does so and
is subsequently captured in an incursion against “barbarian” soldiers under the command of
Meng Xinuluo. Wu desperately attempts to gather the money necessary to ransom Guo,
impoverishing his own family in the process. Wu is away from his family for about a decade
before he is able to arrange the release of Guo. After his release Guo is elevated to a high station
and Wu dies of a plague. Guo enshrines Wu and Wu’s wife in his home after carrying their bones
for thousands of li. He also raises Wu’s son as his own and intercedes with emperor so that the
young man may be granted a government position.

!
!
!
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GJ9: Pei Jin gong yi huan yuanpei
(Duke Pei of Jin Returns a Concubine to Her Rightful Husband)

!

The ruhua tells the stories of two wealthy men who are cast low because of the
inauspicious lines on their faces.
The primary text tells of Pei Du, duke of Jin, who marries Huang Xiao’e. Huang has been
sent by a local magistrate in order to curry favor with the duke, despite the fact that she is already
betrothed to another. The duke learns of the deception after meeting with her intended, Tang Bi,
in disguise. Pei reunites the young couple and ensures that they are married in grand style.

!
GJ10: Teng dajun gui duan jiasi
(Magistrate Teng Settles the Case of Inheritance with Ghostly Cleverness)

!

Ni Shouqian is a seventy-nine year old widower with a grown son named Shanji. While
collecting rent from his tenant farmers Shouqian falls in love with a young woman, Mei-shi. The
two are wed and Mei-shi gives birth to a boy named Shanshu, to the great displeasure of Shanji
who does not wish to share his inheritance. Mei-shi is concerned about Shanji’s intentions and
voices her concerns to Shouqian, who gives her a portrait of himself along with instructions that
when Shanshu is an adult she should take the portrait to a wise official who will ensure that she
and her son are well taken care of. Shouqian dies and seemingly wills the bulk of his estate to
Shanji, appeasing the elder son. Once Shanshu is an adult Mei-shi seeks out the wise Magistrate
Teng who examines the portrait and deciphers its hidden message indicating that a large sum of
money intended for Shanshu and Mei-shi has been buried on the Ni estate. Teng calls the Ni
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family before him and pretends to be in contact with the spirit of Shouqian who, he claims,
informs him of the buried riches. These are dug up and granted to Mei-shi and Shanshu, absent a
sum that Teng reserves for himself.

!
GJ11: Zhao Baosheng chasi yu Renzong
(Zhao Bosheng Meets with Emperor Renzong in a Teahouse)

!

Zhao Bosheng is a Sichuanese scholar living during the Song dynasty who has just
participated in the civil service examinations and is confident of a high score. However, he finds
himself in a disagreement with the Emperor Renzong over a linguistic technicality and it seems
his hopes have been dashed. He returns to his inn and writes several despondent poems on the
wall. Time passes and the emperor has a prophetic dream that motivates him to go out into the
city in disguise where reencounters Zhao and is impressed by the man, granting him an official
position.

!
GJ12: Zhong mingji chunfeng diao Liu Qi
(The Courtesans Mourn Liu the Seventh in a Spring Breeze)

!

A ruhua tells of the Tang poet Meng Haoran who has a meeting with the Emperor
Minghuang but fails to impress him and so is never appointed to any office. The primary text
describes Liu the Seventh, a noted poet and habitué of pleasure houses. He starts a relationship
with a beautiful courtesan named Xie Yuying who has long admired his verse. He leaves to take
up a new post elsewhere and she pledges herself to him, even in his absence. While in Suzhou
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Liu Seventh hears of a courtesan name Zhou Yuexian who is in love with a named Huang who is
too poor to wed her. She is also pursued by one Squire Liu the Second (no relation to Liu
Seventh) who arranges for Zhou to be raped so as to shame her into marriage with him. Liu
Seventh is moved by her predicament and pays for her to be redeemed from service, permitting
her marry Huang. Liu Seventh subsequently learns that Xie Yuying has not honored her pledge to
him, causing him to break off the relationship. He becomes ever more devoted to wine and
several years pass. While asleep one day he dreams that he has been summoned to serve the
heavenly Jade Emperor. He awakes, announces this news, and passes away. In years to come
courtesans establish the tradition of visiting Liu’s grave.

!
GJ13: Zhang Daoling qi shi Zhao Sheng
(Zhang Daoling Tests Zhao Sheng Seven Times)

!

The first portion of the story describes how the Daoist celestial master Zhang Daoling
gains his Daoist insights from Lao Zi and other luminaries. Zhao Sheng hears of Zhang and
seeks him out but Zhang’s disciples attempt to send him away. Zhao will not be deterred and
Zhang elects to test him further. What follows is a series of challenges in which he is tempted by
a beautiful woman and by gold and menaced by tigers. He gives up his clothing with accused of
a theft, shows compassion to a diseased beggar, and braves terrifying heights to fetch peaches for
his master. Zhang is impressed by Zhao’s devotion and so passes on his esoteric insights.

!
!
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GJ14: Chen Xiyi si ci chao ming
(Chen Xiyi Rejects Four Appointments from the Imperial Court)

!

Chen Tuan, famed for employing Daoist breathing techniques to sleep for eight hundred
years, is described in his youth when after years of silence he suddenly began quoting passages
from the Yijing (Book of Changes). When he is eighteen both of his parents pass away and he
gives away his inheritance, embarking on the life of a recluse. Word of Chen reaches the
emperor, who summons him. Chen reaches the court and immediately falls asleep. The emperor
is bemused and tests him by tempting him with beautiful women and wine –– Chen immediately
takes advantage of both. Subsequently Chen makes his way to live on the remote peak of Mount
Hua where various people comically mistake the sleeping sage for dead. As time passes Chen is
offered official positions but declines them all. Eventually Chen foretells his own death and even
his corpse is remarkable, remaining pliable and emitting a pleasant smell.

!
GJ15: Shi Hongzhao longhu junchen hui
(The Dragon-and-Tiger Reunion of Shi Hongzhao the Minister and his Friend the
King)

!

A lengthy ruhua collects numerous poems about a dragon-headed flute. The primary
story describes Yan Zhaoliang the flute maker who meets a soldier named Shi Hongzhao. Shi is
not a wise man but he seems destined for great things and after some time Yan’s sister Yueying is
persuaded to marry him. In time, Shi becomes allied with a man named Big Brother Guo who is
similarly destined for greatness. Shi aids Guo in marrying a woman named lady Chai. In time,
the Guo impresses Duke Fu of Henan with his martial prowess and is appointed grand master of
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martial arts. Guo kills a man in a public altercation and is placed in a cangue but under cover of a
sudden fire he escapes. Later, he and Shi are reunited as aides-de-camp of Commandant Liu. In
time Guo becomes Emperor Taizu of the Later Zhou dynasty.

!
GJ16: Fan Juqing jishu sisheng jiao
(The Chicken-and-Millet Dinner for Fan Juqing, Friend in Life and Death)

!

Zhang Shao is a self-educated son of a farmer who is traveling to Luoyang to take the
examinations. En route he meets Fan Juqing, a fellow scholar who is seriously ill. Zhang nurses
him back to health and the two men pledge an oath of brotherhood. Fan Juqing promises to join
Zhang Shao on year hence for a dinner of chicken and millet with Zhang and Zhang’s mother.
Zhang waits eagerly and on the appointed day Fan arrives, however he does not eat the meal.
Zhang wonders why and Fan explains that he is now a ghost –– he was delayed by his business
and so, fearing he could not make the long journey in time, killed himself in order that he could
travel with the speed of an insubstantial spirit. The mortified Zhang travels to Fan’s hometown to
mourn and once there kills himself so that he might be buried with his sworn brother.

!
GJ17: Shan Fulang Quanzhou jia'ou
(Shan Fulang’s Happy Marriage in Quanzhou)

!

Shan Fulang and Xing Chunniang are the son and daughter of families with a close
history and it is assumed that one day the two will wed one another. Unfortunately Xing is
separated from her family during a Jurchen incursion and is sold into a Quanzhou brothel. Shan
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becomes a county official and Xing is summoned to an official event in her capacity as a
registered prostitute. Shan and Xing don’t recognize one another but there is an immediate
attraction. After several years the two find an opportunity to act on their desires and do so. Shan
realizes Xing’s identity and begins making preparations to marry her. After they are married
Xing requests that Li Ying, her “sister” from her time in the brothel, be married to Shan as well
and in time this too happens. These two marriages come to be seen as acts of great chivalry on
the part of Shan.

!
GJ18: Yang Balao Yueguo qi feng
(Yang Balao’s Extraordinary Family Reunion in the Land of Yue)

!

A ruhua describes men who have risen high from humble beginnings. The primary text
tells of Yang Balao, who temporarily leaves his wife and son behind in Xi’an in order to travel to
Zhangzhou for business. While there Yang establishes a second household. Just as Yang is
attempting to return to his first household in Xi’an he is confronted by the chaos of an attack by
Japanese pirates. Yang is captured and lives in Japan for nineteen years. After that time the
Japanese attempt another incursion and Yang is brought along. The Japanese forces are routed
and Yang escapes whereupon he meets his former pageboy, now a grown man. Yang is
imprisoned for suspected collaboration with the Japanese but chance the assistant prefect is none
other than Yang’s son and so the family is reunited.

!
!
!
!
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GJ19: Yang Qianzhi ke fang yu xia seng
(Yang Qianzhi Meets a Monk Knight-Errant on a Journey by Boat)

!

Yang Qianzhi is a learned scholar who has been assigned an official post in the distant
region of Anzhuang. Having heard that Anzhuang is a barbarous and frightful place, Yang is
reluctant to go but he has no choice and some embarks with his friend Zhou Wang. The two buy
passage on a large boat, upon which they meet a rude monk with extraordinary powers. Zhou
goes his own way and Yang and the monk continue their journey together. Yang is placed under
the care of the monk’s niece Li-shi, a capable sorcerer in her own right. The savvy Li-shi helps to
extricate Yang from various kerfuffles, including the depredations of demon in human shape.
Eventually Li-shi is required to return to her husband but by this point she and Yang have
established a close friendship and from that point onward they maintain a regular
correspondence.

!
GJ20: Chen Congshan Meiling shi hunjia
(Chen Congshan Loses His Wife on Mei Ridge)

!

Chen Congshan has been appointed military inspector of Nanxiong, which requires him
and his wife Ruchun to travel to a remote region of Guangdong. Inspired by Chen’s devotion to
Daoism, a Daoist sage accompanies Chen disguised as a simple youth so as to help him if he
encounters trouble. However he proves somewhat irritating company and is sent away. Because
of this he is not able to help Chen and Ruchun when they stay at what appears to be an inn. The
inn proves to be mere illusion and it vanishes, along with Ruchun who has been stolen by an ape
spirit with the name of Master of Shenyang. The Master attempts to persuade Ruchun to
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consume certain foods that will grant her immortality, in exchange for which she will join him in
his bedchamber but she refuses. Not knowing what has happened to his wife, Chen has no choice
but take his official position, which he holds for three years, during which time he proves himself
a highly capable warrior. He meets a Chan (i.e., Zen) master who instructs Chen in how to
recover his wife with the assistance of his of the Daoist Sage Purple Sun. The Master of
Shenyang is condemned to the underworld and Chen is reunited with Ruchun.

!
GJ21: Lin'an Qian Poliu faji
(Qian Poliu Begins His Career in Lin’an)

!

Qian Poliu was king of Wu and Yue during the Five Dynasties period. The story begins
by describing signs and portents that accompanied his mother pregnancy such as strange fires
and giant lizards. Qian’s father seeks to drown the newborn but is dissuaded by one Granny
Wang. As a child Qian plays “court” with the other children. He grows up to be a handsome man
and highly skilled in the martial arts. One day he goes gambling with a pair of brothers with the
surname Zhong and loses a substantial sum, which he decides to make up by robbing the
underlings of a corrupt official. Qian swears brotherhood with the Zhong brothers. In time, Qian
and the Zhong brothers enlist help resist rebel forces. Qian acquits himself well in battle and it is
prophesied that he will one day be king. Time passes and he is indeed made king of Yue and Wu
for his part in putting down the rebellion.

!
!
!
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GJ22: Mumian'an Zheng Huchen bao yuan
(Zheng Huchen Seeks Revenge in Mumian Temple)

!

A ruhua recounts leaders who have been ill-served by evil ministers. The primary text
begins by describing background and early days of Jia Sidao, a highly intelligent and literate man
who at a young age loses his father and uncle to illness. Jia inveigles himself into the imperial
court and begins to take advantage of his position more and more unscrupulously. Before long
Jia has acquired a reputation as a petty tyrant. Eventually he is demoted and effectively banished.
The only official willing escort him to the place of his banishment is a marshal named Zheng
Huchen, the son of a victim of one of Jia’s earlier purges. The fearful Jia attempts suicide by
poison but before he can die Zhen beats him and his sons to death.

!
GJ23: Zhang Shunmei dengxiao de li'nü
(Zhang Shunmei Finds a Fair Lady During the Lantern Festival)

!

A ruhua tells of Zheng Sheng is a handsome bachelor who happens upon a silk
handkerchief and note during the Lantern Festival. On the basis of the note, which seems to
promise a romantic encounter to whoever finds it, Zheng becomes fascinated with its anonymous
author. Before long the two meet and elope. The primary story describes Zhang Shunmei who
now lives in Hangzhou after failing to pass the provincial examinations. During the Lantern
Festival a tipsy Zhang charms a young woman named Liu Suxiang who is out with her maid.
They have an encounter in a local temple and an assignation is arranged. They too decide to
elope but are soon separated on the road and Zhang comes to believe she has drowned, the
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thought of which brings upon a serious illness. Liu, who it turns out is very much alive, rents a
boat and proceeds to their original destination of Zhenjiang where she is upset to learn that
Zhang has not arrived. A Buddhist nun takes pity on her a Liu proves a quick study of the
Buddhist scriptures. Zhang finally recovers and the two are reunited and married.

!
GJ24: Yang Siwen Yanshan feng guren
(Yang Siwen Meets an Old Acquaintance in Yanshan)

!

A ruhua describes the lively Lantern Festivals during the reign of Emperor Huizong of
the Song. The primary text concerns Yang Siwen, a copyist who resides with his uncle in
Yanshan. One day Yang sees Jurchen entourage, and among the women there is one who he
recognizes as his sister-in-law. He speaks to her and learns that she and her husband where
captured some time earlier. He escaped and she was made a maid. Before they can continue their
discussion Yang is chased off by a guard. Yang finds his brother and explains the current
circumstances of his wife. They go to find her and learn she has been dead for some time. In a
ghostly encounter she insists that her husband promise to never remarry. He promises but later
goes back on his word. In a frightening encounter her spirit drags her husband and his new wife
beneath the waves of river that they are attempting to cross by boat.

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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GJ25: Yan Pingzhong er tao sha san shi
(Yan Pingzhong Kills Three Men with Two Peaches)

!

A ruhua tells of Fangfeng, a mythical giant who lived and died in ancient times. The
primary text describes how in the Spring and Autumn period the Qi court was plagued by three
outsized thugs named Tian Kaijiang, Gu Yizi, and Jie Gongsun. A conflict arrises between the
states of QI and Chu and so a silver-tongued man only three feet tall named Yan Pingzhong is
sent to resolve it. The court of Chu attempts to humiliate him by inviting him through a dogsized door but he turns the situation to his rhetorical advantage. Next a man from Qi who has
become a thief is presented as a criticism of that state but Yan argues that it is the deleterious
environment in Chu that has turned him to crime. In time the Qi king asks Yan to rid his court of
three thugs. Yan anticipates that if only two of the three men are awarded peaches in recognition
of their “service” to the court they will fall to bickering that can only result in their deaths.

!
GJ26: Shen xiaoguan yi niao hai qi ming
(Shen Xiu Causes Seven Deaths with One Bird)

!

Shen Xiu is an idle young man who cares for little more than going out walking with his
caged thrush. Shen suffers from a hernia and one day while out with the bird he collapses and
loses consciousness. A passing bucket-cooper comes across the scene and steals the bird,
decapitating Shen in the process. Shen issue an award for their son’s head and two foolish
brothers try to get the award by cutting off their father’s head (at his suggestion) and passing it
off as Shen’s. In the meantime, a man named Li Ji has bought the thrush from the bucket-cooper.
As he is now in possession of the bird he is presumed to be Shen’s killer and so is executed. A
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gentleman who has come to clear Li Ji’s name gets the bucket-cooper to confess to the original
crime and he too is executed. The brothers who decapitated their father are found out and they
are also sentenced to death. The wife of the bucket-cooper is so upset at witnessing her husband’s
public execution that she trips and falls, fatally injuring herself and bringing the death toll to
seven.

!
GJ27: Jin Yunu bangda boqinglang
(Jin Yunu Beats the Heartless Man)

!

A ruhua tells the story of a wife who deserts her husband only for him to become a
famous minister of the Han dynasty. The primary text tells of a seventh generation beggar chief
named Jin Laoda who is ashamed of the family business and so passes on the title of chief to a
kinsman. Jin has a beautiful daughter named Yunu whom he arranges to marry a scholar named
Mo Ji. The new beggar chief, affronted at not being invited to the wedding, crashes the ceremony
a scene of comic anarchy. In time Mo Ji is very successful in the examinations and begins to feel
that his wife’s humble station is holding him back and so pushes her off the deck of a boat in an
attempt to drown her. She is rescued by an affluent couple that adopts her. Mo Ji hears that the
couple has a beautiful daughter and, not realizing it is actually the wife he tried kill not long
before, comes courting. Yunu arranges for him to be pummeled by eight of her maidservants
bearing bamboo staffs and gives him an extended tongue lashing before (reluctantly) taking him
back.

!
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GJ28: Li Xiuqing yi jie Huang Zhennü
(Li Xiuqing Marries the Virgin Huang with Honor)

!

A ruhua several historical accounts of women dress themselves like men. The primary
story is that of a widower named Huang who needs to travel with his daughter Shancong.
Fearing to leave her alone, he decides to dress her as a boy and take her with him. Two years
later Huang dies and Shancong is left alone in the world. She meets and pledges sworn
“brotherhood” with Li Xiuqing, an itinerant merchant. The two travel to Shancong’s old home
where, confronted by her sister, she reveals that she is actually a woman. Li wishes to marry
Shancong but she is reluctant to do so and until finally she is tricked into marrying him by an
influential official. In the end, theirs is a happy marriage.

!
GJ29: Yueming heshang du Liu Cui
(Monk Moon Bright Redeems Willow Green)

!

Liu Xuanjiao is a prefect who hold a grudge against the Monk Yutong over a perceived
slight. Because of this he hires a courtesan to seduce the man, which, if successful, would be a
violation of his vows. He resists for a time but eventually they have sex. The monk is ashamed
and wills himself to death. Liu hears of this and regrets his actions but it is too late. In time Liu’s
wife gives birth to a daughter, Cuicui who is only eight when her fathers dies of an illness. When
she is sixteen she is married off to be a concubine and from here she descends to prostitution ––
this is an act of karmic retribution for her father’s transgressions. The Monk Moon Bright guides
her in the ways of Buddhism and, furnished with a new understanding of the world, she also
wills her own death.
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!
GJ30: Mingwu chanshi gan Wujie
(Abbot Mingwu Redeems Abbot Wujie)

!

A ruhua describes a reunion across multiple lifetimes. The primary text concerns Abbot
Wujie, a man of rare intellect and talent, and Abbot Mingwu, who is possessed of a similar
intellect. The men are very close. One day Abbot Wujie takes in a foundling who has been
abandoned not far away and she is raised by one of his acolytes. When the girl, named Red
Lotus, reaches the age of sixteen, Wujie has sex with her. His friend Mingwu realizes what he
has done and rebukes him in verse and in short order Wujie passes away. Thereafter Mingwu
follows him into death. Wujie is reborn as the poet Su Shi and Mingwu is reborn not far away. In
time Su Shi runs afoul of the emperor and is imprisoned. In this difficult time he is comforted by
the words of the reincarnated Mingwu and turns to Buddhism.

!
GJ31: Nao yinsi Sima Mao duanyu
(Sima Mao Disrupts Order in the Underworld and Sits in Judgment)

!

Sima Mao is a frustrated scholar. He drunkenly writes a poem venting his spleen over a
world that does not seem to recognize his worth announces that he would have nothing to hide
even if brought before Yama, monarch of the underworld. Word of Sima’s poem reaches the Jade
Emperor who announces that if the scholar truly believes can do better than Yama at rewarding
the good and punishing the wicked then he should do so. Thus Sima brought down to hell and
placed before Yama where it is decided that the scholar shall judge a series of cases. If his rulings
are wise and fair then he will not be guilty of libel against the king of the underworld. What
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follows are a string of cases concerning murder of the loyal, repaying kindness with hostility,
abuse of power, and forcing the desperate into suicide. The Jade Emperor is impressed by Sima’s
rulings and promises him distinction and rank in his next lifetime. Sima requests that his wife
join him in that life to come. He then awakens as from a dream, explains what has happened, and
they peacefully die.

!
GJ32: You Fengdu Humu di yinshi
(Humu Di Intones Poems and Visits the Netherworld)

!

Qin Hui is a treacherous court minister of the Song dynasty who collaborates with the
Jurchen state against the interests of the Song. In time he sets his eyes on the throne but before he
can put his plans into action he sickens and dies. Time passes. A virtuous scholar name Humu Di
reads a biography of Qin Hui and is enraged that such a villain should have children while good
men such as Wen Tianxiang remain heirless. While drinking he writes out a poem railing against
the injustice of a heaven that cannot distinguish good from evil and falls asleep, whereupon he
dreams that a pair of Yama’s runners drag him off to Fengdu, the underworld. He is brought
before Yama, who explains to him that the workings of heaven are subtler than he realizes and
span multiple lifetimes. Humu is then taken on a tour of the underworld where he sees the dead
subject to a range of hellish punishments. At the end of his tour he is promised academic success
during a future life when China is not controlled by the Mongols.

!
!
!
!
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GJ33: Zhang gulao zhong gua qu Wennü
(Old Man Zhang Grows Melons and Marries Wennü)

!

A ruhua explains that snow is administered by three snow gods. The primary text tells of
Wei Shu, a manager of a royal stable. Wei is troubled to learn that one of the royal horses has left
the stable and so he goes to follow its footprints in the snow. The trail leads to a farmhouse
inhabited by an old man named Zhang who confirms that the horse is there. Some time later Wei
returns with his wife and daughter to thank him in person and the eighty year old Zhang requests
the hand of Wei’s eighteen year old daughter in marriage. Enraged, Wei storms out. Despite this,
Zhang insists on courting the young woman and Wei irritably announces that he won’t part with
her for anything less than one hundred thousand strings of copper cash, a ludicrous sum. Wei is
therefore quite surprised when Zhang promptly provides the money. Wei asks his daughter what
she wants to do and she agrees to the marriage. By chance her brother encounters her and Zhang
after the marriage and attempts to strike Zhang with his sword –– Zhang is unharmed but the
sword shatters. It is in this way that he learns that Zhang is an immortal. He visits his sister and
Zhang in their divine abode and when he returns that the visit, just a day for him, has taken
twenty years back on earth. In time the brother was elevated to the level of a local deity to the
city of Yangzhou.

!
GJ34: Li gongzi jiu she huo chenxin
(Mr. Li Saves a Snake and Wins Chenxin)

!

A ruhua tells of Sun Shu’ao, who in his youth slew a two-headed snake on the road in
order to protect others from the creature. The primary text tells the story of Li Yuan, who in the
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course of his travels comes across several children tormenting a snake. He rescues it from them
and sets it free and warns it to avoid humans in the future. After a time a young boy appears at
Li’s side bearing the name card of a man named Zhu Wei who wishes to see him. They travel to
the Zhu residence by boat and it turns out to be a grand palace inhabited by a king who explains
that Li rescued his son previously when he saved the snake. Li realizes that he is before the
Dragon King in his underwater palace. The King tells Li to name his reward. Li replies that his
only wish in life is to be gratification. “Gratification,” it so happens is the name of the King’s
daughter, and so she is married to Li for a term of three years. After they are married she uses her
supernatural powers to help Li pass the examinations. Once her term of marriage is up she
departs without delay. In time, Li rises to the level of minister of personnel.

!
GJ35: Jian tie seng qiao pian Huangfu qi
(The Monk with a Note Cleverly Tricks Huangfu’s Wife)

!

A ruhua tells of a miscommunication between a husband and wife who are corresponding
by post. The primary texts describes a Mr. Huangfu and his wife Yang-shi. One day a stranger
instructs the family’s servant boy to deliver a letter and jewelry to Yang-shi and Yang-shi only.
Huangfu catches wind of this and is immediately suspicious. He reads the missive and discovers
that it is a love letter. He storms off to the teahouse where the boy met the stranger but when
Huangfu arrives he is already gone. Huangfu returns home and confronts his wife who claims
innocence. Unconvinced, Huangfu tortures Yang-shi’s thirteen year old maid and admits to
nothing. He hauls both before a local magistrate. Yang-shi is cast out of the household and winds
up under the control of a lascivious monk who turns out to be none other than the man who
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wrote the letter in the first place. The monk is eventually found out and sentenced to be beaten to
death. Yang-shi is returned to her husband.

!
GJ36: Song Si gong da nao jinhun Zhang
(Song the Fourth Greatly Torments Tightwad Zhang)

!

A ruhua tells of a man who invites disaster by incurring the jealousy of the empress’s
brother through flaunting his wealth and beautiful concubine. The primary text describes Squire
Zhang, a wealthy miser, and Song Fourth, a burglar who is not above killing. Song burgles
Zhang’s house and so Zhang engages the authorities to capture him but the slippery Song
escapes. Song in turn is robbed by Zhao, one of his proteges, as part of a kind of competition
between the two men. Song acknowledges his student’s accomplishment but wagers he can’t be
bested a second time –– in fact, he is. Song sends Zhao to the capital bearing a note that, if read,
would result in his capture or worse. Luckily Zhao reads it first and realizes the truth. Zhao
arrives in the city and, knowing his hosts, the Hous, intend to murder him, trades places with his
their son –– he it is who is hacked to death in place of Zhao. Despite these misunderstandings,
Song, Zhao, and the Hous join forces to rob Zhang. The criminals perform a high profile
burglary to attract the attention of the authorities and, taking advantage of Zhang’s greediness,
use the objects they have stolen in order to implicate him in the crime. In the end Zhang loses
much of his fortune and hangs himself in despair.

!
!
!
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GJ37: Liang Wudi lei xiu cheng fo
(Emperor Wudi of the Liang Dynasty Goes to the Land of Extreme Bliss through
Ceaseless Cultivation)

!

The story tells of a Buddhist acolyte named Puneng who is reincarnated. In that new life
he is registered as a monk at just one year of age. His parents arrange for him to be married but
neither he nor his intended, Furen, want to be married as they are both committed to Buddhism.
The two are married but the marriage is not consummated and they refer to one another as
“brother” and “sister.” In time, they will their own deaths. The man is reincarnated in the Xiao
family with the name Yan, the young woman in the Zhi family. In time, Xiao Yan is advisor to
the emperor and becomes prefect of Yongzhou. However, one day an attempt is made on his life,
seemingly at the emperor’s command. He resists and after a military conflict becomes the Liang
emperor. As such, he establishes a series of policies to promote Buddhism and personally works
to redeem the souls of his first wife and others. Eventually, the Emperor Wudi meets the Monk
Zhi, who is of course the reincarnation of Furen and in a flash they recall the events of their
previous lives. Eventually, however, Wudi is deposed and dies. The Monk Zhi hears the news
and wills his own death. Later, spectral figures of Wudi and Zhi are seen and they announce that
they are proceeding west to the Land of Ultimate Bliss.

!
GJ38: Ren xiaozi liexing wei shen
(Ren the Filial Son with a Fiery Disposition Becomes a God)

!

Ren Gui lives with his father and beautiful wife Shengjin who is not satisfied with her lot
in Ren’s household. She has been conducting an affair with Zhou De since before she was
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married through to the present. While Ren is away working Zhou visits regularly under the
pretext that he is Shengjin’s cousin and Ren’s father, who is blind, does not know any better at
first. In time, however, he informs Ren, who immediately becomes suspicious. Ren confronts
Shengjin but she denies any wrongdoing and shortly thereafter claims to Ren that his father has
assaulted her. Ren believes her and so sends her to temporarily live with her family where, it
happens, she has easy access to her lover. During one of her dates with Zhou Ren comes to visit
and nearly catches the two together. Instead, Zhou yells that Ren is a thief and he is soundly
beaten. The following day overhears local gossip about Shengjin and her relationship with Zhou.
Ren takes up a knife and, despite advice to exercise caution, goes to Shengjin’s parents’ house
where he kills her, Zhou, her parents, and their maid. He immediately turns himself in and is
sentenced to death. However, before the sentence can carried out a great storm springs up and
when it clears Ren is already dead. Subsequently Ren’s ghost is frequently seen and it explains
that the Jade Emperor loves him for his honesty and filiality, and so he has been made the
guardian spirit Ox-Skin Street.

!
GJ39: Wang Xinzhi yi si jiu quanjia
(Wang Xinzhi Dies to Save the Entire Family)

!

A ruhua describes people and business who benefited from the emperor’s attention
during the Southern Song. The primary text tells of Wang Xinzhi, whose life is turned upside
down when false accusations are leveled against him. Wang is a young man who is highly
proficient in both in scholarly learning as well as in the martial arts. He establishes a small
foundry and with the money that comes in he quickly becomes well established as a local leader.
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In response to rumors of Jurchen aggression, Wang volunteers his services and those of his men
in resisting the threat, but the bureaucracy does not take action. After some time two of Wang’s
former underlings who are disgruntled with what they see a stinginess on Wang’s part frame him
as a conspirator against the throne. Wang hears of his impending arrest and goes on the run,
assembling his forces, however he eventually surrenders in the hope that his family will not
suffer on his behalf. While in prison he is permitted to take poison. Shortly thereafter, the men
who first slandered Wang are found out and severely beaten. Wang is survived by his brother and
others who are able to continue the family line thanks to his selflessness.

!
GJ40: Shen Xiaoxia xianghui chushibiao
(Shen Xiaoxia Encounters the Expedition Memorials)

!

The story tells of Yan Song and his son Yan Shifan, two malicious men who rise high in
the imperial bureaucracy of the Ming. A contemporary, Shen Lian, is possessed of great civil and
martial talent. He is made registrar of the imperial guards, in which position he incurs the wrath
of Yan Shifan by standing up to the man’s excessive behavior. As a result, Shen is to be beaten to
death at Yan’s command. Thanks to an ally in the imperial guards, however, Shen is only lightly
beaten and makes his way to Bao’an Prefecture where his wife and sons go to join him. Yan
catches word of this and schemes to have him killed by having him falsely accused as a member
of the White Lotus Cult. Shen is promptly thrown in jail where he is murdered. Two of Shen’s
sons are also killed for fear that they will attempt to avenge their father. However, another of his
sons, Shen Xiaoxia, remains alive and determined to make the journey to Bao’an. Shen Xiaoxia
is accompanied by two runners who he fears aim to do him harm and so he escapes them by
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hiding in the home of an ally with whom he stays for quite some time. In time, the scheming Yan
is executed. By chance Shen Xiaoxia encounters his uncle, recognizes him by two calligraphic
memorials, and so the two, and subsequently all remaining family members, are reunited.
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